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Abstract

Nowadays, aspect-oriented techniques are widely used to better modularize object-oriented pro-
grams by introducing crosscutting concerns in a safe and non invasive way, i.e., aspect-oriented
mechanisms better address the modularization of functionality that orthogonally crosscut the
implementation of the application. The high modularization is done by three main concepts:
encapsulation of crosscutting concerns in a modular unit (the aspect), selection of the exact point
where the concern should be inserted (join point selection or pointcut) and insertion of the con-
cern into the selected join points (the weaving mechanism).

Unfortunately, as noted by several researchers, most of the current aspect-oriented approaches are
too coupled with the application code, and this fact hinders the concerns separability and conse-
quently their re-usability since each aspect is strictly tailored on the base application. Moreover,
the join points, i.e. the locations affected by a crosscutting concerns, actually are defined at op-
eration level. It implies that the possible set of join points includes every operation (e.g., method
invocations) that the system performs. Whereas, in many contexts we wish to define aspects
that are expected to work at the statement level, i.e., by considering as a join point every point
between two generic statements (i.e., lines of code).

This proposal should overcome the above described limitations of current aspect-oriented ap-
proaches, by introducing a new model for the join points, and a new mechanism to select these
join points, as more as possible decoupled from the application code.
Our proposal, called Blueprint, consists of a new aspect-oriented programming language based
on modeling the join point selection mechanism at a high level of abstraction to decouple aspects
from the base program. To this regard, we propose a high level pattern based join point model,
where join points are described by means of join point blueprints, i.e. computational and behav-
ioral patterns describing where the join point should be found. In other words, we use a sort of
UML diagrams to describe the control flows of the computational patterns and where are the join
points inside these blueprints to detect potential woven points.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In modern programming languages to provide mechanisms to support the separation of concerns1

is one of the main objectives [Par72, HVL95, TOHSJ99]. Nowadays, developing software for
industries and organizations is typically a complex task, because the software to be developed is
itself of a highly complex nature, moreover, the advent of novel and innovative technology makes
necessary for programs to incorporate and deal with an greater and greater variety of special
computing concerns such as concurrency, distribution, real time constraints, location control,
persistence, and failure recovery. A large number of needs, requirements and view points must
be harmonized to find the right solution. Software development, therefore, has to deal with a
large number of concerns.
The principle of separation of concerns introduced by Dijkstra:

Let me try to explain to you, what to my taste is characteristic for all intelligent
thinking. It is, that one is willing to study in depth an aspect of one’s subject matter
in isolation for the sake of its own consistency, all the time knowing that one is
occupying oneself only with one of the aspects.

We know that a program must be correct and we can study it from that viewpoint
only. [...] But nothing is gained on the contrary by tackling these various aspects
simultaneously. It is what I sometimes have called the “separation of concerns”.

A scientific discipline separates a fraction of human knowledge from the rest: we
have to do so, because, compared with what could be known, we have very, very
small heads. [Dij82]

1Separation of concerns follows the well established principle is software engineering to hide complexity by
abstraction.
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A formal definition for the term concern is proposed in [SR02]: “any matter of interest in a
software system”. Ossher and Tarr in [OT01b] define the separation of concerns as “the ability to
identify, encapsulate and manipulate only those parts of software that are relevant to a particular
concept, goal or purpose”. A concern can therefore be considered as “the part of a software
system relevant to a particular concept, goal or purpose”.

M1

M2

M3

Mn

C1

C2

C3

Cn

... ...

(a) Separation of concerns

M1

M2

M3

Mn

C1

C2

C3

Cn

... ...

(b) Crosscutting concerns

Figure 1.1: (a) Mapping concerns C1, C2 ... Cn to modules M1, M2 ... Mn. (b) Concern C2
crosscuts modules M1, M2 and Mn

The principle of separation of concerns affirms that an application should be organized as a set of
low level units where each unit encapsulates one particular feature (concern) of the application.
The advantage of this approach is that the description of a feature is well confined and is therefore
easier to control. This decomposition process is illustrated in Figure 1.1(a), the application is
decomposed into concerns (C1, C2 ... Cn) and each of these concerns is mapped to a separate
module (M1, M2 ... Mn).

There are numerous mechanisms for separation of concerns at source code level, one of these is
the modularization, where each module is responsible for certain concerns of a system, and all
modules together realize all the concerns of the system. This is a conventional technique early
applied into modular programming, then in object-oriented programming.

In general many concerns may be well encapsulated in modules, and/or classes but the same is
not possible for all concerns. Some concerns affect (crosscut) the implementation of the other
concerns, the so called crosscutting concerns. Typical examples of crosscutting concerns are
logging, reliability, security, and synchronization. A crosscutting concern represent a serious
problem, since it pollutes the code realizing another concern that become hard to understand,
reuse, extend, adapt and maintain. Moreover, the crosscutting concern is difficult to maintain
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Figure 1.2: Concern decomposition: The prism analogy

since its code is scattered all around the application. In Figure 1.1(b), for example, concern C2 is
mapped to the modules M1, M2 and Mn.
Scattering and tangling2 are effects of crosscutting concerns, e.g., the implementation of the con-
cern is scattered over many units (we call it the scattering problem), and one unit often contains
the implementation of more than one concern (we call it the tangling problem). See table 1.1 to
view a summary of main consequence of crosscutting concerns.

The problem of dealing with crosscutting concerns, is not new. Many different approaches to
this problem was devised. Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is the most recent approach to
realize the separation of concerns, and mainly to facilitate the modularization of the crosscutting
concerns. Figure 1.2 shows as a light beam passing through a prism, in that case the light is
decomposed to its basic components. Analogously, passing an application beam through a prism
(i.e., a concern identifier) decomposed it into its basic concerns. The same view extends towards
AOP approach in separation of concerns.
AOP provides a new abstraction and a new way of modularization by clearly separating cross-
cutting concerns from non-crosscutting ones. AOP introduces aspects, which encapsulate behav-
iors that affect multiple units into reusable modules. In other words, aspects define ’when’ and
’where’ something has to be applied to a base system 3 and what should be applied.

AOP also aids the localization of the connecting points, the so called join points selections or
pointcuts, which identify where the aspects crosscut the code. It also provides definition of
behavior to be executed at specific join points. Finally, it implements an aspect weaver, that
is a tool which merges the aspects and the classes with respect to the join points to obtain the
complete application [KLM+97].

Each AOP approach is characterized by a join point model (JPM), that permits to specify where,
when and how the aspects observe, augment or alter the program behavior. Different join point
models offer different means of implementing crosscutting concerns in an application. Crosscut-
ting concerns may not be well modularized as aspects without an appropriate join point model,

2Scattering and tangling are words that describe symptoms of non-modularity.
3Base program, base code, base system, base application are all terms used to indicate the non-aspect part of the

application. In other words a base is a unit of modularization formalizing a non-crosscutting concern. This goes in
line with most programming languages, where the provided units of modularization allow for decomposing a system
according to one dimension, only, called dominant decomposition [TOHSJ99]

9



Consequences of Crosscutting Concerns
Redundant Code

The same fragment of code is placed in many places.

Difficult to reason about

There are not explicit structure for the crosscut concern and, the big picture of the tangling is not
clear.

Difficult to change

It is very difficult to find all the code involved by a crosscut concern. Moreover it is difficult to be
sure to change it consistently.

Table 1.1: Consequences of Crosscutting Concerns

which covers all the interested elements. Hence, the ability of an AOP language to support
modularization of crosscutting concerns is dependent on its join point model.

Traditionally, the join point models allow the programmer of selecting the join points on the
basis of the program lexical structure, such as explicit program elements names, unfortunately
this approach is too coupled with the application code, and often this fact hinders the concerns
separability and consequently their re-usability since each aspect is strictly tailored on the base
application. As stated by Kiczales in his keynote at AOSD 2003:

[...] The pointcuts definition language has the most relevant role in the success of
the aspect-oriented technology but most of them rely on a mechanism too tailored
on the syntax of the program to manipulate. [Kic03]

Moreover, the join points are actually defined at operation level. It implies that the possible set
of join points includes every operation (e.g., method invocations) that the application performs.
Whereas, in many contexts we wish to define aspects that are expected to work at the statement
level, i.e., by considering as a join point every point between two generic statements or expres-
sions. To our knowledge, AO techniques with both statement level join point model and high
decoupling form base program are missing; the existing literature on the subject is mainly con-
cerned with either to propose extensions of the AspectJ4 [KHH+01] join point model or the
development of new operation level join point models. Moreover, we think that next enhance-
ment for the AOP methodology consists of extending the pointcut definition language to support
join points selection on the basis of a (kind of) semantic query (see Sentence 1.1), i.e., pointcuts
that does not only take into consideration the structure of the program but also its semantic.

4AspectJ is an aspect-oriented extension to the Java programming language created at Xerox PARC, more-
over, it is the first tool providing linguistic support to AOP.
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Sentence 1.1 Semantic join point selection mechanism.
We need that whenever two programs P and P0 are semantically equivalent, to apply an aspect to
P gives the same result (semantically speaking) to apply it to P0, even if they have very different
syntactic forms.

In this thesis, we explore one possible direction to overcome most of the limits of current join
point models and aspect oriented languages and to obtain a more semantic approach to join
point selections, this new AO language, called Blueprint, is based on a novel join point model,
wherein the join point selection mechanism is based on a blueprint of the program execution. To
decouple the join point selection mechanism from application syntax and structure, we propose
a high level pattern (the blueprint) based recognition mechanism that permits the localization on
the base of a high level behavioral description.

In particular, we start from the key idea that providing a more expressive and semantic-oriented
selection mechanism means to use a query language based on a well-defined program represen-
tation that captures its behavior/properties abstracting from the syntactic details.
We propose a high level pattern based join point model, where join points are described by means
of patterns (called join point blueprints), i.e. computational and behavioral patterns describing
where the join point should/could be found. Intuitively, we use a sort of UML diagrams to de-
scribe a blueprint (of part) of the application computational flow and to specify where the join
points are inside these blueprints to detect potential woven points. In this way, the aspect pro-
grammer can select the interested join points by describing their supposed location in the appli-
cation through UML-like descriptions (basically, activity diagrams) representing computational
patterns on the application behavior. These UML descriptions are just patterns on the application
behavior, that is, they are not derived from the system design information but express properties
on them.

The join point blueprints are expressed through a visual language, because, in our opinion, a
visual approach is clearer and intuitive and makes more evident the independence and decoupling
from the source code. Finally, this approach is not limited to a specific programming language
but can be used in combination with many. At the moment, we are using the Poseidon4UML
program for depicting the join point patterns but we are developing an ad hoc interface for that,
and the Java as programming language.

A join point blueprint is composed of two distinct parts, the primary one is the visual portion
of the blueprint, that describe the sought behavior and the supposed location of the join points,
while the second one is the textual portion of the blueprint, called meta-information, that contains
a set of information useful to decouple the blueprint from the application source code.

A key concept behind our Blueprint language is the unawareness of the aspect programmer
of the base program syntax and structure. Therefore, a join point blueprint can be described
specifying only the data necessary to recognize the pattern in the program. In this way, it is
possible to describe the computational flow by using a loose approach.

11



<<exactmatch>>
*.foo(..)

method meta-variable
any foo(..)

<<or>>

variable meta-variable
             Field

use *.Field in left

<<method>>

<<joinpoint jp3>> <<joinpoint jp4>>

use *.Field in right

<<method>>

 jp3, jp4

FieldAccessBlueprint

(a)

variable meta-variable
      Field, x

use ((*.Field in left) and (x in right))

<<joinpoint, jp1>>

jp1

SetBlueprint

type meta-variable
A= primitive_type

method meta-variable
  void set(A)

type-binding
A Field, A x

<<exactmatch>>

<<method>>

set(A)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Join Point Blueprint Examples

The Blueprint language defines a set of loose5 and tight6 elements, that the aspect programmer
can blend to obtain the representation of the desired pattern. Obviously, more tight elements
are used in the description of the pattern and more the join point blueprint is coupled to the
application code.

By using our languages, it is possible to specify or not where (in what classes) looking for the
pattern, it is possible to describe a certain behavior either using the real code elements names
(by using tight element) or without to know methods names or variables names used into the
application code (by using loose elements), by using the meta-information, e.g., variable meta-
variable and method meta-variable described in Section 4.4. It is also possible to specify either
real Java instructions or template-statement (see Definition 4.2) i.e., looking for the use of a
specific variable or meta-variable in a specific kind of statements. Finally, Blueprint permits to
express that one element of the diagram either follows immediately the other, or follows the other
but not immediately, i.e., several other (not relevant to the join point localization) statements
could occur before of the second element, the number of statements that could occur could be
limited by a scope.

Two examples of join point blueprints are shown in Figure 1.3. The behavior considered in the
blueprint shown in Figure 1.3 (b) can be summarized by: “a method that receives a parameter
x of a given type T and assigns such a parameter to a field of the same type”. The diagram
describe the context where the join point blueprint could be found. The use of meta-variables

5Loose elements permit to describe the blueprint of the application execution flow neglecting several details and
completely decoupled by the code.

6Tight elements describe the blueprint with enough details to strictly tied it to part of the real application execu-
tion flow.
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grants the join point blueprint independence of a specific case. In the example, A, x and set are
meta-variables, respectively a type meta-variable, i.e., a variable whose values range on types, a
variable meta-variable, i.e., a variable representing a variable name and a method meta-variable,
i.e., a variable representing a method name. The red rounded rectangles represent tight elements
where are expressed real Java instructions while the yellow rounded rectangles indicated loose
elements and contain template-statement.

Until now, we have just talked about join point blueprints, that simply describe where the join
point can be found, to complete the process we must declare an aspect where these join point
blueprints are used to weave the concern code at the interested join points. The aspect definition,
like in most AOP language, includes pointcuts definitions and code (often called advice) linked to
these pointcuts. Moreover, in our language, the aspect must declare all the join point blueprints
it uses and which join points it imports from them. Both pointcuts and advice will use these
information in their definition. The following TestAspect aspect imports the jp1 join point
from the SetPattern join point blueprint (shown in Figure 1.3 (b)) and the jp4 join point
from the FieldAccessPattern join point blueprint (shown in Figure 1.3 (a)). Note that the
FieldAccessPattern join point blueprint defines two join points but only one is imported by
this aspect.

public aspect TestAspect {
public joinpointpattern SetPattern(jp1);
public joinpointpattern FieldAccessPattern(jp4);
public pointcut a() : jp1();
public pointcut b() : jp2();
advice() : a() {...}
advice() : b() {...}

}

The last, but not the least, element of an aspect-oriented language is the weaver. During the weav-
ing process, given a base program and a set of aspects, the weaver introduces the crosscutting
concerns at the captured join points in the base program. Our approach does not differ in that
and the Blueprint weaving process must be realized. The Blueprint programming language
adopts a static weaving, i.e., the weaving decisions are taken at compile time or post-compile
time. The weaving process is defined as a collection of program transformations acting on the
abstract syntax tree of the component program. A direct benefit out of static weaving is that less
run-time checking overhead is required.

The base program and the join point blueprint work at a different level of abstraction. The former
is at code level, while the latter is at behavioral level. To fill this gap, it is necessary to build
a common representation for the program and the join point blueprints (we call this process the

13



(a)

Tight element

Loose element

(b)

Figure 1.4: Abstract Syntax Tree: (a) Base Program AST (b) Blueprint-AST.

pre-weaving phase, see Chapter 5 for all details). The abstract syntax tree7 (AST) [ASU86] fit
perfectly the problem; both the program computational flow and the join point blueprint can be
represented by AST. In reality, we use the real AST for the base program (see Figure 1.4 (a)),
and a graph with portion of AST (that we call Blueprint-AST) for the join point blueprint (see
Figure 1.4 (b)). It is not possible to use an AST to describe completely the blueprint because
not all elements of the blueprint are instructions with a well defined AST. So we use a graph to
represent a blueprint, where each arrow corresponds to a graph edge, and each other element is
translated into a node, the tight elements are node containing an AST of its instructions, and the
loose elements are simple node of the graph containing the description of its meta-statements.

A first prototype for Blueprint, based on these ideas, exists.

Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 we introduce the aspect-oriented programming, its components, its key concepts
and, finally, we define a common terminology used inside this thesis. In Chapter 3 we review the
state of the art in the topics concerning this work, and present the limitations of these approaches.
Chapter 4 we describe the Blueprint aspect-oriented programming language. In the Chapter 5
the weaving process is explained and after that, in Chapter 6, some interesting and important
application of the Blueprint. Finally, Chapter 7 contains the conclusions and the future works.

7An abstract syntax tree is a finite, labeled, directed tree, where the internal nodes are labeled by operators, and
the leaf nodes represent the operands of the operators.
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Chapter 2

Background:
Aspect Oriented Programming

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the name given to a set of techniques based on the idea
that the software is better developed by separately specifying the various concerns. There are
numerous mechanisms for separation of concerns at source code level, such as classes, modules
and so on, but recently the focus is on aspects. AOP can therefore be viewed as a general
modeling mechanism, which applies to all phases of the software life cycle.

Twenty years ago the dominant programming language paradigm was procedural programming.
This paradigm is characterized by the use of statements that update state variables. Example
are Pascal, C and Fortran. Other programming paradigms are the functional, logic, object-
oriented and aspect-oriented. Every paradigm uses a different modularization mechanism for
separating concerns into modules. Functional languages are entirely based on functions. A
characteristic of procedural programming is that global variables can potentially be accessed
and updated by any part of the program. The object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm
improves modularity by encapsulating data with methods inside objects. The data may only be
accessed indirectly by calling the associated methods.
Existing modularization mechanisms typically support only a small set of decompositions and
usually only a single dominant modularization at a time. This is known as the tyranny of the
dominant decomposition [TOHSJ99]. A specific decomposition limits the ability to implement
other concerns in a modular way. For example, OOP modularizes concerns in classes and only
fixed relations are possible. Implementing a concern in a class may prevent another concern from
being implemented as a class, this kind of concerns are called crosscutting concerns because they
cut across other functionality/modules of the program. Aspect-Oriented Programming solves this
problem.

Although AOP is claimed to be useful to programming languages with module mechanisms,
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Figure 2.1: Aspect Weaving Process

it has been mostly studied in the context of object-oriented programming languages such as
Java, C++, and SmallTalk. Object-oriented applications that are developed by using aspect-
oriented programming techniques consist of classes and aspects. Where classes implement the
primary functionality of the system, and aspects (a new abstraction introduced by AOP) capture
crosscutting concerns. Actually, AOP is not only applied to object-oriented languages, also some
functional languages implement aspect-oriented functionality (e.g., Aspectual Caml [TMY05]).

AOP also introduces the mechanisms to compose aspect and base program, called weaving pro-
cess. Figure 2.1 explains the weaving process. You should note that the original code does not
need to know about any functionality the aspect has added; it needs only to be recompiled with-
out the aspect to regain the original functionality. At its most basic, aspect weaving can be seen
as a source code transformation process and the aspect oriented language can be seen as a sort of
meta-language that specifies the code transformation.

One of the main elements of an AOP language is the join point model (JPM). It describes the
hooks where aspects may be added, and thus determines the structure of crosscutting concerns.
Identifying the points at which a cross-cutting concern affects a system is an important part of a
JPM. A JPM consists of three elements:

¶ join points are the points of reference that aspect programs can use to refer to the compu-
tation of the whole program.

· a means of identifying join points.

¸ a mechanism for specifying effects at join points.

As an example, in AspectJ [KHH+01], developed by G. Kiczales’ group at Xerox, the first tool
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providing linguistic support for the modularization of crosscutting code, JPM elements are the
following:

• the join points are nodes in the run-time control flow graph of the program;

• the means of identifying join points is the pointcut, which can pick out join points based
on things like the name of the method, the package, the caller and so on;

• the mechanism for specifying effects at join points is the advice, which makes possible to
specify additional code that should run at join points.

The AspectJ JPM is not the only possible JPM, there are some other approaches in the litera-
ture, in Chapter 3 are analyzed some of them.

2.1 Aspect Weaving

AO composition can be either symmetric or asymmetric. In the symmetric approach every con-
cern can be composed with any other concerns. This approach is followed by Hyper/J [OT01a],
for example. In the asymmetric approach, the base program and aspects are distinct. The base
program is composed with the aspects. This approach is followed by AspectJ, for example.

The three more common approaches to implement aspect weaving:

• weaving in source code, i.e., adding behavior in the source code of the program;

• weaving in intermediate language, i.e., adding behavior directly in the target language.
Target language can be Intermediate Language (IL) or machine code; and

• weaving in virtual machine, i.e., adapting the virtual machine.

2.1.1 Source Code Weaving

A source code weaver combines the original source with aspect source code. It interprets the
defined aspects and combines them with the original source, generating input for the native com-
piler.

The advantages of using source code weaving are:

• it is easy to read and understand the woven code;

• it is impossible to generate confusing invalid intermediate code;
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• it is possible to do things that are impossible with intermediate language weaving, such as,
to determine the source line for a statement, to determine the entire scope of an exception
handler, and so on.

However, the drawbacks of source code weaving are:

• source code weaving explicitly depends on the syntax of the input language;

• aspects are limited to the expressive power of the source language.

AspectJ has used both source code and byte-code weaving as implementation strategies, in
particular AspectJ 1.0 used source code weaving.

2.1.2 Intermediate Language Weaving

Weaving aspects through intermediate language gives more control over the executable program
than source code weaving. Although the IL may be hard to understand, it gives several advan-
tages over source code weaving:

• programming language independence, once implemented, all compilers generating the tar-
get IL output can be used;

• more expression power, it is possible to create IL constructs that are not possible in the
original programming language;

• source code independence, it is possible to add aspects to programs and libraries without
the source code;

• a special class loader or run-time environment can decide and do dynamic weaving.

However, IL weaving also has drawbacks that do not exist for source code weaving:

• it is hard to understood because the source code should be not present;

• it is more error-prone, since compiler optimization may cause unexpected results and,

• there is available less debug information.

This weaving implementation mechanism is used in AspectWerkz 2.0 and AspectJ 1.1 and
beyond. Moreover, also JAC [PSDF01] and Wool [SCT03] use binary code manipulation in
order to change the byte-code at load-time.

Both source code and intermediate language weaving have advantages and disadvantages and we
do not think there is an obvious “winner”.
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2.1.3 Adapting the Virtual Machine

Adapting the virtual machine (VM) removes the need to weave aspects. This technique has the
same advantages as intermediate language weaving and can overcome some of its drawbacks.
Modifying the virtual machine also has its disadvantages:

• it requires that every system should be upgraded to that version,

• by modifying the virtual machine all the optimization should be revisited.

This approach is very useful if the behavior must be enhanced at run-time. PROSE [PGA02]
is base on locating support for weaving and unweaving of aspects directly in the JVM. It is a
JVM extension which can intercept calls at tun-time. It provides a new API within the JVM for
weaving aspects at runtime called Java virtual machine aspect interface (JVMAI).

Axon [AH03] is also based on interpreter extension approach and make use of the debugging
interface of the JVM.

2.2 Common Terminology

Certain common terminology and themes pervade these thesis. Different authors have variations
on the meaning they assign to these ideas. Thus, it is helpful to begin with a brief glossary of
common AOSD concepts.

Concerns. Any engineering process has many things about which it cares. These range from
high-level requirements to low-level implementation issues. Some concerns are localized
to a particular place in the emerging system, some refer to measurable properties of the
system as a whole, others are aesthetic, and others involve systematic behavior. Generi-
cally, we call all these concerns, though AOSD technology is particularly directed at the
last, systematic class.

Crosscutting Concerns. Software development addresses concerns, both concerns at the user/re-
quirements levels and at the design/implementation level. Often, the implementation of
one concern must be scattered throughout the rest of an implementation. We say that such
a concern is crosscutting. Note that what is crosscutting is a function of both the particular
decomposition of a system and the underlying support environment. A particular concern
might crosscut in one view of an architecture while being localized in another; a particu-
lar environment might invisibly support a concern (for example, security) that needs to be
explicitly addressed in another.
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Code tangling. In conventional environments, implementing crosscutting concerns usually re-
sults in code tangling - the code for concerns becomes intermixed. Ideally, software en-
gineering principles instruct us to modularize our system software in such a way that (1)
each module is cohesive in terms of the concerns it implements and (2) interfaces be-
tween modules are simple. Software that complies with these principles tends to be easier
to produce, more naturally distributed among different programmers, easier to verify and
test, and easier to maintain, reuse, and evolve to future requirements. Crosscutting works
against modularization. Code for crosscutting concerns finds itself scattered through mul-
tiple modules; changes to that code now require changing all the places it touches, and all
changes to the system must conform to the requirements of the crosscutting concern. That
is, if certain actions require, say, a security or accounting action, then in maintaining the
code, we must consider how every change interacts with security and accounting.

Aspects. An aspect is a modular unit designed to implement a concern. An aspect definition
may contain some code (or advice, which follows) and the instructions on where, when,
and how to invoke it. Depending on the aspect language, aspects can be constructed hier-
archically, and the language may provide separate mechanisms for defining an aspect and
specifying its interaction with an underlying system.

Join points. Join points are well-defined places in the structure or execution flow of a program
where additional behavior can be attached. A join point model (the kinds of joint points
allowed) provides the common frame of reference to enable the definition of the structure
of aspects.

Advice. Advice is the behavior to execute at a join point. For example, this might be the security
code to do authentication and access control. Many aspect languages provide mechanisms
to run advice before, after, instead of, or around join points of interest. Advice is oblivious
in that there is no explicit notation at the joint point that the advice is to be run here - the
programmer of the original base code may be oblivious of the evolving requirements. This
contrasts with conventional programming languages, where the most common concern
modularization mechanism, the subprogram, must be explicitly called.

Pointcut designator. A pointcut designator describes a set of join points. This is an important
feature of AOP because it provides a quantification mechanism - a way to talk about do-
ing something at many places in a program with a single statement. A programmer may
designate all the join points in a program where, for example, a security code should be
invoked. This eliminates the need to refer to each join point explicitly.

Weaving. Weaving is the process of composing core functionality modules with aspects, thereby
yielding a working system. Various AOP languages have defined several mechanisms for
weaving, including statically compiling the advice together with base code, dynamically
inserting aspects when loading code, and modifying the system interpreter to execute as-
pects.
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Chapter 3

Critical Analysis of Aspect-Oriented
Approaches

We are going to make a concise survey of current AO approaches and to present a critical analysis
of these approaches. We will focus on the main approaches used to improve the performance of
AO techniques and the join points selection mechanisms.

One of the main elements of an AOP language is the join point model (JPM). It describes the
hooks where aspects may be added, and thus determines the structure of crosscutting concerns.
Identifying the points at which a cross-cutting concern affects a system is an important part of an
aspect-orientation.
A join point model consists of three elements:

¶ The join points, which are the points of reference that aspect programs can use to refer to
the computation of the whole program.

· A means of identifying join points.

¸ A mechanism for specifying effects at join points.

Join points represent the key concept in aspect-orientation; different aspect-oriented systems can
provide different kinds of join points. The nature of a join point importantly influences the way
in which crosscutting at that point can be accomplished.
The features distinctive pointcut languages in current approaches provide to select join points
differ. Since, the different characteristics of join points specified in their join point models require
different means of join point designation. Finally, different aspect-oriented systems differ in the
kind of adaptations they provide for each kind of join point.
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3.1 AspectJ Approach and its Extensions

AspectJ [KHH+01], developed by G. Kiczales’group at Xerox, was the first tool providing
linguistic support for the modularization of crosscutting code. However, AspectJ constitutes
simply a possible implementation for the AO concepts and there are a lot of other works within
the space of aspect definition languages. Notwithstanding, when you look at most frameworks
out there you can see that they have a lot in common, most of them share same semantics, life-
cycle options etc. Most of them have re-implemented concepts introduced by AspectJ and in
some cases introduced their own.

Most of the AOP approaches use a join point model similar to one of AspectJ. It describes the
join point position in terms of dynamic call graph [HH04].

In the join point model of AspectJ, the join points are nodes in the run-time control flow graph
of the program, the pointcuts are the means of identifying join points, they can localize join
points based on things like the name of the method, the package, the caller and so on, and finally
the advice are the mechanism for specifying semantics, which make possible to specify additional
code that should run at join points. This terminology is often used also in other aspect-oriented
languages such as AspectWerkz [Vas04], AspectC# [Kim02], AspectC++ [SLU05] and so
on.

The AspectJ pointcut language offers a set of primitive pointcut designators, such as call,
get and set specifying a method call and the access to a field. All the pointcut designators
expect, as an argument, a string reassembling (part of) a method prototype or (part of) a field
declaration. Therefore, there are two ways for describing the join points: i) by listing or ii) by
using a combination of wildcards and naming conventions. The use of wildcards for pattern
matching on names may appear a good idea to support an abstraction of sorting. However,
pattern matching on names only allows to abstract over syntax, which is not always sufficient.
Naming conventions introduce a new problem since they are not checkable by the compilers and
cannot be guaranteed that the program respects these conventions.

This approach strictly binds the pointcuts to the specific application hindering their reuse and
many sort of refactoring. Moreover, these approaches drive far from selecting the join points
on a more semantic way, because the aspect programmer must always know the name of the
elements used inside the application code. Furthermore, the aspects developed with pointcuts
strictly coupled to base program structure are not robust against evolution of the base program,
it implies that all pointcuts of each aspect need to be checked and possibly revised whenever the
base programs evolves to be sure that all pointcuts still work as expected. This problem is called
the fragile pointcut problem [KS04, SG05].

Since AspectJ is the most famous, and probably most widely used, AOP framework many
researchers have developed extensions for the AspectJ model. Every extension faces a distinct
weak point of the AspectJ model.
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3.1.1 Loop Join Point Extension

The current AspectJ join points represent locations in the code that are at the interface of the
Java objects. However, not all the “things that happen” happen at the interfaces. To overcome,
if not completely at least partially, this AspectJ limit, Harbulot and Gurd in [HG05], extended
the AspectJ join point model with a loop join point.
As previously said, the mechanism for selecting a join point is based on the naming of some
source code element characterizing the join point, possibly by using regular expression, since
loops cannot be named, it is impossible to use a name-based pattern to write a pointcut that
would select a particular loop. To solve this problem, they proposed that loops selection relies
on the data being processed, as well as the method in which the join point is located.

Listing 3.1: An example of a Pointcut for a Loop
void around ( int min , int max , int step ):
within ( LoopsAJTest ) && loop () && args ( min , max , step , ..) {

// Do something
}

This extension does not solve completely the problem, since to pick out a loop, it is necessary to
know the name of the method where to look for the loop, see Listing 3.1, which matches all the
loops contained in class LoopsAJTest which are recognized as iterating over a range of integers
(min, max and, step).
Also this extension is coupled with the structure of the base code but, at least augment the ex-
pressive force of the AspectJ join point model. This extension is very useful in paralleling
programs, since loops are key places where parallel tasks could be advised. The model of loop
join point presented takes an outside view of the loop, but for some applications, as an exam-
ple for inserting a piece of advice before each iteration, it might be desirable to advise the loop
body. Similarly, it would be useful to advise also other points of the method body, one for all the
if-then-else statements.

3.1.2 Source Code Template Extension.

In [NP06], Noguera and Pawlak present a mechanism to express type-safe source code templates
in pure Java that improve the expressiveness of pointcut languages and, in particular, an exten-
sion to AspectJ that uses templates to enhance its pointcut designator language.
This approach permits to match not only the signature, but also the structure of the method.
Since, as the structure of a method is more related to its behavior than the method’s name, spec-
ifying structure should allow a more expressive pointcut language.
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Listing 3.2: An Example of Template
public IfTemplate <_T_> implements Template {

TemplateParameter <Boolean > _cond_ ;
TemplateParameter <Void > _Tbody_ ;

@Parameter Class <_T_> _T_ ;
@Parameter String _paramName_ ;

public void m( _T_ _paramName_ ) {
if ( _cond . S())

_TBody_ . S ( ) ;
}

}

Listing 3.2 is an example of template, TemplateParameters correspond to expression, state-
ments and collection of statements and, they are parameterized by the type of the element they
represent. @Parameters are used to capture types and identifiers. In the example _T_ corre-
sponds to the type of the parameter in the method; whereas _cond_ is parametrized by Boolean.
This is a good improvement to expressiveness, pointcut languages normally treat methods as
black boxes, while this approach matches on the content of a method, it permits to describe
a portion of method behavior, addressing also elements which do not have a name, to match
a method, but the below join point model only allows to insert the join points before, after or
around a method call or method execution, it does not authorize to insert a join point inside a
method body.

3.1.3 An Extension for Security Concerns

In [KM04], Kawauchi and Masuhara presented a new pointcut to AOP languages to easily im-
plement security concerns as aspects. They said that this extension can be used with other kinds
of pointcuts in existing AOP languages, but in particular they refer to AspectJ-like AOP lan-
guages.

Listing 3.3: The new dflow pointcut.
dflow[x,x’](p)

Their new pointcut, called dflow, identifies join points on the origins of data. Listing 3.3 shown
the syntax of new pointcuts, x and x’ ranges over variables and, p is a pointcut, this pointcut
matches if there is a dataflow from x’ to x, in other word, assume x is bound to a value in the
current join point, dflow[x,x’](p) matches the join point if there exists a past join point that
matches p, and the value of x originates from a value bound to x’ in the past join point.
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Since the pointcut identifies join points based on the dataflow of values, it enables to write more
robust pointcuts in aspect that are sensitive to information flow. Anyhow, also this pointcut is
strictly coupled to the application base code, since its definition contains variable names.

3.1.4 Annotations as Join Points

In [Vas04], Boner introduces a new aspect-oriented framework for the Java language called
AspectWerkz. This framework is tailored for dynamic AOP, in the sense that it is possible to
add, remove and restructure advices as well as swapping the implementation of the introductions
at run-time. The join point model of this framework is the same of AspectJ; in fact the two
projects have agreed to work together as one team to produce a single aspect-oriented program-
ming platform building on their complementary strengths and expertise. A new feature carried
by AspectWerkz to AspectJ is the annotation support, since it supports user-defined annota-
tions, and retrieval of annotations, it is capable of embedding aspects into the base code through
annotations. In this way it is possible to select join points based on annotations.

Listing 3.4: An example of pointcut that use annotations.
execution(@Asynchronous * *..*.*(..))

The pointcut shown in Listing 3.4 will match any method in any class that is annotated with the
Asynchronous annotation.
This framework have the same limitations of AspectJ moreover, since the Java annotations
can be applied only to the declarations, this mechanism do not improve even the granularity of
join points.
The use of the annotations decouples the aspects form the base program syntax, unfortunately,
meta-data does not resolve the problem, as well it shift the coupling form the program syntax to
the meta-data syntax.

3.2 High-Level Join Point Model Approaches

A lot of works about aspect-oriented programming are based on AspectJ but, there are also
many works that follow a new way and, a new approach to AOP in order to obtain systems easier
to evolve, a more reusable code and a model more suitable for specific needs.

3.2.1 State-Based Join Point Model

In [MAR05], Mohd Ali and Rashid present a general state-based join point model. The aim of
their work is to expose high-level join points in the code, based on the states and state transitions
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of the system, by providing a state-based AOP language platform that allows such join points to
be exposed. This approach turns to safety-critical system, where to capture system states is an
important part of the system. Since a state-based pointcut construct permits to specify criteria
for join points that refer to the program’s current state (i.e. run-time values).

Listing 3.5: An example of an aspect in State-based Join Point Model
aspect SafetyDistance {

// local variable definitions
int dist = calculateDistance(thisBoundObject,

thisBoundObject.t_infront);
int speed = thisObjectBound.speed;
int max = thisObject.MAX_SPEED;

state safe_to_acc :
dist > 400 && speed < max;

state unsafe_to_acc_safe_to_maintain :
(dist > 400 && speed == max) ||
((dist >= 200 && dist <= 400) && (speed <= max)) ||
(dist < 200 && speed == 0);

state unsafe_to_maintain :
(dist > 400 && speed > max) ||
((dist >= 200 && dist <= 400) && speed > max)) ||
dist < 200;

// local method
public int calculateDistance(Train t1, Train t2) {...}

}

In their notion of state-based join point model, a crosscutting system state is defined as an abstract
state machine, and they use the transitions of this abstract state machine that are controlled by
state guards, to identify the join points during the execution.

In Listing 3.5, we have an example of an aspect in state-based join point, the attributes charac-
terising the aspect are: the name of the aspect, e.g., SafetyDistance; the local variables, e.g.,
dist; the local methods, e.g., calculateDistance; and the states, e.g., safe to acc, each
state has a state guard, that guards the state’s value to true, e.g., dist > 400 && speed < max.
This model allows observing system states and join points to be captured on the state transition.
Whereas, current join point models do not support conditional checking at join points.

This approach utilizes a join point model conceptually different from the AspectJ one, it is
very useful for safety-critical or real-time systems, but for other kinds of applications, it is not so
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intuitive to use. Beside, this approach is quite coupled on base application, since it is necessary
to know the state models of system behavior.

3.2.2 A Pointcut Against the Information Hiding

In [OMB05], Ostermann et al. cope with the problem of information hiding proposing a new
pointcut language that allows specifying pointcuts at a high-level of abstraction by providing
different rich models of the program semantics and, abstraction mechanisms analogous to func-
tional abstraction.
Their pointcut language is based on a combination of models of the program’s semantics, such
as the abstract syntax tree (AST), the execution trace, the heap, and the static type assignment.
In their prototype poincuts are logic queries written in Prolog that operate over databases repre-
senting the models of the program semantics.

Listing 3.6: Some Examples of Pointcut

// enum pointcut
after set(P, x,_); set (P, y,_); set (P, start ,_); set (P, end,_),

instanceof (P, FigureElement) { this .d.draw(P); }

// set∗ pointcut
after set (P,_ ,_), instanceof (P, FigureElement) { this .d.draw(P); }

Listing 3.6 shows two different ways to specify a display update. First pointcut, enumerates all
assignments to fields that potentially affect drawing behavior, namely to fields x, y, start, or
end of any object P of type FigureElement. It uses the names of the field to identify the relevant
assignments. Last pointcut is triggered by assignment to any field of a FigureElement object.
The point they want to improve is that the focus of pointcuts should be when (under which
conditions) a pointcut should be triggered rather than where (lexically) the corresponding places
in the code are.
This approach enable reasoning about certain properties of the static and dynamic structure of a
program, permits to reason about temporal relations between events, through the use of Prolog
they provide a language that is extensible by itself by adding new rules, which is not the case for
the other approaches we found, but their language (called ALPHA) is only a toy aspect-oriented
language, their analysis technique still has several important limitations, it use program elements
name and, finally, it is still impossible to write a pointcut that is able to match a generic list of
statements.
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3.2.3 To Use Design Intention in AOP

In [NBHA05], Nagy et al. propose a new approach to AOP by referring to program unit through
their design intentions to answer to the need of expressing semantic pointcuts. Design intention
is represented by annotated design information, which describes for example the behavior of a
program element or its intended meaning. Their approach instead of referring directly to the pro-
gram, provide a new language abstraction to specify pointcuts based on some design information.
Design information are inserted inside the base program using annotations and they are associ-
ated manually, derived on the presence of other design information and, through superimposition.

Listing 3.7: Example of Use of Design Annotations
concern Persistence{

filtermodule Updating{
externals

pm : PersistenceManager;
inputfilters{

redirect : Meta =
(1) {[@Update *] pm.updateAction};

dispatch : Dispatch =
{inner.*};

}
}
superimposition{

selectors
persistentClasses =

(2) { PersClass | isClass(PersClass),
hasAnnotationWithName(PersClass, ’PersistentRoot’)};

filtermodules
persistentClasses <- Updating;

}
implementation in Java;

}

To designate join points based on annotation this approach offers two ways. Listing 3.7 illustrates
this by an example. The first way is shown at (1): [@Update *] means that every method with
the annotation Update will be matched. The second alternative at (2) shown how logic predicates
can be used to formulate queries based on matching annotations.
The key benefit of this approach is that it reduces direct dependencies between the crosscutting
concern and the program source. Unfortunately, this approach has another problem; it breaks
the obliviousness [FF00] property. The obliviousness property states that the development of a
software entity must be possible without being aware of the aspects that eventually will crosscut
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it. This property is broken because certain design information has to be specified by the software
engineer, and moreover the software engineer must use a consistent and coherent set of design
information for each sub domain of an application.

3.2.4 Model-Driven Pointcut Language

In [KGBM06], Kellens et al. tackle the fragile pointcut problem by replacing the intimate depen-
dency of pointcut definitions on the base program by a more stable dependency on a conceptual
model of the program. This conceptual model provides an abstraction over the structure of the
source code and classifies base program entities according to the concepts that they implement.

Listing 3.8: An Example of Model-Driven Pointcut
pointcut accessors():

classifiedAs(?methSig,AccessorMethods) &&
call(?methSig);

Listing 3.8 shows an example of model-driven pointcut, assuming that the conceptual model con-
tains a classification of all accessor methods in the base code, this pointcut captures all call join
points to these methods. classifiedAs(?methSig,AccessorMethods) matches all methods
that are classified as accessor methods in the conceptual model of the base program.
The classification of source-code entities in the conceptual model is constructed using anno-
tations in the source code and, defining extra design constraints that need to be respected by
source-code entities, for the model to be consistent.
This approach requires developers to describe a conceptual model of their program and its map-
ping to the program code, in this way, it breaks the obliviousness [FF00] property.

3.3 Other join point model

Finally, there are some other approaches to aspect orientation based on new join point definitions,
with new granularity and, new description tools.

3.3.1 Use Event as Join Points

In [DS02], Douence and Südholt propose an approach to AOP which is based on the observa-
tion of execution events, called Event-Based AOP. With this approach, aspects are expressed by
means of events emitted during execution of the base program, and are defined by means of two
languages: a crosscut language, that allow the definition of execution points where an aspect
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Figure 3.1: Join Points: a) Call join point in AspectJ-like languages b) Call and reception join
point in Point-In-Time JPM.

may modify the base program, and the action language, which enables the execution of the base
program to be modified. The implemented tool supports four kinds of events: method call and
return events as well as constructor call and return events. This approach needs a pre-phase to
instrument the source code of the base program to generate events. An aspect uses the method
nextEvent() in order to obtain the following event.
We think that new kinds of event would be necessary. Moreover, the pointcut definition is strictly
coupled with the base code, since it contains method and constructor names.

In [DFS04], Douence et al. present trace-based aspects which take into account the history of the
program executions, that is, the aspects are defined on trace of events occurring during program
execution. This kind of aspects are more expressive than those based on atomic points (this pa-
per is inspired by their previous work [DS02]) because relations between execution events can
be expressed. For example, an aspect for access control could express that a user has to log in
first to pass an access check later. Such aspects are called stateful, their implementation must use
some kind of state to represent their evolution according to the event encountered.
Join points may denote not only syntactic information (e.g., instructions) but also semantic in-
formation (e.g., dynamic values). Nevertheless, the crosscut definition is strictly coupled with
the base code, since it contains program elements name, such as method name and so on.

3.3.2 Using Point-In-Time Join Point Model

In [MEY06], Masuhara et al. propose a new fine-grained join point model for AOP languages
called point-in-time join point model. Their join point model redefines join points as the mo-
ments both at the beginning and the end of actions, in other words a join point represents an
instant of program execution such as, call, reception, failure, execution, return, throw,
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get, success get, and so on.
To better explain this model, it is useful list the new join points along with respective ones in
AspectJ. The call, reception and, failure join points replace the AspectJ method call

join point; execution, return and, throw join points replace the AspectJ method execu-

tion join point. Figure 3.1 illustrates the difference between the point-in-time join point model
and AspectJ-like one.
This approach has a finer granularity with respect to AspectJ model, because it treats the end
of actions, such as return form methods, as different join points from the beginning of actions,
but it is equally coupled to the application syntax, because of the use of program elements name.

3.3.3 Towards Fine-Grained Pointcuts

In [RKA06], Rho et al. present a design for fine-grained pointcuts in an extensible, statically
checkable, high-level language. Their aspect language provides only three built-in pointcuts,
representing the distinct classes of basic elements of any programming language:

• declarations, decl(join_point, declaration_code_pattern);

• statements, stmt(join_point, statement_code_pattern), and

• expressions, espr(join_point, expression_code_pattern).

The first argument of each pointcut is an explicit representation of the matched join point, the
second argument is a pattern describing the join point.

Listing 3.9: Selection of an if statement
stmt(?if, if(?cond){??someStatements})

Listing 3.9 shows a pattern that selects if statements. Upon every match the ?if meta-variable is
bound to the complete matched statement (the join point), whereas the meta-variables contained
in the pattern are bound to the respective sub-elements of the statement. In this case ?cond is
bound to the condition expression and ??someStatements is bound to the list of statements in
the body of the if statements’ block.
In this approach, it is quite easy to define additional semantic pointcuts that are neither built-in
nor expressible in common AO languages, such as they introduced setL and getL pointcut that
select read and write accesses to local variables.
A drawback of this approach is that the pattern description is very simple and this limits the
possibility of describing a complex context.
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Figure 3.2: An Example of JPDD.

3.3.4 Join Point Designator Diagram

In [SHU04], Stein et al. presented a new graphical approach to model pointcuts. Their approach
deals with modeling and graphical visualization of places and conditions of crosscutting. At
the implementation level, join points represent “hooks where enhancements may be added”,
on modeling level, join points are rendered by model elements. In particular, their approach use
UML Classifiers to represent join points in structural models, and UML Messages to represent join
points in behavioral models. For the designation of join points they introduce a new graphical
mechanism called Join Point Designation Diagram (JPDD).
A JPDD contains, when fully specified, a description of structural and behavioral constraints.
The structural part is described with a notation that combines the syntax of class diagrams and
object diagrams, and the behavioral part is described by a notation based on sequence diagrams.
Both parts are composed by a collaboration figure to one part. An example of a Full-Crosscut
Specification is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3.5 Semantic-Based Aspect Weaving

In [KHJ06], Klein et al. presented a new semantic based aspect weaving algorithm for Hierarchi-
cal Message Sequence Charts (HMSCs). They choose HMCS as the scenario model. Scenario
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languages are mainly used to describe behaviors of distributed systems at an abstract level or to
capture requirements in early development stages. In this work, they used Message Sequence
Charts (MSC), that are very similar to UML 2.0 sequence diagrams, so the approach used in this
paper could also be applied to sequence diagrams as well.
Behaviors and aspects are defined by using MSC. An aspect defines a part of behavior that should
be replaced by another one every time it appears in the semantics of the base specification. This
approach suffers from several limitations: the matching process can only be performed if each
join point appears inside a bounded fragment of a behavior, another limitation is that the MSC
should not exhibit two non-disjoint cycles where the pointcut matches.

3.4 Need of Semantic Join Point Models: Motivation and Re-
quirements.

Aspect-oriented programming has been designed with the intention of providing a better separa-
tion of concerns by modularizing concerns that would otherwise be tangled and scattered across
the other concerns. This objective is achieved by exploiting join points and pointcuts.
Currently, as we have seen in this chapter, the majority of AO techniques separate crosscutting
concerns on a syntactic basis, i.e., they allow the programmer to select the join points on the
basis of the program lexical structure, such as explicit program elements names, while a concern
is more a semantic matter and consequently it would need a more semantic mechanism. These
explicit references obviously introduce a tight coupling between the base system and the aspect,
making aspect reuse harder.
Despite of all the extensions analyzed in 3.1, in our opinion, the AspectJ-like languages and
some other approaches, like the one shown in sub-section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, are always coupled to
the join point model definition and, therefore they are limited by what points can be picked out
as join points. The critical element of these languages is the necessity to specify program ele-
ments name and the impossibility to select elements without using naming convention or regular
expressions. In short, they have a linguistic approach, so aspect writers need to be completely
aware of the base-code details and evolution, so each aspect become strictly bound to the appli-
cation on who has been designed.
We believe that a strong decoupling of concerns will only be achieved when pointcut definition
mechanisms are provided that rely on system properties and abstractions, other than the program
code.

Since the beginning, the pointcut definition languages are evolved to improve their expressivity,
their independence of the base code and the general flexibility of the approach. The first genera-
tion of pointcut definition languages were strictly coupled to the application source code because
they allow of selecting the join points on the signature of the program elements (enumeration).
To reduce the coupling problem, wildcards have been introduced to increase the power of the
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join points selection. This technique slightly reduce the coupling problem, but it introduce the
necessity of naming conventions. Unfortunately, naming convention introduce a new problem,
as they are not checkable by the compilers and their respect cannot be guaranteed. It has also
been tried the use of meta-data and code instrumentation to overtake the coupling problem. But
also this approach has not been resolving, because it just shifts the coupling from the program
syntax to the meta-data syntax. Once again the pointcut definition languages need an evolution.

The coupling problem, where pointcut definitions rely on the structure of the base program to
state when and where they need to be invoked in the execution of the base program, brings a new
problematic, called pointcut fragile problem [KS04]. The fragile pointcut problem is a serious
inhibitor to evolution of aspect-oriented programs.
Pointcuts are deemed fragile when seemingly innocent changes to the base program, such as
renaming or relocating a method, break a pointcut such that it no longer captures the join points
it is intended to capture. When code is added to a program and introduces new join points in
the program, pointcuts are similarly considered fragile in the case some of these new join points
should be captured by the pointcut but it fails to do so. It implies that all pointcuts of each aspect
need to be checked and possibly revised whenever the base program evolves, since they often
break when the base program is re-factored.
All pointcuts referring to the base program need to be examined both after an evolution and after
a re-factoring, because they capture a set of join points based on some structural and syntactical
properties, any change to the structure or syntax of the base program can alter the set of join
points that is captured by the pointcuts. This problem exists both if a programmer uses wild-card
and not.
Although such expressive pointcut languages (see Section 3.2) permit to render pointcut defini-
tions less fragile, none of these languages approaches the problem in its entireness. A pointcut
definition still needs to refer to specific base program structure or syntax to specify its join points.
This dependency on the base program remains an important source of fragility. Moreover, some
of these approaches (see Sections 3.2.1, 3.1.4, 3.2.3 and, 3.2.4) break in an explicit way the obliv-
iousness [FF00] property. The obliviousness property states that the development of a software
entity must be possible without being aware of the aspects that eventually will crosscut it. Often
this property is broken because certain information has to be specified by the base programmer
in order to permits the aspect weaving.

Definition 3.1 In AOP Obliviousness means that the developer of the base program does not
need to explicitly invoke the aspects because the aspects themselves specify when and where they
need to be invoked.

With current join point models, the aspect programmer must have a global knowledge of the base
program to be sure that his/her pointcuts work as expected. We believe aspect programmer needs
to be, as much as possible, unaware of base code details and evolution, we call this extension to
the obliviousness definition application’s syntactic obliviousness (see Definition 4.1). So to get
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the application’s syntactic obliviousness the aspect programmer should be unaware of the base
program structure and syntax to apply the aspects and vice versa. With the sentence “base code
details”, we mean the syntax and structure details of the base program. It is well-rendered that,
if we do not know anything about the application we cannot modify the application neither using
aspect oriented techniques nor other approaches. In our point of view, the base program is seen
as a gray-box, where it is possible to see the high-level information about the base program, such
as its behavior, its design information, and so on, but it should be impossible to see base code
details.
In this way, if an aspect need to be applied to a program, the lack of knowledge of its internals
would prevent the use of structure and syntax based pointcuts. This new aspect oriented view
needs a total, or partial separation of pointcut definition from linguistic limitation. To catch this
objective, we need a new way to describe the pointcuts. The use of a traditional programming
language does not seem appropriated, because traditional languages are, for their nature, bound
to syntax and structure. It needs a new approach.
In today’s software development, modeling is very important and one major factor to build soft-
ware successfully. Many modeling languages exist to describe different characteristics and face
different problem. The UML and Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) are the most used technolo-
gies to represent the behavior properties and, design information of a program at model level
and, the most promising to be used to build a semantic selecting mechanism, free from base code
details.

“The Unified Modeling Language is a graphical language for visualization, specifying, con-
structing, and documenting the artifacts of a software intensive system” [BRJ99]. To obtain this
goal,the UML consists of different diagrams, each with different notation and each dedicated to
a special purpose depending on the part of a system which should be modeled. The UML should
help to understand systems, and could conduct the whole life-cycle of software systems, some
diagrams, e.g. class diagrams, describe the structural part of the system and others, e.g. activ-
ity diagrams, explain the dynamic part. A system has multiple behaviors, properties, and views
each one can be captured in a model. For example, the UML permits to describe three traditional
kinds of behavior model: control flow, data flow and, state machines. Different aspect oriented
approaches may be developed on everyone of these models to observe and that to locate different
join points inside the base program without using syntactic or linguistic information.

From the considerations reported in the previous sections, it is fairly evident that the main prob-
lems of current join point models are due to the pointcut expression languages, that often do
not offer the right degree of abstraction to the base program. Hence, we think next step of AOP
methodology consists of extending the pointcut definition language to support join point selec-
tion on the basis of a semantic query.
Cazzola et al. in [CJR06] said depending on the nature of the query used to identify the join
points, we can give two possible interpretations of what can be a more semantic-based pointcut
definition language. If the query is like “select the join points where the next statement writes
on disk” we are describing, independently of the syntax, a trace of the computational flow. In
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this case the word semantic must suggest the idea of behavior. To the contrary, if the query is
like “the joint points preceding statements whose execution does not reciprocally interfere”, we
are describing a property of the join points that does not directly regard the computational flow
of the program. In this case the word semantic must suggest the idea of property-oriented.

Presently, many approaches to aspect orientation exist, and each of them try to solve one problem
of aspect-oriented programming. Our idea consists of building a single pointcut language that
allows facing and overcoming all the critics brought, so far, to the aspect-oriented programming.
Moreover,as stated in [CJR06], working at the model level offers promising possibilities to start
abstracting away from the concrete syntax. This means that the model information (such as, UML
diagrams) describing a program is independent of its implementation, both of the programming
languages characteristics and of the names used at code level.
The model-based pointcut definitions are both less fragile and less coupled, because they are not
defined in terms of syntactic description of base program characteristics, moreover, some model-
based approaches allow an application’s syntactic obliviousness property because do not need
to add anything to the base program and, the use of model allows of do not care of base code
details.
In theory, join points can be arbitrary places in the structure or execution of a program. However,
most existing aspect languages do not support the full expressive power of this concept, limit-
ing their pointcut languages to a subset of the theoretically possible join points. Model-based
approaches should permit of capturing join points that otherwise would not be captured.

To solve all problems previously cited 1, we propose a novel technique of semantic pointcuts
based on model-level approach, which replaces the dependency of pointcut definitions on the
base program by a behavioral model description of the interested base program behavior. With
our approach, the aspect programmer can describe a portion of the base program behavior, by
means of a model, where to locate the interested join points. In practice, our approach allows to
define a pattern intended as a guide to the weaving process. To be able to indicate not only the
join point that we are trying, but also the possibility to describe all a series of context information,
such as, what happens before or after the join point, it permits to say that a certain point, for us,
is a join point if and only if, all the specified context condition are verified.

In our proposal, regarding to the definition of semantic-based pointcut, described in [CJR06], the
word semantic must be understood as behavior. Since, our model describe the context where the
join points are located by means of behavior modeling. In particular, in our proposal, pointcuts
are described by means of UML-like descriptions representing computational patterns. In other
words, we propose of using a sort of UML activity diagrams to describe the control flows or the
computational context and the join points inside these contexts to detect possible woven points.

The pointcut definition mechanism we are proposing, called Blueprint, selects the join points
in terms of the base program behavior/computational models. The application models provide

1Coupling problem, pointcut fragile problem, break of obliviousness and, global knowledge of base program.
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an abstraction over the application structure. Thanks to this abstraction, the join point patterns
can describe the join point position in terms of the application behavior rather than its structure.
In other words, we achieve a low coupling of the pointcut definitions with the source code since
the join point pattern definition is defined in terms of design model rather than directly referring
to the implementation structure of the base program itself. We have choose a visual approach
because it is more clear and intuitive and makes more evident the separation from the program
source code. Finally, a UML-like approach is not limited to a specific programming language but
can be used in combination with many.

The Blueprint language is described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

The Blueprint: A Model-Based Pointcut
Language

The characteristic of aspect-oriented (AO) programming systems is that they provide quantifica-
tion and obliviousness [FF00]. The word quantification means that with AO approach we can
write unitary and separate statements, i.e., the advice, that have effect in many, non-local places
in a program; while the term obliviousness indicates that the places involved in quantification
have not been prepared to receive the advice.
Therefore, AOP represents the desire to write programming statements of the following form.

Sentence 4.1 In programs P, whenever condition C arises, perform action A.

This implies, in order to realize a new AO language, to define:

• what kinds of condition C can be specified, Quantification;

• what is the interface of the actions A; that is, how they are able to interact with the base
code;and

• where to compose the base action of program P with the action A, Weaving.

The notion of obliviousness has been, a long time, debated. Several papers (e.g., [KG02],
[RC03] and, [RM06]), claim that obliviousness can be harmful when aspect pertain to non-
trivial concerns such as transaction management and persistence. Others, like [FF00] and [Ste05]
have used obliviousness as a fundamental definition of AO. However, insofar, few attempts of
analyzing the pros and cons of obliviousness have been done and the results are conflicting.
Whatever, in our point of view, a certain form of obliviousness, can be very useful to obtain a
further decoupling between base program and aspects.
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This thesis proposes a possible solution to the limits of the current aspect-oriented approaches,
analyzed in Chapter 3, by proposing a new aspect-oriented language principally based on the key
concepts of:

• modeling the join point selection mechanism (i.e., the quantification) at a higher level of
abstraction; and

• extending the standard concept of obliviousness.

Our new AO language is called Blueprint, in our view, the aspect designer does not need to
know the inner details of the application such as a specific implementation or the used name
conventions rather he/she exclusively needs to know the application behavior and the application
semantic to apply his/her aspects. In this way, since aspect programmers do not know nothing
about the application details, they cannot use this information to develop aspects coupled with
the base application. We call this approach application’s syntactic obliviousness.

Definition 4.1 Standard AO Obliviousness and Application’s syntactic obliviousness.
Standard obliviousness definition is that aspect language do not require P to mention A.
Application’s syntactic obliviousness, also said do not require A to mention syntactic details of
P implementation.

To better highlight the independence of the base program syntactic details (see 4.1), the Blueprint
is basically a graphical modeling language. A graphical modeling language allows code inde-
pendent descriptions of portion of application behaviors, because the most important purpose of
modeling is to abstract from the reality, in our case to abstract from syntactic details.
Motivations for a modeling language for join points selection are: text and code are not always
the best way to select join points; a model provides constructs that map to computational con-
cepts and ignore low-level details; and we needs a way to express what we are looking for without
looking at the code.
Currently, the UML [OMG03] is a de-facto standard for graphic modeling languages, it is ap-
plicable in many areas and finally, it is extensible, that is, the existing UML diagrams can be
tailored to specific context. UML has nine different types of diagrams, each of which describes
certain aspects of a system and shows only a part of that system. We can just concentrate on the
diagrams used to describe the program behavior, without developing a new modeling language
but reassembling the Blueprint on the UML basic diagrams.

Generally, a graphical language uses geometric shapes to describe its domain and without a well
defined semantics these shapes would be meaningless. We have provided a different semantic
for some elements which make up the UML meta-model.

The Blueprint aspect programmer can select the interested join points by describing their sup-
posed location in the application through a sort of UML activity diagram representing compu-
tational/behavioral patterns on the application behavior, called join point blueprint. This join
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point blueprints are just patterns, they are not derived from the system design information but
express property on them.

For optimal utilization of a modeling language an appropriate tool support is indispensable. At
the moment we are developing this tool. It will enable the drawing of join point blueprints and,
the checking of their syntax. Meanwhile we are using the Poseidon4UML program for depicting
the join point blueprints.

The Blueprint uses a static quantification, because it allows quantification over the abstract
syntax tree of the program, allowing to make queries such as “add a print statement to show the
new value of any assignment to a variable within the body of a while loop, if the variable occurs
in the test of the while loop”. This kind of quantification requires to access the source code of
the application, because we need to obtain a parsed version of the underlying program, to run the
transformation rules realizing the quantified aspects over that abstract syntax tree.
The Blueprint language can be also used when the source code is missing, i.e., with .jar

and .class file, since the byte-code is univocally decompiled by means of an apposite tool
(JODE [Hoe01]).

In our approach, the actions A (see Sentence 4.1) can interact with each describable behavior of
the application. We do not need to use position qualifiers such as, before or, after advice to
indicate where to insert the concern (action) inside the base code, since we describe the context
(behavior) we are looking for, we can either locate the join points exactly where we want to insert
the new code (the actions A) or, to highlight the portion of behavior we want to replace.
The condition C (see Sentence 4.1) is a template on the application behavior described, by using
a visual language and, generally C does not contain real names of program elements but, it
contains meta-names, that in the weaving phase will come unified with real elements names, if
the described behavior matches the real behavior. Just like in C, also A does not contain real
elements names but meta-names, to be more precise, A will have to use the same meta-names
indicated in the behavior description (i.e., the join point blueprint).

There are two ways in which classes and aspects can be woven [Böl99]: static or dynamic. Static
weaving means to modify the source code of a class by inserting aspect-specific statements at
join points. Dynamic weaving is similar to the static weaving except that it can react to dynamic
changes, i.e., it can dynamically add and weave based on state changes.
The Blueprint has a static weaving process, that can take place at one of two different time:
compile time, and post-compile time.

• Compile time weaving is the simplest approach. When you have the source code for an
application, the Blueprint compiler will compile from source and produce woven files as
output.

• Post-compile weaving is used to weave existing class files and JAR files.
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Figure 4.1: An abstract visualization of the project plan

The main goal of this thesis is to define a clear and appropriate definition of join point model that
overcomes the limits of the existing join point models. To obtain this goal we chose to use: the
UML to describe the join point blueprint, and the Java programming language as language of
the base application, because is becoming increasingly popular in many areas.
Figure 4.1 shows the steps taken during the development of the Blueprint AO approach.

First Step. We selected the activity diagram to represent behavioral pattern in our modeling
language. Moreover, we selected Poseidon4UML as UML tool in order to support join point
blueprints development and, since this tool saves its diagrams in XMI1 [OMG02] format, the
pictorial diagrams could be handled directly from Java programs.
Since standard pointcut definition language work also at the structure level, we chose to integrate
our modeling language with a diagram (a sort of UML class diagram) in order to describe the
introduction and removal of elements such as fields, methods and so on. Then, we distinguish
between behavioral join point blueprint, also called in short behavioral blueprint and, structural
join point blueprint also called in short structural blueprint (see Table 4.1). Inside a computa-
tional blueprint we have fragment of possible2 application behavior, whereas inside a structural
pattern we have fragments of the application model.
Obviously when we work on application structure, on the contrary what happens for the behav-

1XMI stands for XML Metadata Interchange
2We use the term possible because the blueprint could or could not match the computational flow of the applica-

tion.
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Blueprint Language: Diagram Description
Computational Join Points Blueprint or Computational Blueprint

It is a sort of UML Activity Diagram used to describe the computational flow and to locate the
join points.

Structural Join Point Blueprint or Structural Blueprint

It is a sort of UML Class Diagram used to describe the introduction and removal of elements such
as fields, methods, classes and so on.

Table 4.1: Blueprint Description Language: Diagram Description

ioral patterns, we must know the real structure of the application, and consequently this kind of
pattern is more coupled with the application than the other one, where more application details
are used to describe the context and more the join point blueprint is coupled to the application
code.

Second Step. We limited UML, because it is too expressive for generating join point blueprints,
since these diagrams are used as input of our Java system to locate the context inside applica-
tions code. Moreover, we extended the UML for expressing join points, and meta-information
useful to abstract diagram from the application code. Resuming, in this step we define syntax
and semantic of the Blueprint modeling language.

Third Step. We developed a Java system that takes Blueprint diagrams as input and generates
internal appropriate representation to locate the diagram context into the application code. We
call this process pre-weaving phase, it fills the gap between the representation of the blueprint
and the application, since they are expressed at different level of abstraction.

Fourth Step. We develop a Java program to implement the typical aspect-oriented weaving,
where the internal representation of the join point blueprint and application code are matched
by using the matching algorithm and the unification process, to find the context described by
the blueprint inside the real application code. After this operation, the application behavior is
changed based on the join point blueprint and advice code. This step finds all the portions of
application code matching the join point blueprint; for every match it lists also the calculated
names unification.

The structure of this Chapter is the following. Section 4.1 describes the UML activity diagram
that is the base of the Blueprint language, and describes how Blueprint uses the activity dia-
gram elements for its scope. Section 4.2 describes the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI), that
is the textual format used to represent the join point blueprint. In Section 4.3 we synthesize the
definitions used by the Blueprint language. In the Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 4.3.5, 4.3.6
and, 4.4 the Blueprint language is described in detail, it determines how diagrams are visualized,
what the semantics of all elements is, and how all these defined Moreover, Sections 4.5, 4.5.1,
4.5.2 and 4.5.3 describe how to define pointcut, advice and introduction inside an aspect with
Blueprint language. Finally, Section 4.6 describes all technical notes necessary to understand
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Figure 4.2: Relation between UML action states and Blueprint action states.

the framework working.

4.1 UML Activity Diagram vs Behavioral Join Point Blueprint

Activity modeling is a specialized type of behavioral modeling concerned with modeling the ac-
tivities and responsibilities of elements. Activity diagrams focus on the activities that take place
among objects, they look at the flow of actions executed by the objects.
Activity diagrams commonly contain action states, activity states, transitions, and objects. Ac-
tion states are atomic and cannot be decomposed. They represent the execution of an action.
Initial and final action states are particular kinds of action state. Activity states, on the other
hand, are not atomic and can be further decomposed. Each of them might be composed of other
action or activity states and can have its own activity diagram. Transitions show the path from
one action or activity state to the next action or activity state. Each transition is triggered upon
the completion of its previous state and does not have a special trigger of its own.
Beside the simple, sequential transitions, activity diagrams can have a branch, which specifies
alternate paths based on some boolean expressions called guards, these elements are called de-
cisions. When branching is non-conditional, it represents concurrent flows of control. A fork
represents the splitting of a control flow into two or more control flows, while a join represents
the synchronization of two or more concurrent control flows.
If objects are involved in the control flow associated with an activity diagram, they are rep-
resented by what is called “object flow”. Activity diagrams can illustrate the object flows by
connecting objects with dependency relationships to the activities acting upon them. It can also
show the objects’ changing role, state and attribute values within a certain object flow.
An interesting way or organizing activity states on an activity diagram is to partition them into
groups, called swimlanes. In an activity diagram, each swimlane represents a high-level respon-
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Figure 4.3: Action State: (a) Initial Action State (b) Final Action State.

sibility for a group of activities, and can be implemented by one or more classes in general. There
is a loose connection between swimlanes and concurrent flows of control.
Independent and concurrent control flows can, but not necessarily do, map to different swim-
lanes. For example, an activity diagram may represent the work-flow in an enterprise, where
different swimlanes represent different departments. Even though a department may have inter-
nal concurrency, this is not shown in the activity diagram.

In the Blueprint language, we adopt only action state, that is, we use only elements that cannot
be decomposed. Activity states and objects do not belong to the language. In the Blueprint
an action state represents either a set of consecutive Java instructions or, a meta-instruction,
that has been designed to define the use of variables or meta-variables inside generic instruction.
Both in the UML and in the Blueprint, an action state is shaped as a rectangle with rounded
corners. In the Blueprint, we distinguish action states in two classes (Figure 4.2): action when
it contains sequence of instructions and, template action when it contains a meta-instruction. The
first class is characterized by the �exactmatch� stereotype. Moreover, to better distinguish the
two classes, they have different colors: red the former and yellow the latter.

Both in the UML and in the Blueprint an initial action state indicates the first action state on a
diagram (Figure 4.3). It is shown using a small solid filled circle. A final action state is shown
using a circle surrounding a small solid filled circle. A join point blueprint may have only one
initial action state, but may have any number of final action states also zero since it describes part
of a computation that not necessarily came to the end.

In the UML, a control flow transition is shown as a solid line from a source action state to a target
action state. In the Blueprint, we have two kinds of transitions, called tight transition and loose
transition. The former is used to indicate that the target action state follows immediately the
source action state, while the other one is used to indicate that the target action state follows the
source action state, but not immediately, i.e., zero or more not relevant (to the join point local-
ization) instructions could happen before the target action state, the number of instructions that
could happen is limited by the scope of the transition. A tight transition is shown as a solid line
with a solid arrowhead, while a loose transition is shown as a solid line with a stick arrowhead.
The scope of a loose transition is shown as a stereotype (e.g., �method� and, �block�).

In the UML a decision involves selecting one control-flow transition out of many control flow
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Figure 4.4: Decision Element: (a) UML decision element (b) Blueprint decision element.

transitions based upon a condition, a decision (Figure 4.4 (a)) is shown as a diamond shape with
incoming control-flow transitions and outgoing control flow transitions where each outgoing con-
trol flow transition is labeled with a guard condition in square brackets indicating the condition
that must be satisfied for the transition to fire, or occur. In the Blueprint a decision indicates
that the aspect programmer is looking for a conditional statement (Figure 4.4 (b)), i.e., an if

statement, inside the computation. A Blueprint decision element may have or not a condition,
and each outgoing control flow transition must be labeled with true or false. It can also have
a single outgoing branch (labeled with true or false), if the aspect programmer it is interested
only to a particular branch of the computation to describe the join point context. A more detailed
description about the use of the decision element in the blueprint is shown in Section 4.3.2.

In the UML, forks and joins have the same notation (Figure 4.5 (a)): either a horizontal or vertical
bar (the orientation is dependent on whether the control flow is running left to right or top to
bottom). In the Blueprint, we have fork elements, but they do not represent concurrent flows of
control. We have two types of fork elements, one indicates alternative behaviors (Figure 4.5 (b))
and it is shown as a bar with the �or� stereotype and, the other one indicates multiple behaviors
(Figure 4.5 (c)), it is shown as a bar with the �and� stereotype. When an aspect programmer
uses a fork inside the blueprint, she/he wants to specify that the sought behavior would have, in
the or case either a behavior or the other one, in the and case both behaviors. The behavior of
the fork flows can be tangled inside the application code.

In the UML, a swimlane is shown as a visual region separated from neighboring swimlanes by
vertical solid lines on both sides and labeled at the top the element responsible for action states
within the swimlane. In the Blueprint, a swimlane is shown as a visual region separated from
neighboring swimlanes by either vertical or horizontal solid lines on both sides and labeled at
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Figure 4.5: Fork and join elements: (a) UML fork and join (b) Blueprint alternative behavior (c)
Blueprint multiple behvior.

the top the meta-information about the element within the swimlane.
Finally, we choose to build the join point blueprint diagrams at a granularity level where each
swimlane corresponds to a single execution flow. In other words, a swimlane will contain the
activities carried out by one active object.

To complete the join point blueprint some other elements and stereotypes have been added, a
detailed description of all join point blueprint elements is shown in the following sections.

4.2 XML Metadata Interchange

XMI stands for XML Metadata Interchange and is the official OMG specification for exchanging
model information between modeling tools and repositories. Version 1.0 was released June 2000
and the current version 2.0 was released May 2003. As a standard, the XMI is part of OMG’s
MOF, and is thereby connected to the other MOF-related standards, such as UML and MDA.

The XMI is an XML standard and, like any XML standard, it can be viewed in a normal text
browser and, it should be human-readable. It can be read by other modeling tools and saved as
an XML document, or its elements added to a database.

When the first tools for UML appeared, there was no standard format for interchange of the UML
models. Many UML tools had their own (textual) format. To increase the interchanging of the
UML models between tools and meta-data (data that describes other data) repositories, OMG
developed the XMI. Although XMI indeed increased the interchange of the UML models, there
is still a variety of formats. Every UML tool (which adopts the XMI to store the UML models)
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has its own tool-specific XMI format. This is caused by inconsistency and incompleteness of the
XMI specification and, since it is difficult to implement the specification in UML tools.

In our opinion, the XMI is not developed to be human readable. In fact, engineers who see an
XMI document for the first time can be discouraged to use it, because there are too many different
tags and attributes which are arranged in a huge tree structure.
We found 142 different tags and 31 different attributes in our test case. An XMI document is very
verbose which can easily expand to megabytes.

Since the Blueprint framework is strictly based on the UML diagrams and, because of the de-
scribed difficulty to deal with the corresponding XMI, we decided to adopt an appropriate library,
called RAMSES developed by our group. The library main scope (see Appendix D for more in-
formation) is to analyze and, manipulate the Poseidon4UML diagrams from Java programs.
From the experience we got in developing this library, we discovered that the XMI is very tool-
specific, contains references to other documents which are generated by other UML tools, is very
verbose, and can become very huge.

4.3 Blueprint Definitions

We borrowed the terms join point and pointcut from the AspectJ terminology, but we use them
with a slightly different meaning. The Blueprint a join points are hooks where code may be added
rather than well defined points in the execution of a program as in AspectJ. In other words,
the AspectJ join points are based on the idea that “when something happens, then something
gets executed 3”. In this view a join point consists of things like method and constrcutor calls,
method and constructor executions, object instantiations, field references and so on. While the
Blueprint approach is that “join points can occur in any part of thecode, this view permits of
changing a single line of code.We use a statement-level granularity for the join point model
whereas AspectJ uses an operational level granularity for the join point model.
In particular we consider two different kinds of join points for behavioral blueprint, the local join
point that represents points in the application behavior where to insert the code of the concern,
and region join points that represent portion of the application behavior that must be replaced by
the code of the concern. Whereas, the pointcuts are obtained as the logical compositions of the
join points selected by the join point blueprints rather than as the logical composition of queries
on the application code.
Introduction provides a means of changing the structure of existing code, by declaring additional
members on existing types, by adding methods on existing types, and so on. It is quite similar to
AspectJ inter-type declaration [Lad03].
Finally the term advice conserves the same meaning as in AspectJ, it is the code of the concern
that must be woven to the base application.

3http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/doc/released/progguide/index.html
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Blueprint Description Language: Terminology and Elements Description
Join Points

They are hooks where new code may be added. We consider two different kinds of join points, local
join points that represent exact points of the application behavior where to insert the advice code,
and region join points that represent portion of the application behavior that may be substituted
by the advice code. They are pointed out by one or more join point blueprints and refer directly
to the application code.

Introduction

They provide a means of changing the structure of existing code, by declaring additional members
on existing types, by adding methods on existing types, and so on.

Join Point Blueprint

They are a sort of UML diagrams, with a name, that describe a set of join points in terms of their
application context. These join point blueprints (or in short blueprints) provide an incomplete
and parametric representation of a portion of the application behavior.

Blueprint Space

It is the set of all join point blueprints, defined on a given application.

Pointcut

It is a query on the Blueprint Space selecting a set of join points. The queries are created as logic
composition of the join point names identified into the Blueprint Space.

Advice

It is the code applied at the join points when the associated pointcut is evaluated to true.

Table 4.2: Blueprint Description Language: Terminology and Description

To complete the picture of the situation, we have introduced some new concepts: join point
blueprint and, blueprint space.

Join Point Blueprint It is a template (a blueprint) on the application behavior identifying the
join points in their context. These blueprints describe where the local and region join
points should be located in the application behavior. The blueprint does not completely
describe the computational flow but only the portions relevant for selecting the join points.

Blueprint Space It is the set of all join points blueprints, defined on the same application.

Look at Table 4.2 for a summary and brief description of the elements composing the Blueprint
description language.

The Blueprint is based on the idea that the description of the application behavior cannot be
strictly coupled to the application syntactic details. It permits a loose approach to the description
of the application behavior. This means that the aspect programmer can use different levels of
details during the description of a single join point blueprint by using any possible combinations
of loose elements (see Section 4.3.3 for all details) and tight elements (see Section 4.3.4 for all
details).
This approach permits to describe a well known behavior as by using another standard AO lan-
guage, e.g., by using element names, and a less known behavior by using meta-information to
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abstract from the real application code.

Beside, the definition of the main components of the language, it is necessary to analyze and
define all the elements that may appear inside a join point blueprint. These elements are been
classified into seven groups and described in the following sections.

Decorator Elements. A set of decorator elements of the Blueprint diagrams, used to identify
a diagram, to export the join points defined inside the blueprint, and to limit the graphical
area interested by the diagram. See Section 4.3.1.

Linguistic Elements. A set of elements used to identify programming abstractions, such as,
conditional constructs, cycles and loops and, object flows. See Section 4.3.2.

Loose Elements A set of elements used to give a abstract description of the blueprint under
investigation. See Section 4.3.3.

Tight Elements A set of elements that permits to define portion of or completely the compu-
tational blueprint, by indicating real statements, real elements names and precise control
flows, i.e., by using syntactic details. See Section 4.3.4.

Flow Operators A set of elements used to insert into the blueprint multiple and/or alternative
flows. See Section 4.3.5.

Join Point Elements They are a UML representation of join points inside the computational
blueprints. See Section 4.3.6.

Meta-Information Element It is the textual portion of the computational blueprints, that con-
tains a set of information useful to decouple the blueprint from the application source code.
See Section 4.4.

Finally, in Sections 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and, refsect:introductions we present the Blueprint aspect
schema, the pointcut language, the advice and the introduction definition.

4.3.1 Decorator Elements

Join point blueprint depicts where a join point should be in the application behavior. To the lin-
guistic elements (see Section 4.3.2) the blueprint diagrams have also a set of decorator elements
that provide generic information related to the patterns. As shown in Figure 4.6, the join point
blueprints are rendered as dashed rectangles with rounded corners. They have a name depicted
at the top left corner (e.g., SetPattern in Figure 4.6), and they have a box at their lower right
corner listing a set of join point names designating those join points that are exposed to the point-
cut specification (e.g., jp1 in Figure 4.6). Moreover, each join point blueprint have one and only
starting point (Figure 4.6), and may have zero or more end points.
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<<joinpoint jp1>>

jp1

SimpleExample

variable meta-variable
    x, y

type-binding
    x int
    y int

<<exactmatch>>

use (x in booleancondition)

<<method>>

x = x + y;

Figure 4.6: Sample Join Point Blueprint.

Inside a join point blueprint every join point must have a name to identify it. Several join points
may have the same name inside a blueprint, this means that every occurrence of join point with
the same name will be matched by the same pointcut, and then associated with the same ad-
vice code. Whereas, the join points with the same name in different Blueprints are consid-
ered different join points. As exploited in Section 4.5.1 the join point name can be qualified
by the join point blueprint names when ambiguous (Blueprint_name.joinpoint_name), e.g.,
SetBlueprint. jp1 6= IntroductionBlueprint. jp1.

4.3.2 Linguistic Elements

In the join point blueprint it is possible to use a set of programming abstractions for modeling the
control flow of the described behavior: conditional construct (if), cycles and loops (for, while,
and so on) and object flow (swimlane).

The standard UML decision element showed in Figure 4.7(a) in the join point blueprints indicates
that we are looking for a conditional statement, i.e., an if statement, inside the computation. In
particular the programmer can use the conditional element:

• specifying the condition (cond) inside the diamond, when it is relevant to matching the
context definition; or

• without specifying the condition (cond) inside the diamond, when it is not relevant.

In the same way, the programmer can specify either all the alternatives (true and false) or only
one, following his/her needs for the context specification.
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cond
false true

(a) Conditional Construcuts

Loop()

...

(b) Cycles and Loops

Figure 4.7: Blueprint Description Language: Linguistic Elements.

The element shown in Figure 4.7(b) in the blueprint indicates that we are looking for a loop, i.e.,
a for statement, inside the flow of the application. In other words, the element in Figure 4.7(b)
indicates the quest of the iteration of the flow enclosed into the rectangle.
In particular the programmer can use the loop element specifying the cycle condition (Loop())
or not if it is not relevant to recognize the context.

method meta-variable
    any foo(..)

<<or>>

variable meta-variable
    Field

use *.Field in left
<<method>>

<<joinpoint jp3>> <<joinpoint jp4>>

use *.Field in right

<<method>>

 jp3, jp4

FieldAccessBlueprint

<<exactmatch>>

*.foo(..)

Swimlane

Figure 4.8: A Sample of Join Point Blueprint

The aspect programmer must group the activities performed by the same actor/object, by enclos-
ing them inside a swimlane (Figure 4.8).
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4.3.3 Loose Elements

To abstracting from the application syntactic details, the Blueprint language allows to define the
blueprints, in a incomplete/abstract way, i.e., it is possible to describe the computational flow by
using a loose approach.

Sentence 4.2 To use a loose approach means to allow the programmer to give a loose descrip-
tion of the behavior under investigation. A complete and detailed description of the behavior
is not possible to get the application’s syntactic obliviousness. The aspect programmer knows
the behavior that she/he wants to detect, but she/he does not know the real name of variables,
methods and, fields, all these data represent syntactic details. So, Blueprint allows the aspect
programmer to use meta-information to give a blueprint of the behavior without using the appli-
cation elements real names and types.

The Blueprint models provide abstraction of an implemented application that allows the pro-
grammer of reasoning about the application by ignoring syntactic details and focusing on relevant
one, i.e., the behavior. So, (portion of) blueprint are defined as an implementation-independent
model.

<<scope>>

scope = block, method

(a) Loose Transition

use ( (A in B) [ (and | or) (A in B)]* )

<<scope>>

scope = block, method

(b) Template Action

Figure 4.9: Blueprint Language: Loose Elements.

The loose elements of the Blueprint language are:

Template Action. It is an action state (see Section 4.1, about the definition of action state) like
the one showed in Figure 4.9(b). Template actions are shaped as yellow rounded rectan-
gles, containing a template-statement, see Definition 4.2, and optionally, a scope indication
see Definition 4.3 for more details.
An aspect programmer use a template action when she/he seeks for a certain set of in-
structions and not a specific statement, e.g., a programmer seeks a return statement, or a
boolean condition, and so on, where a certain element is used.
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A template-statement begins with the use keyword and after this it can be composed by
several in components, (i.e., (A in B)) composed by using and and or operators, all the
in components of a template-statement will be matched by the same Java statement. The
in components can be described by using a meta-variable name or, a real element name.

Loose Transition. It is a line with a stick arrowhead, like the one showed in Figure 4.9(a),
connecting two action states of the blueprint. A loose transition is used to indicate that the
target action state follows the source action state, but not immediately, i.e., zero or more not
relevant (to the join point localization) instructions could happen before the target action
state, the number of instructions that could happen is limited by the (optional) scope of the
transition (see Definition 4.3 for details).

Definition 4.2 We define template-statement by using a BNF notation:

template-statement := use ( (A in B) [ or‖and (A in B)]∗)

Where:

A is either a real element name of the application (e.g., variable name, method name or,
field name) or, a meta-variable name (e.g., variable meta-variable name or, method meta-
variable name), for more details see Section 4.4.

B ∈ {booleancondition, left, right, index, return, statement}

We have classified the statements into six group: boolean conditions (booleancondition),
statement left sides (left), statement right sides (right), array indexes (index), return state-
ments (return) and the more general statements (statement).

Definition 4.3 All the Blueprint loose element have a scope, that limits the searching area of
the blueprint portion inside the real application code. The loose element scope is indicated by a
stereotype. The Blueprint allows two kinds of scope:

�method� stereotype limits the searching area to the method body.

�bock� stereotype limits the searching area to the current block.

On default all loose elements have the scope set to �method�, so if the scope is not indicated
Blueprint considers �method� as the scope of the element.
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4.3.4 Tight Elements

Despite, the Blueprint language is based on application’s syntactic obliviousness (Definition
4.1), it would be reductive for the language forbid the aspect programmers of using the details to
skim among similar portions of code when he/she knows them. To this purpose the programmer
can use the tight elements of the specification language to describe portion of (or completely)
the application behavior, by indicating real statements, real elements names and precise control
flows. The tight elements of the language are:

(a) Tight Arrow

<<exactmatch>>
//java statement(s)

(b) Action

Figure 4.10: Blueprint Language: Tight Elements.

Action. It is an action state (see Section 4.1, about the definition of action state) as the one
showed in Figure 4.10(b). Actions are shaped as red rounded rectangles, containing one
o more Java statements which must exactly match a sequence of instructions into the
application code. To better distinguish actions from template actions, the action shape
always contains in its top side the �exactmatch� stereotype.
Inside the actions, it is possible to use either true element names, or meta-variable names
(see Section 4.4).

Tight Transition. It is a line with a solid arrowhead, like the one showed in Figure 4.10(a). A
tight transition (see Section 4.1 about definition of transition), connects two action states
(see Section 4.1 about the definition of action state) of the blueprint, it is used to indicate
that the target action state follows immediately the source action state inside the application
control flow.

Note that the loose and tight elements can be mixed inside a blueprint potentially creating am-
biguous or unsatisfiable behavioral descriptions. To avoid this problem, we have imposed some
rules about the elements priority: the tight elements have higher priority than the loose elements,
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<<block>>

use (A in B)

<<method>>

. . .

. . .

(a)

<<method>>

use (A in B)

<<block>>

. . .

. . .

(b)

use (A in B)

<<method>>

. . .

. . .

(c)

Figure 4.11: Simple Examples of Blueprint elements priority.

the �block� stereotype has higher priority than the �method� stereotype.
To better understand these priorities, consider the blueprints depicted in Figure 4.11. In Figure
4.11(a), the scope stereotype on the loose transition overcomes the scope stereotype of the fol-
lowing loose action, as a consequence, the search for the template-statement is limited to the
next block of statements rather than to the whole method body; similarly, in Figure 4.11(b), the
scope stereotype of the template action overcomes the scope stereotype of the loose transition.
In Figure 4.11(c), the tight transition overcomes the following loose element, as a consequence,
the template-statement has to immediately follow the transitions source element independently
of the scope stereotype of the loose element.

4.3.5 Flow Operators

By using the flow operators of the language it is possible to specify in the same computational
join point blueprint alternative or multiple behaviors.

The flow logic operators of the language are:

And Operator It is depicted as a UML fork element (see Section 4.1), decorated by the �and� stereo-
type. The And Operator, showed in Figure 4.12(a), permits to the programmer to indicate
multiple behaviors, that will be looked for into the application computational flow. The And
Operator can have 2 or n (with n ∈N) outgoing control flow transitions, the behavior de-
scribed in every outgoing control flow must be find in the application flow to consider the
blueprint matched. The combination scheme of the behaviors is not significant, it is very
important that all the described behaviors are present.

Or Operator It is depicted as a UML fork element (see Section 4.1), decorated by the �or� stereo-
type. The Or Operator, shown in Figure 4.12(b), permits to insert alternative behaviors
in a blueprint. The Or Operator can have 2 or n (with n ∈ N) outgoing control flow
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<<and>>

 . . .

(a) And

<<or>>

 . . .

(b) Or

Figure 4.12: Blueprint Language: Flow Operators.

transitions, at least one behavior described by an outgoing control flow must be find in the
application flow to consider the blueprint matched.

The flow operators are very useful to describe in a separate and distinct way concerns that can be
tangled inside the real application code.

4.3.6 Join Points

The notion of join points is central to the aspect-oriented programming languages. Join points are
well-defined places in the structure or execution flow of a program [FF00, FECA04, vdBCC05,
WKD02, MKD03]. In theory, they could be arbitrary program elements or run-time events.
In practice, however, the classes of join points supported by most existing aspect languages
are limited. The Blueprint language allows to define as join point every point between two
instructions.

Join points are represented in computational join point blueprint as UML model elements. The
join points locations represent a mechanism for explicitly declaring a program’s crosscutting
structure. Join point is where the main program and the aspects meet.

We consider two kinds of join points, local and, region join point.

Local Join Point A local join point (showed in Figure 4.13(a)) is depicted as an empty circle on
transition (both tight and loose transition) with the �joinpoint jp name� stereotype.
A local join point specifies the exact point, where the advice code will be inserted when
the blueprint matches the application computational flow.
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 jp1

LocalJoinPoint

use (A in B)

<<method>>

<<joinpoint jp1>>

<<exactmatch>>

Local
 Join Point

(a) Local Join Point

 jp1

RegionJoinPoint

<<exactmatch>>

use (A in B)

<<method>>

Start Region
 Join Point

<<startjoinpoint jp1>>

...

...
<<endjoinpoint jp1>>

End Region
 Join Point

...

(b) Region Join Point

Figure 4.13: Blueprint Language - The Join Points Notation.

Region Join Point A region join point (showed in Figure 4.13(b)) represents a portion/region of
application behavior that will be replaced by the advice code when the blueprint matches
the application computational flow. The start of the region is rendered as a transition (a
tight transition) with the �startjoinpoint jp name� stereotype, and the end of the re-
gion is rendered as a transition (a tight transition) with the �endjoinpoint jp name� stereo-
type.

When the join point is located on a tight transition, like in Figure 4.14 (a), the location of the join
point inside the matched code is not ambiguous. The presence of this kind of transition indicates
that the statement (or block of statements) of the target action state follows immediately the
statement (or block of statements) of the source action state inside the matched code. Therefore
the join point will be located exactly between the last matched statement of the source action
state and the first matched statement of the target action state. There are tow particular cases,
showed in Figure 4.14 (b) and (c), where, respectively, we do not have the source action state
and, we do not have the target action state. In the former, the join point is located exactly before
the first matched statement of the target action state and in the latter, the join point is locate
exactly after the last matched statement of the source action state.

When the join point is located on a loose transition, to better describe its position, the �join-
point� and �endstereotype� stereotypes can be composed with the following modifiers:

�block�, �method�. To indicate the transition scope. As already said in Section 4.3.3, on
default the loose transition scope is �method�.
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 jp1

LocalJoinPoint1

use (A in B)

<<method>>

<<joinpoint jp1>>

<<exactmatch>>

...

...

...

(a)

 jp1

LocalJoinPoint2

use (A in B)

<<method>>

<<joinpoint jp1>>

...

(b)

 jp1

LocalJoinPoint3

<<joinpoint jp1>>

...

<<exactmatch>>...

(c)

Figure 4.14: join point on tight transition: (a) between two action states (b) before an action state
(c) after an action state.

�source� or �target�. To indicate the join point position. On the contrary of the previous
one, that can be present on all loose transitions, this modifier can be used only on a loose
transitions that represent a join points.

By combining the previous modifiers it is possible to locate the join point in four exactly positions
summarized in Table 4.3.

Modifier Composition
�method�,�source�

This combination permits to locate the join point at the end of the method that contains the
matched statement(s) of the source action state.

�method�,�target�

This combination permits to locate the join point at the beginning of the method that contains the
matched statement(s) of the target action state.

�block�,�source�

This combination permits to locate the join point at the end of the block that contains the matched
statement(s) of the source action state.

�block�,�target�

This combination permits to locate the join point at the beginning of the block that contains the
matched statement(s) of the target action state.

Table 4.3: Loose Join Point Location: Modifiers Composition.

Like for the tight transitions, also for the loose transition there are two anomalous cases: when
the loose join point is located between the initial node and an action state and, when the loose
join point is located between an action state and the final node. In the former, the presence of the
�source� stereotype is not considered correct by the framework, while in the latter, the presence
of the �target� stereotype is not considered correct by the framework.
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4.4 Meta-Information

A join point blueprint is composed of two distinct parts: a visual description and a textual data.
The former describes the sought behavior and the supposed location of the join points, while
the latter is called meta-information and, contains a set of information useful to decouple the
blueprint from the application source code.
In particular each swimlane (Section 4.3.2) inside the blueprint contains the meta-information
necessary to parametrize the computational flow of the swimlane.

To get a more expressive language and less coupled to the code syntax and structure, and by
assuming that the aspect programmer does not necessarily know the implementation details of
the code (see Sentence 4.1), we have chosen to insert the textual portion, in order to abstract the
Blueprint definition from the base application details.
This meta-information allows the programmer of describing the context at the desired implemen-
tation detail, i.e., either by using real variable, method and field names or less precise informa-
tion. For example, if the programmer does not know the variable name, but he/she knows its type
(or possible types), he/she can use this information by declaring a in new variable meta-variable
with the type binding to the known types in the meta-information section, and by using this new
meta-variable in the blueprint to describe the sought behavior. Finally, the weaving mechanism
(described in Chapter 5) will provide an unification between the meta-variable names and the
variable names used into the application code, if it will be possible (for more details look at
Section5.4).

The textual data of the language is composed of five elements (all these elements are optional):

Context It contains the name(s) of the class(es) where to look for the computational flow de-
scribed in the swimlane if present.
If the programmer knows the computational flow to search, but does not know the class
name, he/she can omit this meta-information and, the match will be tried with every appli-
cation class.

context
class name1, ... , class namei

Where i ∈ N, i≥ 1, and class namei ∈ Application’s Class Names.

Variable Meta-Variable If present, it contains a set of names used into the blueprint,instead of
the variable names used into the code.
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variable meta-variable
var name1, ... , var namei

Where i ∈ N, i≥ 1, and var namei 6= var name j, ∀i,j

Type Meta-Variable It contains a set of type variables used in the blueprint if present. This
meta-information is used to assign a possible set of types (Application’s Class Names

or Base Types4) either to the variable meta-variable inside the binding meta-information
or, to the parameters of the methods meta-variable. It is also possible to assign ANY to a
type meta-variable to indicate that all type.

type meta-variable
type name1 = { type1,1, ... , type1,j}, ... , type namei = { typei,1, ... , typei,k }

Where i,j,k∈N, and i,j,k≥ 1, ∀i,j, typei,j ∈ (Application’s Class Names∪ Base
Types), and ∀i,j, type namei 6= type name j, and ∀i,j,k, typei, j 6= typei,k.

Type-Binding It contains a set of bindings between variables meta-variable and types meta-
variable if present.

type-binding
type name1 var name1, ... , type namei var namei

Where i∈N, and i≥ 1, ∀i, type namei ∈ type meta-variable, ∀i, var namei ∈ variable
meta-variable

Method Meta-Variable If present, it contains a set of nouns, return types and parameter types
of the methods used into the blueprint. To make the language more flexible, it is possible
to use “ANY” as method return type to indicate that the return type is not relevant, and “..”
as parameters to indicate that number and types of parameters are not relevant. Moreover,
it is possible to use regular expression.

method meta-variable
{ret type1 |ANY } method name1 { (type arg1,1,...,type arg1,j) |(..) }

...
{ret typei |ANY} method namei{(type argi,1,...,type argi,k) |(..)}

Where i, j, k ∈ N, and i,j,k ≥ 1, ∀i, ret typei ∈ (Application’s classes ∪ Base
Types) ∀i,j, type argi,j ∈ (Application’s Class Names ∪ Base Types ∪ type meta-
variable), and ∀i,j, method namei 6= method name j.

4Base Types are integer, float, char, string, and boolean, according to the Java primitive types
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The language assumes that all names present into the blueprint but, not present in the textual data
are real application element names.

The compiler to understand if the computational blueprint is present in the application compu-
tational flow applies a matching algorithm between the blueprint and the application code. For
any blueprint action state the compiler searches a portion of the application code that matches
the blueprint element, if the action state does not contain meta-variable names the match algo-
rithm is the standard one, on the contrary, if the action state contains meta-variable names, the
matching algorithm consist of an unification algorithm (see Sentence 4.3) that allows to link the
meta-variable names to the true names.

Sentence 4.3 Given a blueprint element and a portion of Java code, is there a substitution for
the meta-variable names, compatible with the substitutions already made during the weaving
phase of the blueprint, that will make the two terms identical?

During this phase (called weaving process and, described in Chapter 5), all the elements of
the computational blueprint must be compared against the application computational flow, to
find a match; the number of necessary matching can be reduced by using the context meta-
information, when it is present. For each blueprint element:

• if the element is an action (Section 4.3.4) and it does not contain meta-information, the
weaving algorithm searches an application statement equal to the first statement of the
element; if it finds a matching it continues with the following statements of the tight ele-
ment, else it rejects the matching, deletes all the unifications made (called meta-variable
bindings) and it re-starts the weaving of the blueprint;

• if the element is an action (Section 4.3.4) and it contains meta-information, the unification
algorithm tries to unify, with respect to the already defined meta-variable bindings, the
meta-variable names of the first statement of the element with the variable names of an
application statement of the same kind, if the unification succeeds, it produces a set of
meta-variable bindings and it continues the matching with the following statements of the
tight element, else it rejects the matching, deletes all the meta-variable bindings and it
re-starts the weaving of the blueprint;

• if the element is an template action (Section 4.3.3) and it does not contain meta-
information, the weaving algorithm searches in the application a portion of or a statement,
as indicated by the element (boolean condition, left side of statement, right side of state-
ment, index of array, return statement and the more general statement), with at least an
occurrence of the variable indicated into the element; if it finds a matching it continues
with the following blueprint element, else it tries a new matching point;
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• if the element is a template action (Section 4.3.3) and it contains meta-information, the
weaving algorithm tries to unify the element with a portion of or a statement, as indicated
by the element. The unification algorithm uses all the meta-information of the blueprint
and the set of meta-variable bindings already defined. If it finds a statement of the right
kind and a variable meta-variable unification, that does not break the already defined meta-
variable bindings, it continues with the following element of the blueprint, else it tries a
new matching point;

• if the element is an transition, it gives to the algorithm information about how to con-
tinue the match, i.e., if it is a tight transition (Section 4.3.4) the next blueprint element
should match exactly the next application statement, whereas if it is a loose transition
(Section 4.3.3) the next blueprint element should match one of the next application state-
ment contained into the scope specified by the transition (�scope�), not necessary the
first.

Figure 4.15 shown an example of unification process between a sample computational join point
blueprint and a portion of application code. The join point described in this join point blueprint
intercepts all method calls made by Customers on a BankAccount object. First, our approach
uses the context information to select where to look for the computational flow, by using the
context information of the first swimlane, the algorithm searches in the application code all the
instances of Customer object, e.g., the creation of a new Customer object as highlighted by the
green dashed arrow, that calls a method of BankAccount objects, e.g., the calls of credit and
debit methods, highlighted by the red arrows, since ba is a BankAccount object (knowledge
highlighted by the green arrow).

4.5 Blueprint Aspects

An aspect is the modular unit that crosscut other modular units. Similarly to AspectJ approach,
the aspect declaration is similar to the class declaration in that it defines a type and an im-
plementation for that type. It differs from the other one since the aspect implementation can
crosscut other types and, cannot be directly instantiated.

Listing 4.1 covers the basic of what an aspect can contain. The name aspect consists of a method
and filed declaration section (Rows 3,5), a join point blueprint import section (Rows 8-10), a sec-
tion for pointcuts definition (Rows 13-14), a section containing the advices (Row 17), and finally
a section containing the code for the introductions, i.e., class declaration, method declaration or
field declaration (Rows 10-25). Moreover, if the advice or introduction code need to import new
packages, they can be inserted before the aspect declaration (Rows 1-2).

Aspects enclose pointcuts, advice and, introduction sections in a modular unit of crosscutting
implementation. Since, as already said, it is very similar to a class, it can have its own methods
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Example1

<<exactmatch>>

foo

<<joinpoint jp1>>
context
   Customer

context
   BankAccount

jp1

method meta-variable
   ANY foo(..)

The  join point 
intercepts all method calls 
made by Customer on a 
BankAccount object

described

Fragment of Application Code

...
Customer client = new Customer(...);
BankAccount ba = new BankAccount(...);
client.addCustomer(ba);
...
client.ba.credit(amount1);
...
client.ba.debit(amount2);

foo -> credit
.. -> amount1

foo -> debit
.. -> amount2

U
N
I
F
I
C
A
T
I

O
N

Figure 4.15: Example of Unification Process

and, fields in addition to the crosscutting members.

The first section beyond the aspect declaration contains aspect methods and fields. The keyword
joinpointblueprint permits to specify which join point blueprints and relative join points
are used into the aspect. This section must contain at least one join point blueprint name. It is
sufficient to indicate the name of the blueprint followed by a couple of brackets when we want
to deal with all the join points exposed by a blueprint. The pointcut keyword permits to group
a set of join points. The advice section defines crosscutting behaviors. It is defined in terms
of pointcut names or enumeration of join points declared in the joinpointblueprint section.
The code of the advice runs at every join point picked out by its pointcut. The join points can be
used also in an unqualified way if not ambiguous. Finally, the introduction keyword allows
the aspects of defining new methods or attributes on the existing classes.

Listing 4.1: An Example of Aspect Definition by using the Blueprint Language

1 // import packages
2 ...
3 public aspect name {
4 // methods and fields declarations
5 ...
6

7 // import join point blueprint and join points
8 public joinpointblueprint Blueprint_name1(jp_name1, ... jp_name j),
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9 ...
10 Blueprint_namei(jp_name1, ... jp_namek);
11

12 // pointcut definitions
13 public pointcut pointcut_name(): Blueprint_name1.jp_name j−1(), ...,
14 Blueprint_namei.jp_namek();
15

16 // advices definitions
17 advice() : pointcut_name() {...}
18

19 // introduction definitions
20 introduction(): Blueprint_name.jp_name(){
21 // Classes declaration
22

23 // Fields declaration
24

25 // Methods declaration
26 }
27 }

On the contrary of each other aspect-oriented language, our approach do not offer a set of pointcut
designator, such as, method call, method execution, and so on, because in our approach every
point in the computational flow may be a join point, this improve the granularity of the join
points available. However, aspect programmer can self-define very general join point blueprint
to locate a sort of primitive join point, e.g., method call show Figure 4.16.

<<joinpoint jp1>>

jp1

MethodCall

<<exactmatch>>

*.foo(..)

Figure 4.16: Method Call
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4.5.1 The Pointcuts

The Blueprint pointcut language provides a mechanism for identifying sets of join points, called
pointcut. These pointcuts describe sets of join points by means of explicit enumeration (see
Listing 4.1).

A pointcut is a structure that denotes a set of join points (declared in the definition after the ”:”)
that you want to pick out. Each pointcut definition have a name, and after the ”:” sign contains
the join points enumeration by using either fully qualified names if there is ambiguity or the plain
join point names otherwise.

Blueprint pointcuts are defined in terms of computational model of the base program, rather
than referring directly to the implementation of the program. In this way the pointcuts are loosely
coupled to the source code, because the same join point blueprint and pointcut definitions can
be used on different applications to locate similar behaviors without changing anything, since no
true variable names or method signatures are indicated.

4.5.2 Advice

To define the behavior at a join point, we use the notion of advice. The term advice goes back to
the term advising as introduced by Warren Teitelman in his PhD thesis in 1966 [Tei66]. Here is
a quote from Chapter 3 of his thesis:

Advising is the basic innovation in the model, and in the PILOT system. Advising
consists of inserting new procedures at any or all of the entry or exit points to a
particular procedure (or class of procedures). The procedures inserted are called
“advice procedures” or simply “advice”.

Similarly to AspectJ approach, a Blueprint advice is a sort of method declaration used to
describe the code that should be executed at each of the join points grabbed by a given pointcut.
Advice declarations define advice by associating a code portion to a pointcut.

The Blueprint provides a naı̈ve reflective API (reported in Table 4.4) to access to context infor-
mation like the join point signature5 and to the meta-information specified in the blueprint, such
as variable and method meta-variables, through a special reference: thisJoinPoint(String

jp name).

thisJoinPoint() can be used both inside advices and introductions. In the advice the pa-
rameter represents one of the join point specified in the advice, whereas in the introduction it

5Plese note that in our case we are not talking about the method capturing by the pointcut, but rather than about
the method that contains the captured join point.
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Blueprint reflective API: Description
public Signature getSignature()

Returns the signature of the method that contains the matched join point.

public Method getMethod()

Returns the Method object corresponding to the method that contains the join point, i.e., the
method that contains the matched blueprint containing the join point.

public String getClassName()

Returns a String representing the name of the class that contains the join point, i.e., the name
of the class that contains the matched blueprint.

public Class getClass()

Returns the Class object corresponding to the class that contains the join point.

public SourceLocation getSourceLocation()

Returns the source location corresponding to the join point.

public String getKind()

Returns a String representing the kind of join point (e.g., local or region join point).

public SourceCode getSourceCode()

Returns the source code corresponding to the region join point, null otherwise.

public Signature getUnifiedSignature(String mtdname)

Returns the signature of the method meta-variable mtdname, NullPointerException if
mtdname is null, or NoSuchMethodMetaVariableException if a method meta-variable with
the specified name is not found in the blueprint.

public Method getUnifiedMethod(String mtdname)

Returns a Method object representing the mtdname method meta-variable,
NullPointerException if mtdname is null, or NoSuchMethodMetaVariableException if a
method meta-variable with the specified name is not found in the blueprint.

public Type getUnifiedType(String varname)

Returns a Type object that represents the declared type for the application variable uni-
fied to the varname variable meta-variable, NullPointerException if varname is null, or
NoSuchVariableMetaVariableException if a variable meta-variable with the specified name
is not found in the blueprint.

Table 4.4: Blueprint Reflective Access: thisJoinPoint(jp name) methods

represents every join point declared inside the aspect. The weaving process will create a con-
nection between the meta-variables and the matched application elements. Therefore by using
the meta-variables (through the reflective API) corresponds to use the real elements. To clarify
please consider Figure 4.17, on the right is depicted a portion of code that matches the join point
blueprint showed on the left side, on the bottom right corner is showed a very simple example
of aspect that contains an advice. This advice uses the blueprint variable meta-variable x and Y,
thanks to the special reference thisJoinPoint(jp1), but in sooth, it uses the unificated vari-
ables, highlighted in the green rectangle. Therefore, the weaving process introduce the statement
“pippo = pluto * 5;” at the join point.

At the moment are available only this reflective information, but in the future new feature will be
added to the language.
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<<joinpoint jp1>>

jp1

Example1

variable meta-variable
    x,Y

type-binding
    x int
    Y Long <<exactmatch>>

x = x + 7;
Y= Y * x;

  ...
  pippo = pippo + 7;
  pluto = pluto + pippo;
  ...

The blueprint

A matched code

public aspect aspect1{
 
   public joinpointblueprint Example();

   advice() : jp1() {
   thisJoinPoint(jp1).x = 
            thisJoinPoint(jp1).Y * 5;
   }  
}

The Advice Code

Unification:
  x <-> pippo
    Y <-> pluto

Figure 4.17: Using meta-variable in the advice code.

4.5.3 Introductions

An aspect can include method or field declarations in another class, we call these declarations
introductions, a similar concept is present also in AspectJ, and it is called inter-type declara-
tion. The Blueprint aspect can declare methods and fields that are necessary to implement the
new feature, and associates them to the existing classes. These classes are identified thanks to:

• the join point or pointcut names used into the introduction declaration, i.e., the new meth-
ods and/or fields are added to the classes where the join points have been located;

• a list of application class names reported after the introduction(): keyword, in this
case the new methods and/or fields are added to the enumerated classes.

When in an introduction is defined a method with exactly the same signature of a method already
present in the related class, the old class’s method is substituted with the new introduction’s
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method, i.e., we define a sort of local overriding of the method.

4.6 Blueprint Technical Notes

This Section explains some technical notes about the use of our framework.

The visual modeling tool, used to develop the Blueprint diagram, saves all join point blueprints
developed in the same project as a single .xmi file, called the project. All blueprint diagrams
must have a single name inside a project. In the same directory where is stored the project (the
.xmi file), our tool stores:

Meta-Info Files A .xml file for every diagram presents in the project. The .xml contains the
meta-information related to the join point blueprint, the name of this file is composed by
the name of the xmi file, followed by a ’.’ sign, followed by the name of the referred join
point blueprint, followed by a ’.’ sign and, completed by the ’meta-info’ string.

project name.blueprint name.meta info.xml

Advice File A .adv file containing all advice declared inside the project. The name of this file
is composed by the name of the project file (i.e., the .xmi file) followed by a ’.’ sign and,
completed by the ’advice’ string.

Our framework takes as input the path (directories and jar files) where to find the application
that will have to be advised, and the path (a single directory) of the XMI file containing the
blueprint diagrams to apply to the application.

If the inserted paths contain .class files or .jar files, before starting the weaving process, the
tool obtains all the source files by using the Java library JODE6, and it stores them in a internal
directory.

When the framework has all the source files of the application, it analyzes the .adv file to de-
tect all the referred join point blueprints, in this way, only the referred blueprint diagrams will
undergo the, so called, pre-weaving phase (described in details in Section 5.3). During the pre-
weaving phase, the XMI representation of the blueprints are transformed into a graph representa-
tion.

6http://jode.sourceforge.net/
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Chapter 5

Weaving Phase

5.1 Introduction

Having separated the aspects and the base application, their management (e.g. maintenance
or reuse) become easier and consistent. Separation is a good idea only if we can re-compose
the separated concerns together! To obtain a complete system from the separated artifacts (i.e.,
aspects and base program), the AO methodology foresees the weaving mechanism.
Weaving is the process of composing core functionality modules with aspects, thereby yielding
a working system. The various AO approaches have defined several different mechanisms for
weaving.

Similarly to the object-oriented programs that can be compiled and executed by different mech-
anisms (e.g., interpreted, compiled to executable code or compiled to intermediate code and in-
terpreted), the aspect-oriented programs can be deployed by several different tools, which offer
different facilities. An aspect weaver provides the wiring that causes advice to be automatically
invoked as specified by the join point selection mechanism in an aspect. Weavers can take as
input aspect-oriented code in source or binary form. Aspect weaving has implications for per-
formance and scalability, based in large part on when the weaving occurs in the application life
cycle. Since there are only two ways in which the classes and aspects can be woven, the main
classification of weaving is [Böl99, SPLS+06, GS04]:

Static weaving (compile-time). The aspect weaver acts as a pre-processor weaving/inserting
the aspect definitions into the class definitions before compilation. Alternatively, the as-
pect weaver acts as a post-processor weaving/inserting the aspect definition into either the
compiled class code, or the jar file.
This type of weaving is represented for example by AspectJ [HH04], AspectC [CKFS01],
AspectC++ [SPLS+06] and, Hyper/J [OT01a].
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Dynamic weaving (run-time). The dynamic aspect weaver [PGA02] acts as a run-time inter-
preter and allows modification of a program during its execution. The mechanism is sim-
ilar to the mechanism for the object-oriented dynamic method binding, dynamic aspect
weaving dynamically binds the crosscutting operations to the objects . The performance
overhead is a potential drawback of dynamic AOP. In addition dynamic AOP may be in-
secure since it can allow the weaving of malicious advice [PAG03]. Dynamic weaving is
applied for example by AspectWerkz [Vas04], TinyC [WKD02] and, PROSE [PGA02].

Weaving aspects and classes involves program transformation techniques. This can be done us-
ing many technologies, but the most common approaches are: source code transformation and
dynamic reflection1.
The first could be implemented by using a compiler or a pre-processor, that usually provide an
interface to add and edit nodes generated in the parsing tree. Usually the woven code is statically
and efficiently reorganized at compile time.
Runtime reflection needs the explicit existence of mechanisms to interfering into running com-
putations in the base level.

The Blueprint weaving mechanism is static, it modifies the source code (or bytecode) of classes
by inserting advice statements at join points. In other words: aspect code is in-lined into classes.
The result is highly optimized woven code, whose execution speed is comparable to that of code
written without aspects but with the same functionality.

The weaver parses aspects and collects information about the blueprints and the join points ref-
erenced by the aspects. Afterwards, it searches a match between the context described in the
referenced blueprints and the application source code. Finally, for all matches found, it weaves
the advice statements at the referenced join points.

Sentence 5.1 The Blueprint weaving uses intermediate representation, pattern matching, meta-
variables unifications and, source code manipulation.

In the Blueprint approach, the term weaving refers to the insertion of the advice code in the ap-
plication code where the specified join points, described by the join point blueprints, are matched.
To locate the join point, the Blueprint framework must match the whole join point blueprint
with the application code, hence it needs a mechanism to couple the visual representation of the
blueprint to the application code.
Before executing the Blueprint weaving phase it is necessary to find a representation that allows
to bridge the gap between the application and the blueprints. This gap derives form the different
level of abstraction used by them, code for the first one, and visual modeling for the second one.

1Reflection is the capability of a computational system to reason about and act upon itself, adjusting itself to
changing conditions [Mae87].
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The construction of the common representation for the application and the join point blueprints
is called pre-weaving phase and it is described in Section 5.3.

Beyond the pre-weaving phase, the weaving mechanism consists of the following three phases:

Aspect Analysis. Since the Blueprint Space is populated with several blueprints and only
few of them could really be used by the aspects, it is necessary to analyze the aspects to
determine which blueprints must be looked for in the application code.

Morphing/Matching Phase. The matching is performed by traversing the blueprint model and
the application model, developed in the pre-weaving phase, in parallel. This phase is
described in detail in Section 5.4.

Advice Weaving Phase. When the blueprint and the application models match, each referenced
join point is modified according to the aspect directives. This phase is described in Section
5.5.

The structure of this Chapter is the following. Before describing in detail the Blueprint weaving
mechanism, it is necessary to recall the notion of Abstract Syntax Tree shown in Section 5.2.
Section 5.3 describes the actions involved in the equalization of the abstraction level of the join
point blueprints and of the application code (e.g. the Java code). Section 5.4 describes the
algorithm used to find all potential matching between blueprints and application source code.
Finally, in Section 5.5 we present all actions necessary to really modify the application behavior.

5.2 The Blueprint Abstract Syntax Tree

Definition 5.1 An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a finite, labeled, directed tree, where the internal
nodes are labeled by operators, and the leaf nodes represent the operands of the operators. Thus,
the leaves represent variables or constants (for more details see [ASU86]).

An abstract syntax tree (AST), described in Definition 5.1, captures the essential structure of a
programming language in a tree form, while omitting unnecessary syntactic details. ASTs can be
distinguished from concrete syntax trees or parse tree (shown in Definition 5.2) by their omission
of tree nodes to represent punctuation marks such as semi-colons to terminate statements or com-
mas to separate function arguments. ASTs also omit tree nodes that represent unary productions
in the grammar. Such information is directly represented by the structure of the AST.
In computing, ASTs are used inside parsers as an intermediate between a parse tree and a data
structure, the latter which is often used as a compiler or interpreter’s internal representation of a
computer program while it is being optimized and from which code generation is performed.
ASTs can be created with hand-written parsers or automatically generated by parsers.
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Definition 5.2 A parse tree or concrete syntax tree is a tree that represents the syntactic structure
of a string according to some formal grammar. A program that produces such trees is called a
parser. Parse trees may be generated for sentences in natural languages (see natural language
processing [Far03]), as well as during processing of computer languages, such as programming
languages (for more details see [ASU86]).

When designing the nodes of the tree, a common design choice is determining the granularity of
the representation of the AST. That is, whether all constructs of the source language are repre-
sented as a different type of AST nodes or whether some constructs of the source language are
represented with a common type of AST node and differentiated using a value.

An example of the granularity of representation is related to how to represent binary arithmetic
operations. One possibility is to have a single binary operation tree node; otherwise we could
have a tree node for every binary operation. In an object-oriented language, this would results
in classes like: AddBinary, SubtractBinary, MultiplyBinary, etc. with an abstract super class
Binary. The second form is preferred if there will be behavior associated to the tree nodes.

In our case, we need the AST of the Java programs. To obtain it, we developed our parser for
Java 1.5 grammar (by using JavaCC2) and added the AST generation support, we call this
parser Blueprint-AST-Gen3.

Our tool maps plain Java source code in a tree form. This tree is more convenient and reliable
to analyze than the text-based source. Every Java source file of the application is entirely repre-
sented as an AST. These nodes are all subclasses of the Node class. Every subclass is specialized
for an element of the Java programming language. There are nodes for method declarations
(MethodDeclaration), class declarations (TypeDeclaration), assignments (AssignExpr) and
so on. Every subclass of Node contains specific information for the Java element it represents,
e.g., a MethodDeclaration will describe the information about the method name, return type,
parameters, etc. The access to the values of a node can be made through direct access to the
fields.
To work with the ASTs, the visitor pattern is used. To instantiate the visitor pattern for the AST,
a visit method is defined in each AST node.

In Appendix A is described all AST nodes, and their relationships.

2The home page for JavaCC is https://javacc.dev.java.net. JavaCC is a popular parser-generator used to
implement parsers for programming languages.

3Please note, that we do not have used the jjTree since it generates parse tree rather than AST.
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Source Code

node 
information

node 
information

node 
information

CompilationUnit

ImportDeclaration TypeDeclarationNameExpr

ASTs

variable meta-variable
      Field

use ((*.Field in left) and (x in right))

<<joinpoint  jp1>>

jp1

SetBlueprint

variable meta-variable  
    x

type meta-variable
    A= primitive_type

method meta-variable
  void set(A)

type-binding
A Field

<<exactmatch>>

<<method>>

*.foo(..)

Computational Blueprints
Graphs

AST

AST

Complex Node

Simple Node

Figure 5.1: The AST transformation used inside the Blueprint weavng.

5.3 Pre-Weaving Phase

This section documents how the Blueprint-AST-Gen is used to convert a join point blueprint in
AST-like representation (called Blueprint-AST).

The base program and the join point blueprints are at a different levels of abstraction. To fill
this gap and allowing the weaving, it is necessary to build a common representation for the
base program and the join point blueprints. The AST perfectly fits the problem; both source
code (through its control flow graph) and join point blueprints can be represented by AST-like
descriptions.

The AST of the base program is simply developed by using the parser and AST generator de-
scribed in Section 5.2. To generate the AST for the blueprints is a little bit more complex. Figure
5.1 outline different AST representations used for source code and blueprints.

Any UML diagram can be represented as a graph because it is defined by the UML meta-model
which is a graph where the nodes are meta-classes and the edges are meta-relationships. Because
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of this, it is impossible to generate a tree for the whole join point blueprint.

The answer to this problem is to create a graph where each action state is a graph node containing
AST nodes and, each transition is a graph edge. In particular actions are rendered as graph nodes
containing the AST nodes generated by its Java instructions, this kind of graph node is called
complex node (see Figure 5.1). While template actions are translated in, so called, simple nodes
that do not contain AST nodes (see Figure 5.1), but some other information about the original
action state.
We need to differentiate the graph nodes because it is impossible to define an AST to describe
a template action, because it does not contain real Java instructions. We call this blueprint
diagram representation Blueprint_Graph.

Graphs are used to describe objects by representing the parts of the objects by nodes and the
relations between the nodes by edges of the graph. Labels and attributes are assigned to describe
the properties of nodes and edges. In the Blueprint framework, we used a directed attributed
relational graph4, for the internal representation of the join point blueprints.

We need both node and edge attribute because nodes must contain some information, e.g., the
AST nodes and, edges must have labels to indicate if the transition is loose or tight and, if there
is a join point, moreover, if the transition is loose the edge must contain information about the
scope of the original transition.

For notational convenience, directed attributed relational graphs are simply referred to as graphs
in the rest of the paper.

In general, when using graphs for representing real world objects, we are interested in comparing
different graphs and finding corresponding nodes and edges, instead in our application we intend
to find:

• a tree matching between portions of the application AST and complex nodes,

• a matching (defined in Section 5.4) between simple nodes and portions of the application
AST.

Where the transitions/edges drive the previous two matchings. We call this matching multiple
spread tree inclusion.

5.3.1 From Computational Blueprint to Graph

During this phase only the join point blueprints referred inside the advice are considered.

4That is a direct graph with labels on edges and nodes.
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To analyze the UML diagrams (i.e., the join point blueprints), we use a Java library developed
by our research group, called RAMSES.

This library permits to realize the reification and the manipulation of the UML diagrams by using
the XMI file (see Section 4.2), in particular it uses a XMI instance for the tool Poseidon4UML.

The first action of this phase is “to reify” the XMI file containing all the blueprints (Section 4.6),
by using the RAMSES library, as shown in Listing 5.1. The xmi variable contains the name
(and the path) of the XMI file containing the XMI representation of the blueprint diagrams. This
instruction reads from the XMI file the blueprint diagrams representation and builds an internal
representation.

Listing 5.1: Reification of Project File
_reification = new Reification(xmi);

For each blueprint referred by the advice file, by using the getActivityDiagram(name) in-
struction, we get the blueprint diagram with such name. At this time the framework check if the
meta-info file for this diagram is present in the same directory of the XMI file, if it is present and,
it is a valid meta-file, it proceeds, otherwise, it stops the process. Moreover, for each considered
blueprint, we create a new instance of Blueprint_Graph class, shown in Listing 5.2.

Listing 5.2: The Blueprint Graph Class
public class Blueprint_Graph {

protected DefaultDirectedGraph<Blueprint_Node, Blueprint_Edge> _graph;
protected Blueprint_Node _firstNode;

public Blueprint_Graph(){
this._firstNode = null;
this._graph = null;

}
public Blueprint_Graph (DefaultDirectedGraph<Blueprint_Node,

Blueprint_Edge> ddg, Blueprint_Node fs){
this._graph = ddg;
this._firstNode = fs;

}
public Blueprint_Node getFirstNode (){

return this._firstNode;
}
public DefaultDirectedGraph getGraph (){

return this._graph;
}

}
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To check if the meta-file is valid, we use a XML Schema to describe the structure and to constrain
the contents of the XML documents. We use the javax.xml.validation, as shown in Listing
5.3, to verify if the meta-info files are instances of the XML Schema shown in Appendix B.

Listing 5.3: The validation algorithm of meta-info file.
public boolean validateMetaFile (String filename)

throws SAXException, IOException{

// 1. Lookup a factory for the W3C XML Schema language
SchemaFactory factory = SchemaFactory.newInstance(

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema");

// 2. Compile the schema.
// The schema is loaded from a java.io.File.
File schemaLocation = new File("metainfoschema.xsd");
Schema schema = factory.newSchema(schemaLocation);

// 3. Get a validator from the schema.
Validator validator = schema.newValidator();

// 4. Parse the document you want to check.
Source source = new StreamSource(filename);

// 5. Check the document.
try {

validator.validate(source);
return true;

}
catch (SAXException ex) {

System.out.println(filename + " is not valid because ");
System.out.println(ex.getMessage());
return false;

}
}

By using the getAllInitialActivityNode() instruction, we get all the initial action states
of the reified blueprint, if the blueprint contains more than one initial action state the process
is stopped. Otherwise, when it is present a single initial action state, we perform the following
actions:

• we obtain the name of the swimlane of the node,

• we find the meta-information for this swimlane, from the meta-info file (see Section 4.6)
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and,

• finally we create a new Blueprint_Node, that will be the start node of the Blueprint_Graph
of the reified blueprint diagram. The initial action node is transformed into a simple node
inside a Blueprint_Graph because it does not contain AST nodes.

The fields of the Blueprint_Node class are shown in Listing 5.4.

Listing 5.4: Fields of Blueprint Node Class
protected Node _Ast;
protected MetaInformation _MetaInformation;
protected NodeType _Kind;
protected TemplateInfo _TemplateInfo;
protected Scope _Scope;

The _Ast field contains the AST if the element of the original blueprint is an action, null other-
wise. The _MetaInformation field contains all the meta-information for the swimlane of the
element. The _kind indicates the type of the node:

• START for the initial action states of the blueprint,

• ACTION for the tight nodes of blueprint,

• TEMPLATE_ACTION for the loose nodes of blueprint,

• MULTIPLE_BEHAVIOR for the AND nodes of blueprint,

• ALTERNATIVE_BEHAVIOR for the OR nodes of blueprint,

• JOIN for the join nodes of the blueprint,

• IF_ACTION for the decision nodes of blueprint, and finally,

• END for the final action states of the blueprint.

The _TemplateInfo field contains all the necessary information to describe a Blueprint tem-
plate action, null for all other kinds of node. The _Scope field indicates the scope of the node, i.e.,
BLOCK_SCOPE and METHOD_SCOPE are values used for the template actions, while EXACTMATCH

is used for the actions.

Froma theaa starta nodeaa wea obtainaa alla theaa outgoinga controlaa flowsa (byaa usinga the
getAllOutControlFlow() instruction), if we obtain more that one control flow the process is
stopped, because a start node can have only one outgoing control flow. Otherwise, we analyze
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directly the target element of the transition, we do not analyze the transition, because the transi-
tion outgoing from the initial node is a special kind of transition that cannot be mapped inside the
application code. If the target element of the transition could be: action, template actions, fork
elements, decision elements, end elements and, join elements. Moreover, the is another kind of
element in our language, the join element, that cannot be the first element after the start element.
In the next we will detail what happens in any case.

5.3.1.1 Action

Ifa thea targeta elementa ofa thea transactiona isa ana action,a toa translatea it,a wea instantiatea
a new Blueprint_Node for the current element, in the following we refer this node as current -
node. We extract the name of the swimlane of the element, if the swimlane is the same of the
initial node the meta-information of the node is the same of the previous one, so we can copy
the information from initial node inserted in the graph to current node, without accessing the
meta-info file. Otherwise, we extract the meta-information form the file and we insert them on
the current node.
We a extracta thea stereotypea of athe ablueprint element by using the RAMSES instruction
getStereotypes(). If the element has a number of stereotype different from one, we stop
the process. If the element has only one stereotype, we control if the stereotype matches with
�exactmatch�, if it matches we set the _kind field at ACTION, otherwise we stop the process.

Now, since the current node is a complex node, we must insert in the _Ast field the AST nodes
corresponding to the Java instructions contained into the blueprint element.
Toa createa thea AST a nodea fora thea elementa instructionsa wea createa aa temporarya class
(calleda phantomClass),a containinga aa temporarya methoda (calleda phantomMethod), wherea
wea inserta thea instructionsa ofa thea action,a thesea actionsa area performeda bya thea method
createPhantomClass shown in Listing 5.5, and by using the Blueprint-AST-Gen, we gener-
ate the AST of the class, then we select the AST node corresponding to the method body (see
Listing 5.6) and we insert it in the _Ast field of the current node.

Listing 5.5: Generation of Phantom Class
private void createPhantomClass(String javastms) throws IOException {

String temp = "\npublic class phantomClass {\n"+ //
"\n" + //
" public void phantomMethod(){\n";

phantomclass = temp.concat(javastms).concat("}\n }");

DataOutputStream out2 =
new DataOutputStream(
new BufferedOutputStream(
new FileOutputStream("phantomClass.java")));
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out2.writeBytes(phantomclass);
out2.close();

}

Listing 5.6: AST Generation from Phantom Class
private MethodDeclaration astFromPhantomClasst(String filename) {

FileInputStream fis;
CompilationUnit cu = null;
try {
fis = new FileInputStream ( filename );
cu = JavaParser.parse(fis);
fis.close();

if (cu.types != null) {
for (TypeDeclaration i : cu.types) {
if (i instanceof ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration){
ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration c = (ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration) i;
if (!c.isInterface){
for (BodyDeclaration m : c.members){
if(m instanceof MethodDeclaration){
MethodDeclaration md = (MethodDeclaration)m;
return (md);

}
}

}
}

}
}

} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println(" File: " +filename +" not found.");
} catch (ParseException e) {
e.printStackTrace();

} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();

}
return null;

}

Finally, we insert the current node in the Blueprint_Graph by adding the current node as vertex
of the graph and by adding a new edge form the last inserted node and the current node. In this
case the edge does not contain information because it is the first transition of the diagram, the
other edges will contain information about kind, scope and so on.
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To continue the translation process, we analyze the outgoing transition, an action element can
have only one outgoing transition, we obtain this information by using the RAMSES instruction
getAllOutControlFlow(), and then, we analyze it as described afterwards.

5.3.1.2 Template Action

If the target element of the transaction is a template action, to translate it, we instantiate a new
Blueprint_Node for the current element, in the following we refer this node as current node.
We extract the name of the swimlane of the element, if the swimlane is the same of the initial
node the meta-information of the node is the same of the previous one, so we can copy the
information from initial node to current node, without accessing the meta-info file. Otherwise,
we extract the meta-information form the file and we insert them on the currentnode.
We aextract athe astereotype of the ablueprint aelement aby ausing athe RAMSES instruction
getStereotypes(). Ifa thea elementa hasa eithera zeroa stereotype,a ora onea stereotypea
equala toa �method�, we set the _kind field at TEMPLATE_ACTION and, the _Scope field at
METHOD. While if the element has one stereotype equal to �block�, we set the _kind field at
TEMPLATE_ACTION and, the _Scope field at BLOCK, in all other cases, we stop the process.
We insert the information about the variable or meta-variable (i.e., the use clause, see Chapter
4, Section 4.3.3, Definition 4.2) names and kind of instruction (i.e., the in clause, see Chapter 4,
Section 4.3.3, Definition 4.2) used inside the template action inside the _TemplateInfo field.
Finally, we insert the current node in the Blueprint_Graph by adding the current node as vertex
of the graph and by adding a new edge form the initial node to the current node. In this case the
edge does not contain information because it is the first transition of the diagram, the other edges
will contain information about kind, scope and so on.
To continue the translation process, we analyze the outgoing transitions, a fork element can have
two or more outgoing transitions, we obtain this information by using the RAMSES instruction
getAllOutControlFlow(), and then, for all outgoing control flow we analyze it as described
afterwards.

5.3.1.3 Fork Element

If the target element of the transaction is a fork element, to translate it, we instantiate a new
Blueprint_Node for the current element, in the following we refer this node as current node.
We extract the name of the swimlane of the element, if the swimlane is the same of the previous
node the meta-information of the node is the same of the previous node, so we can copy the
information from last node to current node, without accessing the meta-info file. Otherwise, we
extract the meta-information form the file and we insert them on the currentnode.
We extract the stereotype of the blueprint element by using the RAMSES instruction
getStereotypes(). If the element has more than one stereotype, we stop the process. If the
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element has only one stereotype, we control if the stereotype matches either with �or� or with
�and�, otherwise we stop the process.
If the stereotype is �or�, we set the _kind field at ALTERNATIVE_BEHAVIOR else, we set the
_kind field at MULTIPLE_BEHAVIOR.
Finally, we insert the current node in the Blueprint_Graph by adding the current node as vertex
of the graph and by adding a new edge form the last inserted node and the current node. In this
case the edge does not contain information because it is the first transition of the diagram, the
other edges will contain information about kind, scope and so on.
To continue the translation process, we analyze the outgoing transitions, a fork element can have
two or more outgoing transitions, we obtain this information by using the RAMSES instruction
getAllOutControlFlow(), and then, for all outgoing control flow we analyze it as described
afterwards.

5.3.1.4 Decision Element

If the target element of the transaction is a decision element, to translate it, we instantiate a new
Blueprint_Node for the current element, in the following we refer this node as current node.
We extract the name of the swimlane of the element, if the swimlane is the same of the initial
node the meta-information of the node is the same of the previous one, so we can copy the in-
formation from initial node to current node, without accessing the meta-info file. Otherwise, we
extract the meta-information form the file and we insert them on the currentnode. We set the
_kind field at IF_ACTION.
At this point, if the element does not contain the condition part, we do not make nothing, the
current node is a simple node and not contain AST nodes. Otherwise, if the element contains the
condition part, the current node is a complex node and we must insert in the _Ast field the
AST node for the if instruction contained in the element.
To create the AST node for the if instruction we create a temporary class, containing a tempo-
rary method, where we insert a if instruction with the condition part of the element, and by
using the Blueprint-AST, we generate the AST node to insert in the node (see Listings 5.5 and
5.6). Then we select the AST node corresponding to the method body and we insert it into the
current node.
Finally, we insert the current node in the Blueprint_Graph by adding the current node as ver-
tex of the graph and by adding a new edge form the last inserted node and the current node.
In this case the edge does not contain information because it is the first transition of the dia-
gram, the other edges will contain information about kind, scope and so on. To continue the
translation process we analyze the outgoing transitions, a decision element can have one or
two outgoing transitions, we obtain the outgoing control flow by using the RAMSES instruction
getAllOutControlFlow(), and then, for all outgoing control flow we analyze it as described
afterwards.
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5.3.1.5 End Node

If the target element of the transaction is an end node, to translate it, we instantiate a new
Blueprint_Node for the current element, in the following we refer this node as current node.
We extract the name of the swimlane of the element, if the swimlane is the same of the initial
node the meta-information of the node is the same of the previous one, so we can copy the in-
formation from initial node to current node, without accessing the meta-info file. Otherwise, we
extract the meta-information form the file and we insert them on the currentnode. We set the
_kind field at END.
We insert the current node in the Blueprint_Graph by adding the current node as vertex of the
graph and by adding a new edge form the last inserted node and the current node. In this case
the edge does not contain information because it is the first transition of the diagram, the other
edges will contain information about kind, scope and so on.

5.3.1.6 Join Element

This element cannot be the first element after the start element. Next, we describe the translation
process of this element.

If the target element of the transaction is a join element, to translate it, we instantiate a new
Blueprint_Node for the current element, in the following we refer this node as current node.
We extract the name of the swimlane of the element, if the swimlane is the same of the previous
node the meta-information of the node is the same of the previous node, so we can copy the
information from last node to current node, without accessing the meta-info file. Otherwise, we
extract the meta-information form the file and we insert them on the currentnode. We set the
_kind field at JOIN.
We insert the current node in the Blueprint_Graph by adding the current node as vertex of the
graph and by adding a new edge form the last inserted node and the current node.
To continue the translation process we analyze the outgoing transitions, a decision element can
have one or two outgoing transitions, we obtain the outgoing control flow by using the RAMSES
instruction getAllOutControlFlow(), and then, for all outgoing control flow we analyze it as
described afterwards.

5.3.1.7 The Translation Algorithm

After the analysis of the first real element (distinct from the initial action node) of the blueprint
diagram, we analyze in a iterative way the outgoing transitions and then the next/s element/s of
the diagram.

Our algorithm translate the transitions in the following way.
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SimpleExample
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<<block>>

x = x + y;

translated in a simple node

translated in a simple node

translated in a complex node

node 
information

node 
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transition 
information

AST

Figure 5.2: Transformation Schema from Computational Blueprint to Graph

¶ If the transition is a tight transition, we instantiate a new Blueprint_Edge object (the
class is shown in Listing 5.7) with _kind = TIGHT and, _scope = EXACTMATCH.
At this time, we check if the transition is a join point, by using the getStereotypes()

instruction, since, if it is a join point the transition must have the �joinpoint� stereotype
followed by the names of the join points. If the transition is a join point, we set the
_isjoinpoint = true and we insert the join point names in the _jpname field.

· If the transition is a loose transition, we instantiate a new Blueprint_Edge object with
_kind = LOOSE. To set the scope of the transition we analyze its stereotype. If ei-
ther stereotypes a are a not a present a or a a a �method� a stereotype a is a present,
we a set _scope = METHOD_SCOPE. If a �block� a stereotype a is a present, a we set
_scope = BLOCK_SCOPE.
Finally, we check if the transition is a join point as explained to the former point.

Listing 5.7: The Blueprint Edge Class
public class JPP_Edge {
/* It contains the type of the edge. LOOSE or TIGHT. */
protected EdgeType _kind ;

/* It contains the scope of the edge. Default value of the field is
METHOD SCOPE. TIGHT edge don’t need a scope, but to make
homogeneous the process we insert as scope EXACTMATCH. */

protected Scope _scope = Scope.METHOD_SCOPE;

/* It indicates if the edge is a join point in the blueprint. */
protected boolean _isjoinpoint = false;

/* If the edge is a join point, it contains the names of the join points. */
protected String[] _jpname;
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The blueprint translation algorithm is based on a Depht First Search (DFS) algorithm. Basic idea
of this kind of algorithm is shown in Listing 5.8.

Algorithm starts at a specific vertex S in G, which becomes current vertex. Then algorithm
traverse graph by any edge (u, v) incident to the current vertex u. If the edge (u, v) leads to
an already visited vertex v, then we backtrack to current vertex u. If, on other hand, edge (u,

v) leads to an unvisited vertex v, then we go to v and v becomes our current vertex. We proceed
in this manner until we reach to “deadend”. At this point we start back tracking. The process
terminates when backtracking leads back to the start vertex.
Edges leads to new vertex are called discovery or tree edges and edges lead to already visited are
called back edges.

Listing 5.8: Simple Schema of a DFS Algorithm
Input: A graph G and a vertex v.
Output: Edges labeled as discovery and back edges in the connected component.

For all edges e incident on v do

If edge e is unexplored then
w ? opposite (v, e) // return the end point of e distant to v
If vertex w is unexplained then

- mark e as a discovery edge
- Recursively call DSF (G, w)

else

- mark e as a back edge

The simple schema shown in Figure 5.2, outline an example of blueprint translation.

All the actions involved in this algorithm are outlined in Appendix C. All the instances of
Blueprint_Graph created during this phase are stored in a hash table, shown in Figure 5.3
(a), and they will be available to the following phases.

5.3.2 From Source Code to AST

Also the source code of the application must be translated into AST representation, this task
is simpler than the previous one. Our Blueprint-AST-Gen makes all the job without efforts.
On the contrary of the join point blueprints, all the application files must be translated into AST
representation, because blueprint can appear (match) any point in the application.

Our framework starts to analyze all paths and directories of the application (the input data of the
framework are described in Section 4.6), as follows:

• for all .java files Blueprint-AST-Gen extracts the ComputationUnit AST node, and the
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Blueprint_GraphTable

Blueprint _name1

Blueprint _name2

Blueprint _namen

key element
Blueprint_Graph1

Blueprint_Graph2

Blueprint_Graphn

(a)

MethodDeclaration Table

Method _name1

Method _name2

Blueprint _namen

key element
MethodDeclaration1

MethodDeclaration2

MethodDeclarationn

(b)

Figure 5.3: Hash Table: (a) The Hashtable where are stored the instances of Blueprint_Graph
(b) The Hasttable where are stored the AST node of application methods.

framework stores this information in a hash table as shown in Figure 5.4 (a).

• fora all aclasses acontained ain athe aprevious a.java afiles aBlueprint-AST-Gen aextracts
the ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration AST node, and the framework stores this informa-
tion in a hash table, as shown in Figure 5.4 (b).

• for aall amethods acontained ain athe aprevious aclasses aBlueprint-AST-Gen aextracts
the MethodDeclaration AST node, and the framework stores this information in a hash
table, as shown in Figure 5.3 (b).

• for all .class files directly passed or contained in a .jar file the framework applies the tool
JODE5 to decompile them6. These files are temporary stored inside the framework envi-
ronment and analyzed as described in the previous points. The JODE tool is described in
Appendix D, Section D.2.

5.4 The Matching Algorithm

Obtained the same level of abstraction for source code and blueprints, the next step is to find all
matchings between each Blueprint_Graphs, generated in the previous phase and stored in the

5http://jode.sourceforge.net/
6This approach gives a reasonable degree of certain since the Java bytecode can be univocally reversed but the

variable names not stored in the bytecode.
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ComputationUnit Table

CanonicalFileName1

CanonicalFileName2

CanonicalFileNamen

key element
ComputationUnit1

ComputationUnit2

ComputationUnitn

(a)

ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration Table

CompleteClassName1

CompleteClassName2

CompleteClassNamen

key element
ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration1

ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration2

ClassOrInterfaceDeclarationn

(b)

Figure 5.4: Hash Table: (a) The Hashtable where are stored the AST node of application files (b)
The Hashtable where are stored the AST node of application classes.

Hashtable shown in Figure 5.3 (a), and the application AST, stored in the Hashtable shown in
figure 5.4.

Our matching algorithm is not a simple algorithm to match two graphs, because we do not have
two graphs to compare. We have a graph and an AST representation. To solve this, we developed
a specific matching algorithm, called multiple spread tree inclusion, that we will summarize in
Definition 5.3.

Definition 5.3 The multiple spread tree inclusion algorithm intend to find:

¶ a tree matching between portions of the application AST and Blueprint_graph complex
nodes,

· a matching between Blueprint_graph simple nodes and portions of the application AST.

Where the previous two kinds of matching are driven by the transitions/edges present between
two Blueprint_Graph elements, and the search area is defined by the contextmeta-information.

During all steps of the matching algorithm we need to apply the unification between meta-
variable names (used inside the blueprints) and, real variable names (used inside the application).

The unification problem has been studied in a number of fields of computer science [OO03,
VS84,RSSU79,Kog94]. As a result, the problem has been formulated and studied in a variety of
ways.
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Abstractly, the unification problem is the following: Given two descriptions x and y, can we find
an object z that fits both descriptions?

The unification problem is most often stated in the following context.

Sentence 5.2 Given two terms of logic built up from function symbols, variables, and constants,
is there a substitution of terms for variables that will make the two terms identical?

Robinson [1965] published the first modern unification algorithm, see Listing 5.9.

Listing 5.9: The First Modern Unification Algorithm
function UNIFY(t1, t2) → (unifiable: Boolean, Q: substitution)
begin

if tl or t2 is a variable then
begin

let x be the variable, and let t be the other term
if x = t, then (unifiable, σ) ← (true, �)
else if occur(x, t) then unifiable ← false

else(unifiable, σ) ← (true, {x ← t})
end

else

begin
assume tl = f (xl, . . , xn) and t2 = g(y1, . . . ,ym)
if f 6= g or m 6= n then unifiable ← false

else

begin
k ← 0
unifiable ← true

σ ← nil
while k < m and unifiable do

begin
k ← k+l
(unifiable, τ) ← UNIFY(σ(xk), σ(yk))
if unifiable then σ ← compose(τ, sigma)

end
end

return (unifiable, σ)
end

This unification algorithm can be simply adapted to be used in our matching algorithm in this
way:
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Listing 5.10: The Blueprint Unification Algorithm
function UNIFY(t1, t2, σ) → (unifiable: Boolean, Q: substitution)
begin

if tl or t2 is a variable meta-variable then
begin

let x be the variable, and let t be the other term
if (x = t) and ({x ← t} ∈ σ), then (unifiable, σ) ← (true, σ)
else if (x = t) and (∃ k 6= t, {x ← k} ∈ σ), then unifiable ← false

else if occur(x, t) then unifiable ← false

else if ( f orall k x ← k /∈ σ) and (Type(t) ⊆ Type(x)), then
(unifiable, σ) ← (true, {x ← t})

end
else

begin
assume tl = x0 f (xl, . . , xn) a method meta-variable and

t2 = y0 g(y1, . . . ,ym) a method
if (m 6= n) or (Type(x0) 6= Type(y0)), then unifiable ← false

else if {f ← g} in σ, then
(unifiable, σ) ← (true, {f ← g})

else if (n = 1) and (x1 = ’’..’’) and (∀ h 6= g, {f ← h} /∈ σ), then
(unifiable, σ) ← (true, {f ← g})
else if ∀ h, {f ← h} /∈ σ, then
begin
k ← 0
unifiable ← true

while k < m and unifiable do

begin
k ← k+l
(unifiable, τ) ← UNIFY(xk, yk, σ)

end
end

return (unifiable, σ)
end

In practice, our algorithm has a hash table where it stores the variables and fields declaration
encountered during the analysis of the application and another hash table where it stores the
unifications already defined for variable meta-variables and method meta-variables.

Sentence 5.3 Variable Meta-Variable Unification.
A variable meta-variable and a real variable are unifiable if the variable meta-variable still has
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not been unified with another variable and, if the types set of the variable meta-variable contains
the type of the real variable.

Sentence 5.4 Method Meta-Variable Unification.
A method meta-variable is unifiable to a real method if they have the same number nd type of
parameters and the same return type, or if the method meta-variable does not specify the exact
parameters number, i.e., it uses the ’..’ notation, and if the method meta-variable has not been
previously unified with another method.

Beyond using the unification, our matching algorithm is strongly based on backtracking, since,
to find all the possible matchings it must pass through all “possible roads”.
Every blueprint matching is called “possible matching” as long as the last action state of the
blueprint has been matched, to this point the matching is a “sure matching”.

Turning back to the single steps of our matching algorithm (shown in Definition 5.3), in the
first point we search a real matching between the AST nodes of a complex node (i.e., the ac-
tion element and, the decision node with a specified condition) and, a portion of application
AST nodes, obviously, but the unification operations. This first step is a tree pattern matching
problem [HO82].

Tree pattern matching is an extension to the problem of pattern matching in strings [RUG97].
We use an algorithm based on tree pattern matching algorithm presented in [LY00] and reported
in Listing 5.11.

Listing 5.11: Lu-Yang Algorithm for Tree Pattern Matching
index := 1;
base := 1;
// initialize the content and nextnode fields of pattern
for(i:=1; i 6= 0; P[i].nextnode)
{

// initialize back field of pattern nodes
if P[i].content = P[1].content then P[i].back := 0;
else P[i].back := 1;

}

for(i:=2; i 6= 0; i:=P[i].nextnode)
{

if P[i].content = P[1].content then
{

base := i;
Descend(i,1);
// find the most repeated region

}
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}

Descend(i, index)
/* compare for descendants, if the corresponding nodes’ contents are the

same, then continue comparing to find the most repeated region. */
{

index := P[index].nextnode;
temp:= x log2 index y;
k:= 2temp x (base - 1) + index;
// compute the corresponding node
if P[k].cotent 6= P[index].content

then if P[k].back < index
then P[k].back := index
// find the most repeated region

else Descend(k,index);
// continue comparing next node

}

The algorithm, for sake of simplicity, considers only binary trees, but it is applicable to generic
tree (like in our case) as well. The algorithm needs to record the content, nextnode and back of
each node. The content field is the content of the current node. Lu and Yang consider that con-
tent can be a character, a digit, a symbol, etc, in our case, the content can be more complex, and
to verify the matching we must substitute the instructions as P[i].content = P[1].content

with something else, i.e., UNIFY(P[i].content, P[1],content), since to check if the two
complex contents are equal is not sufficient to use the ’=’ operator, we must use a method that
check if the two contents are unifiable, i.e., to check if the two content are of the same type, if
the elements names involved in the context are unifiable, as described in the following.
The nextnode field is the next node’s index in the left-to-right breadth-first traversal of the pat-
tern. The back field records the index of the node that should be compared subsequently when
a mismatch occurs. Consequently, the pattern is stored in an array of (content,nextnode,
back).

Beyond considering the above described unification process for meta-variable names and variable
names , this matching step is based on the idea that two instructions may be unifiable if and only
if they they have the same kind, e.g., two variable declarations, two arithmetic expressions, and
so on.

Now, we see a simple example to better explain the operations executed during the matching
of a complex node. In Figure 5.5 are shown a blueprint action node (that is translated into a
Blueprint_Graph complex node) and, its AST representation. The AST representation is the
pattern that we must match with the application AST.

First, we analyze the context meta-information of the node, to understand in what classes to find
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BlockStmt

ExpressionStmt

ExpressionStmt

AssignExpr

AssignExpr

Operator

“assign”

NameExpr BinaryExpr

“x” NameExpr Operator LiteralExpr

“x” “plus” Long

7

Operator NameExpr
BinaryExpr

“assign” “y” NameExpr Operator NameExpr

“y” “x”“times”

<<exactmatch>>

x = x + 7;
Y= Y * x;

Figure 5.5: An action and its AST representation.

the current blueprint element. On the basis of this information, the framework start the analysis of
the methods of the specified classes, by obtaining their ASTs from the table previously described
(see Figure 5.3 (b)).

By considering, that the first node of the blueprint is the complex node shown in Figure 5.5, we
take the first statement in the BlockStmt and for all statements of each method body indicated
in the context meta-information, we check if the two statements have the same type (e.g., in the
example ExpressionStmt).
When inside the application method body there are statements that include other statements, e.g.
blocks, loops, and so on, the framework checks for matching the included statements as well.

When the framework finds two statements of the same type (in the example two ExpressionStmt),
it starts to check if the statements are really unifiable.
In our simple example the framework checks if the method statement is an AssignExpr and, if
the assignment contains a BinaryExpr, with the plus operator, if all these checks are true the
framework tries to unify the meta-variable names and variable names present in the statements.

If the first statement of the complex node is not matched by a statement in the method body,
the framework continues the analysis with the others methods body, indicated by the context
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meta-information, to find a matching.
Otherwise, if the first statement has been matched by a method statement, the next statement (in
the example, Y = Y * x;) must be unifiable to the next statement of the unified statement in the
method body.

If the framework finds two consecutive method statements unifiable with the two statement of
the complex node, it proceeds by analyzing the outgoing transition of the node. Otherwise, the
framework deletes the unification inserted during the matching of the complex node that does
not see out, and restarts to find another matching for the first statement of the complex node.

Once found a matching for a node, the information contained by the outgoing edge drives how
to continue the matching process.

• If the outgoing edge corresponds to a tight transition, then the block of statements (may
be one or more statements) of the next node must be unifiable to the block of statements
that immediately follows the last unified method statement (for the previous node).

• Otherwise, the outgoing edge corresponds to a loose transition, the block of statements of
the next node must be unifiable either to a block of statements of the same block of the last
unified method statement, if the _scope field contains the BLOCK_SCOPE constant, or to a
block of statements of the same method of the last unified method statement, if the _scope
field of the edge contains the METHOD_SCOPE constant.

As regards the second type of matching involved in our multiple spread tree inclusion algorithm
(see Definition 5.3), the approach is different from the previous one, since in this case, i.e., when
we analyze a simple node, we do not have an out-and-out AST to match with the application AST.

A simple node, derived by a template action, contains information about what meta-variable(s)
we are looking for, in what kind(s) of statement we want find its (their) occurrence and, how to
combine this information, i.e., the OR and AND operators.

Let be the template action, shown in Figure 5.6, the simple node to match, the framework will
look through the method statements (because the scope stereotype of the template action is set
to METHOD_SCOPE and, the previous edge is a loose edge with scope equal to METHOD_SCOPE on
the lookout of a ReturnStmt statement. If the two elements had different scope stereotypes, the
more restrictive, i.e., �block�, will be considered.
If the framework finds a statement with this kind, it tries to unify the variable meta-variable and
the variable, if they are not unificable, it continue to search a possible match.
Otherwise, it stops this matching, it removes the unifications made during this possible match
and it restarts to search a matching from the last backtracking point.

When the blueprint contains either alternative flows (Or Operator) or multiple flows (And Op-

erator), our framework proceeds in this way:
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<<joinpoint jp1>>

jp1

SimpleExample

variable meta-variable
    x,Y

type-binding
    x int
    Y Long

<<exactmatch>>

x = x + 7;
Y= Y * x;

use (x in return)

<<method>>

. . . 

. . . 

Figure 5.6: A Simple Template Action

Alternative Flows. The framework searches a matching for each Or Operator outgoing flow.
In this case the matching phase provides a sure matching when one or more flows have a
matching into the application code.

Multiple Flows. The framework starts to search a possible matching for the first outgoing edge
of the And Operator.
If the framework cannot find a possible matching for all the first flow, this matching is
aborted, deleting all information about unifications and join points inserted during these
operations.

The use of logic elements inside the blueprints allows to describe in a complete separate way two
tangling concerns, that could be interleaved inside the application code.

All information inserted during the analysis of a possible matching are temporary, since in case
of backtracking or abort of the matching, they will be eliminated by the system.

When, during the matching phase, the framework encounters a linguistic element (see 4.3.2), it
search:

• a IfStmt node in the application AST, if the linguistic element is a conditional construct,

• a ForStmt, or a ForeachStmt, or a WhileStmt node in the application AST, if the linguis-
tic element is a cycle.

If the linguistic elements do not contain indication about the condition, then all statements
of the right kind are possible matches, and will be considered. Otherwise, when the linguistic
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elements contain the condition, the framework, to determine if a statement of the right kind,
matches the linguistic element first check if the boolean conditions are of the same type, e.g., ==,
!= and so on.
If the boolean conditions are of the same type the framework analyzes the left sides and the right
sides of the conditions to unify them.
If the conditions are unifiable the possible match can continue, otherwise, the framework back-
tracks and purges all the calculated and not anymore valid matching and looks for another match-
ing.

The data about the join points are stored into the framework data structure during the definition
of a possible matching. It is important to highlight that all these data are not definitive. To be
sure that the application points matching join points into possible matching are effectively the
searched join points, we must wait to have a sure matching. If the possible matching becomes
a sure matching, then the stored data about join points are reliable, otherwise, they are deleted
from the framework.

To store the information about join points, our framework uses a Vector of JoinPoint ob-
jects. Listing 5.12 shown the code of the JoinPoint class, the _joinpointname field stores
the join point name, the _joinpoitclass and _joinpoitmethod fields contain the class and
method name where is located the join point, finally protected _joinpointstartstmt and
_joinpointendstmt fields store the number of the starting and final statement of the join point.

When a join point is a local join point (see definition in Section 4.3.6) _joinpointstartstmt
and _joinpointendstmt contains the same statement number, while, when a join point is a
region join point (see definition in Section 4.3.6), _joinpointstartstmt field contains the
indication of first statement and the _joinpointendstmt field contains the indication of the last
statement of the region that must be substituted by the advice code.

The advice weaving phase (described in Section 5.5) takes place only when the framework finds
a sure matching for a blueprint.

Listing 5.12: The JoinPoint Class
package blueprintMatching;
public class JoinPoint {

protected String _joinpointname;
protected String _joinpointclass;
protected String _joinpointmethod;
protected Class<?>[] _joinpointmethodpars;
protected int _joinpointstartstmt;
protected int _joinpointendstmt;

public JoinPoint(String jpnname,
String jpclass,
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String jpmethod,
Class<?>[] jpmtdpars,
int jpstmt) {

this._joinpointname = jpnname;
this._joinpointclass = jpclass;
this._joinpointmethod = jpmethod;
this._joinpointmethodpars = jpmtdpars;
this._joinpointstmt = jpstmt;

}
// other utilities

5.5 Advice weaving

This is the last step of the weaving phase, during this step the advice code is really inserted into
the application. This final step starts only when the previous steps obtain a sure matching for
the whole considered blueprint. To develop this step, the framework uses all information about
join points and, unifications stored during the matching phase (described in Section 5.4), and the
advice source code.

• The information about join points are used to locate the file and the method affected by the
advice.

• The information about unifications are used to unify the meta-variable names used inside
the advice code, to the real names used inside the application source code; in this way the
code of the advice refers to the real code elements.

• The advice source code, after the unification, is inserted into the local copy of the right file,
in the right position, corresponding to the considered join point.

Our approach is based on idea to maintain the original application source code unchanged. To
obtain this, the framework uses a local copy of every application source file to insert the advice
code into the join points. After the introduction, the modified .java files are parsed to control
that the generate code is a valid Java code and, finally is compiled by using javac compiler.
The .class files are superseded to the original application .class files. A schema of the operation
performed in this step is shown in Figure 5.7.

In this way only the behavior of the application will be modified.

To develop this step, we have used a Java library, called RECODER7, to modify and parse
the original application file. This library is already used by other aspect-oriented tools, such as

7http://recoder.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 5.7: The Advice Weaving Step in Detail.

EAOP [DS02].

RECODER [LAHN04] is a Java framework for source code meta programming aimed to deliver
a sophisticated infrastructure for many kinds of Java analysis and transformation tools.
It parses Java source and builds an in-memory meta model of the entities found in the source
and class files. The meta model contains a syntactic program model, similar to an AST, as well
as semantic information, such as type and reference information. This syntactic and semantic
information can be accessed through an API.
RECODER also has the ability of performing transformations on the model and writing the
result back to source code and, it contains a library of small analyses, code snippet generators
and frequently used transformations. Often it is used into preprocessors for language extensions,
semantic macros, aspect weavers, source code obfuscation tools, compilers.

In this framework, RECODER is used only in this step of the weaving phase:

• to replace the meta-variable names inside the advice source code, with the unified real
variable names;
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• to locate inside the source code the join points stored during the previous phase and,

• to insert the unified advice source code at the join points locations.

Figure 5.7 shown a scheme of all operations of this phase and where RECODER is used.

In Figure 5.8 and Listings 5.13 and 5.14 is showed a complete example of Blueprint weaving.
The base program is an implementation of the well know knapsack program by Timothy Rolfe
(entirely listed in Appendix E). Whereas our blueprint try to inspect its execution reporting on
the successive approximation of the optimal solution. The join point blueprint is quite complex
but shows a plethora of cases that can be grabbed by Blueprint approach, such as, join points
intertwined into the method body, inside a loop, and a sort of compile time calculated cflow-

below. In particular in Listing 5.13 (b) shows the base program with the corresponding woven
code8. Finally, in Listing 5.13 is showed the aspect declaration for the debugging of the knapsack
algorithm.

Listing 5.13: The Debug Aspect for Knapsack Algorithm.
public aspect DebugKnapsackAspect{

public joinpointblueprint
reportBlueprint ();

advice (): count(){
this . counter ++;

}

advice (): end(){
System.out . println ("total recursive calls: "+thisJoinPoint(count).getClass().counter );

advice (): oldopt (), newopt() {
System.out . println ("The current optimal value "+thisJoinPoint(oldopt).oldval);

}

advice (): change(){
// reporting of the changes ...

}

introduction (): count () {
int counter ;

}
}

8Please note that the woven source code, showed in Listing 5.14, is not really modified just the bytecode will be
consequently changed; it is just reported for sake of convenience of the explanation.
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variable meta-variable
      p, i

<<joinpoint,count>>

count,newopt,oldopt,change,end

ReportBlueprint

method meta-variable
  void mtd(int[],int)

type-binding  
    int[] p, int[] p1,
    int i, int k

<<exactmatch>>

mtd(p,i)

type-binding
int[] p, int i

<<or>>

<<exactmatch>>

mtd(p,i)true

<<and>>
<<joinpoint,oldopt>>

<<exactmatch>>

p1[k]=p[k];

<<joinpoint,newopt>>

Loop(k)

variable meta-variable
      p, i, k,optval,val 

<<joinpoint,change>>

<<exactmatch>>

optval = val;

 static void packSack(int[] pack, int k){
     int j;            
     int value0  = 0;  
     int weight0 = 0;  
     for (j = 0; j < k; j++ ){
        value0  += pack[j] * value[j];
        weight0 += pack[j] * weight[j];
      } 
      if ( k == n ){
         if ( value0 > optValue ){
            for ( j = 0; j < n; j++ )
               optPack[j] = pack[j];
            optValue = value0;
         } 
      else{
         value0  += pack[k] * value[k];
         weight0 += pack[k] * weight[k];
         if ( weight0 + weight[k] <= maxWeight){
            ++pack[k];
            for ( j = k; j < n; j++ )
               if (weight0+weight[j]<=maxWeight)
                  packSack(pack, j);
            packSack(pack, n);
            --pack[k];
         } 
         for ( j = k+1; j < n; j++ )
            if(weight0+weight[j]<=maxWeight )
               packSack(pack, j);
            packSack(pack, n);
      } 
   } 
 
  public static void main(String[] args){
     ...
     packSack(knapsack0,0);
     ...
  }

val > optval
false

<<joinpoint,end>>

<<and>>

Figure 5.8: The Report Blueprint and the Matched Code.

Listing 5.14: The Woven Code.
static void packSack(int [] pack, int k){

int j ;
int value0 = 0;
int weight0 = 0;
for ( j = 0; j < k; j++ ){

value0 += pack[j ] ∗ value[ j ];
weight0 += pack[j ] ∗ weight[ j ];
}
if ( k == n ){

if ( value0 > optValue ){
for ( j = 0; j < n; j++ )

// reporting of the changes ...
optPack[ j ] = pack[j ];

System.out . println ("The current optimal value "+optValue);
optValue = value0 ;
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System.out . println ("The current optimal value "+optValue);
}

else{
value0 += pack[k] ∗ value[k ];
weight0 += pack[k] ∗ weight[k ];
if ( weight0 + weight[k] <= maxWeight){

++pack[k];
for ( j = k; j < n; j++ ){

if (weight0+weight[j]<=maxWeight){
this . counter ++;
packSack(pack, j );

}
}
this . counter ++;
packSack(pack, n );
−−pack[k];

}
for ( j = k+1; j < n; j++ )

if (weight0+weight[j]<=maxWeight ){
this . counter ++;
packSack(pack, j );

}
this . counter ++;
packSack(pack, n );

}
}

public static void main(String [] args){
...

packSack(knapsack0,0);
System.out . println ("total recursive calls: "+counter );
...

}
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Chapter 6

Blueprint At Work

The Blueprint aspect-oriented language is general purpose and can carry out all the modulariza-
tion doable with the other aspect-oriented approach.
In particular, the Blueprint approach is based on the idea of abstracting from the application
syntactic details (see 4.1). The Blueprint approach is particularly suitable to software evolu-
tion and maintenance, that are usually developed after the application realization, and often by
programmers that do not know the application details.

To stress the Blueprint potentiality in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 we shown two situations hard to
deal with standards approaches: software evolution and the localization of join points inside the
methods bodies. Finally, the Section 6.5 describes the possible applications of the Blueprint
in the refactoring process. Moreover, we want show that the Blueprint can also face standard
AspectJ aspect (see Section 6.2).

Even if we do not report these cases for sake of comprehension, we are also testing the Blueprint
on real applications with thousands lines of code.

A program that is useful in a real-world environment necessarily must change or
become progressively less useful in that environment. [Leh80]

6.1 The Blueprint and the Standard Aspects

During the development programmers often insert in their code debugging messages e.g., to
notify the beginning and the end of the method or constructor execution to better follow the
control flow of the system at run-time.

Notwithstanding this is a simple debugging mechanism it has a number of drawbacks:
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<<exactmatch>>
*.foo(..)

method meta-variable
      any foo(..)

<<joinpoint jp1>>

<<joinpoint jp2>>

jp1, jp2

TracingBlueprint public aspect aspectTracing {
  void log(String message){
      // for simplicity ; 
       //could as well log to file / socket etc .
   System.out.println(message);
  }

   public joinpointblueprint
                TracingBlueprint(jp1,jp2);

  public pointcut before_Call(): jp1();
  public pointcut after_Call(): jp2();

  advice() : before_Call() {
   log("entry: " +  
       thisJoinPoint(before_Call).
                    getUnifiedSignature(”foo”));
   }  
  advice() : after_Call() {
   log("exit: "+
     thisJoinPoint(after_Call).
                    getUnifiedSignature(”foo”));

Figure 6.1: A simple tracing blueprint and aspect.

• the implementation of this feature is scattered over many classes of the system,

• the code of individual classes is cluttered with the message generation code,

• there is a lot of duplication of code, and worst of all,

• finished the development it is difficult to remove in a safe way the debugging code.

In short, the implementation of this conceptually simple feature leads to severely tangled code.

This situation can be improved by using aspects. There are some other mechanisms to improve
debugging phase, in Java for example it possible to use the JPDA, i.e., the JVM’s debugging
interface.

We developed a simple tracing aspect consisting of a join point blueprint the definition and an
advice.

The blueprint states which points in the behavior of the program the aspect should affect. The
advice describes what to do when a joint point is reached during the application execution.
The join point blueprint shown in Figure 6.1 simply describes all the method calls in every
application class.In this aspect we want to pick the execution of all methods irrespective of their
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name, return type, and argument list. The method meta-variable any foo(..) at every matching
is unified to the method signature, and inside the advice code it is possible referring to the foo

meta-variable and, by applying the getSignature() method, visualizing the full name of the
unified application methods.

6.2 The Blueprint and a Classic AspectJ Example

In the following, we describe how our language can face a simple yet typical use of AspectJ.
The used code is from [KM05].
The example implements a minimal graphical framework, as shown in Figure 6.2. The graphical
framework include Point and Line, but imagine that other shapes like circle and rectangle are
also included. The key point, of the example, is that whenever a Shape changes, the code should
signal the Display to update itself.

Shape

+ moveBy(int, int)

      Point           Line

+getP1():Point
+getP2():Point
+moveBy(int,int)

2

madeBy

<<interface>>

+x: int
+y: int

+getX():int
+getY():int
+setX(int)
+setY(int)
+moveBy(int,int)

Display

+update()

Figure 6.2: UML class diagram of the example.
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 jp1

UpdateBlueprint

use ( (*.x in left) or 
         (*.y in left) )

<<method>>

<<method,joinpoint jp1>>

variable meta-variable
     x,y

type-binding
    x int
    y int

public aspect UpdateSignaling {

public joinpointpattern UpdateBlueprint( jp1 );

public pointcut change (): jp1 ();

advice (): change() {Dispaly.update ();}
}

Figure 6.3: The join point blueprint and the aspect of the example.

A classical object-oriented solution would insert an invocation to the update() method after any
change (e.g., into the setX() method) tangling the updating concern with the moving one. The
Blueprint solution, like the AspectJ one, isolates the updating concern in an aspect, where the
advice is executed after that any operation that changes a Shape is performed.

On the left side of Figure 6.3, we show a join point blueprint that captures all the statement
which change one or two fields of a class, and the join point is located after the end of the method
that contains that kind of statement, this behavior derives from the loose transaction with target
element the final node and, with scope equal to �method�.

The behavior we are looking for is characterized by a code where anything is assigned to one or
two fields of the target object, i.e. the class containing the method with the previous behavior.

In the UpdateSignaling aspect the first zone contains which blueprint to use and which join
points of the blueprint to use, when we want to deal with all the join points of a blueprint, like in
this case, we can write joinpointpattern UpdateBlueprint(); instead of joinpointpat-
tern UpdateBlueprint(jp1);. Thea seconda zonea declaresa aa pointcuta nameda change().
This pointcut identifies the UpdateBlueprint.jp1 join point.
The third zone declares the advice that says that at the join points identified by change(), the
Display.update() method should be called to notify the display with the change.
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6.3 The Blueprint and the Software Evolution

Software systems evolve over time as new requirements and functionality emerge, or adaption
and extensions are to be made. Studies pointed out that up to 80% [LFRK01] of the system
lifetime will be spent on maintenance and evolution activities.

Notwithstanding that the evolution is a clear example of crosscutting concerns [CPA05, SG05]
to modularize it in aspects is an hard job because the portion of code interested by the adaptation
could be scattered around in the code and not confined in a well-defined area. As pointed out by
Tom Tourwé et al. in [TKVV04], this problem is due to the poor expressiveness of the pointcut
definition languages provided by the actual AOP frameworks.
Moreover, at the moment, standard aspects, i.e., aspects where join points are selected on the
basis of the program lexical structure, are not robust against evolutions in the base program.
This is because pointcut definitions heavily rely on the structure of the base program [CPA06,
KGBM06]. This pointcut definitions tight coupling to the base program structure can seriously
hinder the software evolution, so changes to the base program can immediately require changes
to the aspects definition. Thus, this implies that all pointcuts of each aspect need to be checked
and possibly revised whenever the base program evolves. This is in direct contrast with the
general aim of AOP, that is to make programs easy to read, manage and evolve.
In [CPA05], we explored the aspect-oriented approach as a tool for supporting the software
evolution, to highlight the potentiality and the limits of the aspect-oriented development to this
aim. Moreover, we have also examined how a mechanism for specifying pointcuts and advice
based on design information can better support the software evolution through aspect oriented
programming.

Traditionally join point selection mechanisms, such as the AspectJ pointcuts, heavily rely on
how the software is structured at a given moment in time. In fact, the aspect developer subsumes
the structure of the base program when he/she defines the pointcuts, the name conventions are an
example of this subsumption. The aspect developer implicitly imposes some design rules that the
base program developer has to follow when evolves his program to be compliant with the existing
aspects and avoid of selecting more or less join points than expected. In this case, problems with
evolution and obliviousness depend also on the need of guessing these, often silent, conventions.
These rules derive from the fact that pointcuts often express semantic properties about the base
program in terms of its structural properties. For example, the following setterAccess()

AspectJ pointcut should capture all the methods that modify the state of the object.

pointcut setterMethod() : call(* set*(..));

To define this semantic property, the pointcut relies on the coding convention that the name of
this kind of methods always starts with the set prefix. Since the rule subsumed by this pointcut
is not imposed by any mechanism, not all developers need to be aware of its existence and,
consequently, of having to respect it; in practice this rule gets broken very often. During the base
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program evolution new methods can be added and existing ones can be removed such that they
are captured by the pointcut definition only if they follow the naming convention.

Since, the problem of the evolution in aspect-oriented programs is mainly that the set of join
points captured by a pointcut may change when changes are made to the base program, even
though the pointcut definition itself remains unaltered. Then, to avoid this problem we need a
low coupling of the pointcut definition with the source code, like in Blueprint.

In general, model-based pointcut definitions are less subject to the fragile pointcut problem [KS04],
and then they are more robust against evolution problems, because they are not defined in terms
of how the program is structured at a certain point in time. Since, model-based pointcut def-
initions are decoupled from the structure and syntax of the base program, the fragile pointcut
problem is transferred to a more conceptual level.
Since Blueprint diagrams are a special kind of model-based pointcut, we could conclude that
our approach is less subject to the above mentioned problems.
By defining pointcuts in terms of a behavioral model, the fragile pointcut problem has now been
translated into the problem of keeping the right localization of the computational context and the
join points into the base program.

Let us consider the implementation of the observer pattern [GHJV95] as an aspect to observe
the state of a buffer. The Buffer instances originally support only two kinds of operations: to
retrieve (get) and to insert (put) elements in the buffer. The observer will monitor the work of
these two method families.

In the left side of Fig. 6.4, we show an abstract aspect (written in AspectJ) that implements the
observer pattern behavior with two possible concrete implementation of its pointcuts. The use of
an abstract aspect is a way to decouple the crosscut definition from the aspect. The first concrete
aspect is based on enumerating the method calls of the base-program, whereas the second one is
based on the use of name conventions and wildcards, ı.e., all names of methods that modify class
fields begin by get or put prefix. Both these concrete aspects capture all the interested join points
in the case of a buffer implementation which respects the implicit programming conventions
proposed from the problem statement, but what happens when the buffer class evolves in a way
that violates the self-imposed programming conventions?

To answer to this question, we consider few possible evolutions of the Buffer class. First case,
we add a method "void putAll(int [])" to the Buffer class. This event breaks the first con-
crete aspect because the new method is not listed in the p() pointcut. To maintain the expected
behavior of the aspect, the pointcut must be modified to include also the new method. The sec-
ond concrete aspect is more robust and the new method is automatically captured by it because
it respects the naming conventions and starts by the put prefix.

Now, let us consider a new change: a method returnElements(int n) is added. This new
method returns a collection with a specified number (n) of elements from the buffer. In this case,
both first and second concrete aspect do not capture the join points introduced by calling the new
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abstract aspect Observer {
void notify () { ... }
abstract pointcut p ();
abstract pointcut c ();
after (): p() {notify ();}
after (): c () {notify ();}
}

aspect Observing1 extends Observer {
pointcut p (): call (void Buffer . put( int ));
pointcut c (): call (void Buffer . get ());
}

aspect Observing2 extends Observer {
pointcut p (): within(Buffer ) &&

call (∗ put ∗(∗);
pointcut c (): within(Buffer ) &&

call (∗ get ∗(∗));
}

<<exactmatch>>
*.foo(..)

method meta-variable
      any foo(..)

<<or>>variable meta-variable
       Field

use (*.Field in left)

<<method>>

<<joinpoint produce>>
<<joinpoint consume>>

use ((*.Field in right) or
        (*.Field in return))

<<method>>

 produce, consume

ObserverBlueprint

context
       Buffer

Figure 6.4: The Observer Aspect.

method. The first for the same issue raised in the previous example and the second since the
name of the new method does not respect the self-imposed conventions.

On the right side of Fig. 6.4, we show a join point blueprint that captures all the method execu-
tions which change the state of the Buffer class, i.e., the join point blueprint can capture both
the executions to methods that retrieve data from the buffer and that introduce data in the buffer.
The behavior we are looking for is characterized by:

¶ the call to a method with any signature,

· whose body either assign anything to a field of the target object (to select the put method
family) or, either assign a field of the target object to anything or return a field of the target
object (to select the get method family).

This join point pattern explicitly refers to the concept of a method that change the Buffer state
rather than trying to capture that concept by relying on implicit rules about the program imple-
mentation structure. Consequently, the pointcut defined by using this pattern does not need to be
verified or changed to be compliant with the evolution of the base program: if the context of the
pattern correctly classifies all methods which change theBuffer state, the pointcut remains cor-
rect. By using our ObserverPattern the new putAll(int []), and returnElements(int)

methods will be automatically captured.
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The use of the meta variables grants the join point pattern independence from a specific case.
In the example, foo and Field are meta-variables, respectively a method meta-variable, i.e., a
variable representing a method name and a variable meta-variable, i.e., a variable representing a
variable name.

In this example the method signature is not specified, therefore any method call could be captured
if it has the right behavior independently of its signature.

In the caller swimlane, we look for the invocation of the foo(..) method whereas in the callee
swimlane we look at the method body for either the assignment to a generic class field or, either
the use of generic class field into the right of an assignment or the use of the field in a return
statement. The former should be an exact statement match, — i.e., we are looking for exactly
that call — whereas in the latter we are looking for a specific use of a field in the whole method
body.

Listinga 6.1a showa aa Java a implementationa ofa aa buffera object,a witha thea newa method
returnElements().

Listing 6.1: A buffer implementation
class Buffer {

private Object content[];
private int index = 0;
...
public Object get() {

... return content[index] ... };
public void set(Object el) {

... content[index] = el ... };
public Object[] returnElements(int n){

Object[] res = null;
for(int k = 0; k < n; k++){
res[k] = content[index-k];

}
index = index - n;
return res;

}
...
}

Now, we analyze the matching phase of the blueprint shown in Figure 6.4 in relation with the
real code shown in Listing 6.1.

• When a get() method is called inside the application code, the tight element (i.e., the
red rounded rectangle) the signature *.foo(..) is unified with the signature of the get

method: public Object get().
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After this first step, the framework searches a matching for the optional behavior, in this ex-
ample the last portion of the template action use( (*.Field in right) or (*.Field

in return) ) is unified with the statement return content[index], and the content
variable is unified with the variable meta-variable Field.

• When a set() method is called inside the application code, the tight element (i.e., the
red rounded rectangle) the signature *.foo(..) is unified with the signature of the set

method: public void set(Object el).
After this first step, the framework searches a matching for the optional behavior, in
this case thea templatea actiona use(*.Field in left)a isa unifieda witha thea state-
menta content[index] = el, and the content variable is unified with the variable
meta-variable Field.

• When a returnElements() method is called inside the application code, the tight element
(i.e., the red rounded rectangle) the signature *.foo(..) is unified with the signature of
the set method: public Object[] returnElements(int n).
After this first step,a the frameworka searchesa a matchinga for thea optional behavior,a
in this case thea firsta portiona ofa thea templatea actiona use( (*.Field in right)

or (*.Field in return) ) is unified with the statement res[k]=content[index-k],
and the content variable is unified with the variable meta-variable Field.

The showed join point blueprint simply describes where the join points can be found, to complete
the process we must declare an aspect where the join point blueprint is used to associate the
advice code at the interested join points.

The following Observer aspect imports the produce and the consume join points from the
ObserverPattern join point blueprint.

Listing 6.2: pointcuts and advice code.

public aspect Observer {
void notify() { ... }
public joinpointpattern ObserverPattern(produce, consume);
public pointcut p(): produce();
public pointcut c(): consume();
advice() : p() {notify();}
advice() : c() {notify();}

}
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<<joinpoint jp1>>

 jp1, jp2

IfSequenceBlueprint_1

<<joinpoint jp2>>

false

false

false

true

true

true

(a) To locate 3 if statements by
using 2 local join points.

<<startjoinpoint jp1>>

 jp1

IfSequenceBlueprint_2

<<endjoinpoint jp1>>

false

false

false

true

true

true

(b) To locate 3 if statements by
using a region join point.

<<joinpoint jp1>>

 jp1

IfSequenceBlueprin_3

false

false

false

true

true

true

(c) To locate 3 if statements by
using 1 local join point.

Figure 6.5: Blueprint examples to locate sequence of statements.

6.4 The Blueprint and the New Aspects

The Blueprint language permits to identify new join points, precisely join points that cannot be
identified by the other AO languages. This is possible by addressing the context/behavior where
to locate the join points.This new possibilities permits to create new kinds of aspects.
There are some computational patterns (also very simple) that cannot be captured by a standard
aspect-oriented pointcut [TKVV04, CPA04, GB03, SDEDV04]. The sequence of two or more
calls, a specific sequence of instructions are the most simple and evident examples of this prob-
lem.
In this section we show some examples to highlight the new possibilities offered by the Blueprint
for the join points identification.

For example, with the Blueprint, it is possible to find a sequence of statements such that three
if statements occur, possibly with other statements between them.
The join point blueprint for this situation is shown in Figure 6.5. The possibility that other
statements occurs between a couple of if statements is due to the loose transition between the
join element of a decision element and the next decision element.
Since the condition (cond) of all the decision elements is null, all the if statements can be
matched. Moreover, since the behavior of the if is not relevant to the definition of the context,
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variable meta-variable
       x,y,tmp

<<joinpoint jp1>>

 jp1, jp2

SwapBlueprint

<<exactmatch>>
x = y;

<<joinpoint jp2>>

type meta-variable
       A = {ANY}

type-binding
       A x,y,tmp

<<exactmatch>>
tmp = y;

<<exactmatch>>
y = tmp;

(a)

<<exactmatch>>
x = x+1;

variable meta-variable
       x

<<joinpoint jp1>>

 jp1, jp2

IncrementBlueprint

<<joinpoint jp2>>

type-binding
       int x

(b)

Figure 6.6: Hash Table: (a) A blueprint to locate swap of variables. (b) A blueprint to locate the
increment of an integer variable..

both true and false branches are empty flows. Once described the context, it is possible to
insert the right join point(s) inside the blueprint. In the blueprint, shown in Figure 6.5 (a), are
located two join points, the first (jp1) is located exactly before the first if of the sequence (see
Section 4.3.6 to have a detailed description of the join points). The last join point, called jp2,
is located at the and of the method that contains the ifs sequence. It would be also possible to
define a region join point that includes the whole sequence like showed in Figure 6.5 (b) or like
showed in 6.5 (c), to insert only one join point inside the sequence. All the blueprints showed
in Figure 6.5 are looking for a sequence of three if statements, the only change is where are the
join points and consequently how we want use them in our aspects definitions.

By using the Blueprint it is possible to find situations where the values of two variable are being
swapped, see the join point blueprint shown in Figure 6.6 (a). Once described the context, it
is possible to add the join points positions inside the blueprint. This blueprint locate two join
points: jp1 and jp2. The former is located exactly before the first statement of the searched
context, while the latter is located exactly after the last statement of the searched context.

Another example of describable context is showed in Figure 6.6 (b), where we want to find all
the statements where a variable of type int is incremented by 1. The integer type of the variable
is expressed by the type-binding meta-information. During the Blueprint matching phase,
instructions semantically equivalent are considered matchable. i.e. the x = x + 1 instruction is
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variable meta-variable
       N,m,i

<<joinpoint jp1>>

 jp1, jp2

MaxArrayBlueprint

<<exactmatch>>
m = N[i];

<<block,joinpoint jp2>>

type-binding
       int m,i
       int [] N

Loop()

N[i] > m

true for(i=1; i < N; i++){
  if(int_arr[i] > maxstore)
    maxstore = int_arr[i];
}

Figure 6.7: A blueprint to match the search of the maximum in an array.

considered equivalent to the x++ instruction and so on.

The blueprint shown in Figure 6.7 is a context that matches a behavior for finding the maximum
into an array of int.
The listing showed in Figure 6.7 is a portion of application matched by the blueprint. Since the
false branch of the if statement and the loop condition are not relevant for the context definition
they have not been inserted in the blueprint. We have located a join point exactly before the loop
and another after the loop block (this is due to the loose transition with join point position set to
�block�, see Section 4.3.6 to have more details).
The variable meta-variable N is unified with the real variable int_arr, m is unified with maxstore
and finally, the variable meta-variable i is unified with the real variable i.

The Loop() blueprint element (highlighted by a yellow ellipse) is matched by the for statement
enclosed into the yellow rectangle, the decision element is matched by the if statement en-
closed into the orange rectangle and the action is matched by the maxstore = int_arr[i];

instruction. Finally, the Figure 6.7 shows, like a blue line, also the position of the join points
inside the matched application code.

We recall that this is only an example of matched code, and that a single blueprint can match
more than one single piece of application code.
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Another good and interesting example of new kind of application of our language is the paral-
lelization of a method. Suppose we are interested to parallelize the execution of a method. By
using the Blueprint region join point we can indicate a portion of method behavior that could be
executed concurrently.
In [Isb06] there is a similar idea developed by using AspectJ 1.5, and in particular by us-
ing annotations to render parallel a method. The Blueprint approach is more flexible than the
AspectJ one since any portion of a method can be parallelized, not only the whole method
invocation.
We consider the classic example of paralleling the rendering of Mandelbrot fractals (see [GH99]).
Our scope is to draw the fractal by using four threads, one for each fourth of the drawing area.
The Mandelbrot method showed in Listing 6.3 computes the fractal given a region in the com-
plex plane (bound by the tow complexes z1 and z2). The implemented algorithm subdivides
the complex plane in four regions (whose upper left corners are contained in rects array), and
performs the classic Mandelbrot algorithm on each of these.

Listing 6.3: The Mandelbrot method.
public void Mandelbrot(Complex z1, Complex z2, int xsteps, int ysteps) {
// rects contains the upper left corner of each region.
Complex[] rects = new Complex[] { z1,

new Complex((z2.Re + z1.Re)/2, z1.Im),
new Complex(z1.Re, (z2.Im + z1.Im)/2),
new Complex((z2.Re + z1.Re)/2, (z2.Im + z1.Im)/2)

};
double dx = (z2.Re - z1.Re) / xsteps;
double dy = (z2.Im + z1.Im) / ysteps;

for (int count = 0; count < 4; count++){
for (int i = 0; i < (xsteps / 2); i++)
for (int j = 0; j < (ysteps / 2); j++) {
Complex c = new Complex(

rects[count].Re + dx * i,
rects[count].Im + dy * j), z = c;

int it = 100;
while (it-- >0 && z.SqrModule < 4) z = (z.multiply(z)).sum(c);
DrawPixel(i, j, xsteps, ysteps, count, it);

}
}

}

Toa obtaina thea parallelization,a wea inserta insidea thea applicationa twoa newa classes:a
parallelInfrastructure and parallelTask, which create the necessary parallel infrastruc-
ture. The former (see Listing 6.4) contains the declaration of the ThreadPool, it is composed by
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Listing 6.4: The parallelInfrastrucutre Class
import java . util . concurrent . ExecutorService ;
import java . util . concurrent . Executors ;

class parallelInfrastructure {
private static final int NPOOL = 4;
ExecutorService pool =

Executors .newFixedThreadPool(NPOOL);
}

Listing 6.5: The parallelTask Class
class parallelTask implements Runnable{

public void run () {

}

}

four tread as requested and, the latter (see Listing 6.5) contains a void run() method, that will
be substituted by the run() method (see Listing 6.6, rows 19-21) declared as an introduction

of the ParallelingAspect aspect (see Listing 6.6).

The parallelInfrastructure class (see Listing 6.4) declares an ExecutorService, obtained
bya thea Executorsa Java a factory;a ita providesa aa fixed-sizea (i.e., NPOOL)a threada pool.a
Thea parallelTask class (see Listing 6.5), implements Runnable to be executed as an asyn-
chronous task, but at the moment it contains a void run() method that, as already said, will be
substituted with the right method inside the aspect by using an introduction.

We use the blueprint and the aspect showed in Figure 6.8 to locate the parallel portion of the
method and to execute it as an asynchronous method. To do this, we must locate two different
join point:

• a local join point (called jp2) before the first statement where will be added the creation
of a new instance of the parallelInfrastructure class, and

• a region join point (called jp1) that enclose the whole body of the first statement, that will
be replaced by the code of the advice(): parallel() (see Listing 6.6 rows 14-17).

The introduction (see Listing 6.6 rows 20-38) of the ParallelingAspect aspect acts on the
parallelTask class by:

• adding 4 fields, see rows 21-24,

• adding a new constructor method, see rows 26-34, and

• substituting the actual void run() method with the run() method in rows 35-37.

It is under development a construct similar to the proceed() of AspectJ that permits of ex-
truding the code wrapped by the region join point into a method (lambda-abstraction) with the
free variables closed by the method parameters.
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variable meta-variable
       i

<<joinpoint jp2>>

 jp1,jp2

ParellelingBlueprint

type-binding
       int i
      Loop(i < 4)

Loop()

Loop()

<<endjoinpoint jp1>>

<<startjoinpoint jp1>>

Listing 6.6: The Paralleling Aspect.
1 public aspect ParallelingAspect {
2

3 public joinpointblueprint
4 ParallelingBlueprint ( jp1 , jp2 );
5

6 pointcut parallel : jp1 ();
7

8 advice (): jp2 (){
9 parallelInfrastructure pi =

10 new parallelInfrastructure ();
11 }
12

13 advice (): parallel () {
14 parallelTask pt =
15 new parallelTask (count , xsteps ,
16 ysteps , rects , dx,dy);
17 pi .pool . execute (pt );
18 }
19

20 introduction (): parallelTask {
21 int count ;
22 int xsteps , ysteps ;
23 Complex[] rects ;
24 double dx,dy;
25

26 parallelTask ( int i , int x, int y,Complex[] r ,
27 double ddx,double ddy){
28 count = i ;
29 xsteps = x;
30 ysteps = y;
31 rects = r ;
32 dx = ddx;
33 dy = ddy;
34 }
35 public void run(){
36 thisJoinPoint ( jp1 ). getSourceCode();
37 }
38 }
39 }

Figure 6.8: A blueprint and the related aspect.
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6.5 The Blueprint and the Refactoring

Refactoring is a technique to restructure object-oriented code in a disciplined way. The intention
of refactoring is to improve the readability and comprehensibility of object-oriented code. Many
refactoring catalogs have been presented in the last few years. Martin Fowler in his book [Fow99]
has proposed one of the richest and most used collection of refactoring actions. Most of the
refactoring actions increase the modularity of code and eliminate redundancies. Since the results
of refactoring are the same of the aspect-orientation, to use aspect-oriented programming to set
the refactoring code seems a natural evolution of the process.

In [CPGS07], we have proposed a new approach to code evolution (in particular to code refactor-
ing) that supports the automatic co-evolution of the design models and, we are particularly inter-
ested in the application of evolution/refactoring by using aspect-oriented approach (see [CPA04,
CPA05]).

The use of both refactoring and aspect-oriented techniques has many advantages, like exposed
in [HOU03]:

• refactoring can be used to restructure the base program to which the aspects are woven.
This increases the comprehensibility of the base program without the need to understand
the woven aspects,

• refactoring can help to restructure object-oriented code in an aspect-oriented way. This
permits to migrate from object-oriented to aspect-oriented software, and

• refactoring can be applied to the aspect-oriented constructs to increase their comprehensi-
bility and modularity.

Definition 6.1 Refactoring is a disciplined technique for restructuring an existing piece of code,
altering its internal structure without changing its external behavior. Its heart is a series of small
behavior preserving transformations.

Our approach is not perfectly suitable to this task, because the refactoring needs a good knowl-
edge of the application details, that is not a prerequisite of our approach. Whatever, the Blueprint
permits also to develop join point blueprints more coupled with the base application, you just
need to use more tight elements than loose elements, so it can also be used for refactoring.

Listing 6.7 shows a TemperatureSensor class that represents a temperature and humidity sen-
sor. In this code, temperature and humidity values are stored in a database. Furthermore, a
Display class must be informed whenever a new value for the temperature and humidity is
stored. This implies to call the doInsert()method from setTemperature() and setHumidity().

Although the class works in the required way, there are some things that need to be refactored.
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Listing 6.7: Temperature and Humidity Sensor.
class TemperatureSensor {

List _temp = new ArrayList();
double _humidity;

double getHumidity() { return _humidity;}

void setHumidity(double hum) {
_humidity = hum;
Display.updateDisplay(hum);
this.doInsert(hum);

}

double getAverageTemp() {Iterator it =_temp.iterator(); ...}

void setTemperature(double temp) {
_temp. add(new Double(temp));
Display.updateDisplay(temp);
this.doInsert(temp);

}

public void doInsert(double value) {
// open database connection , insert new value , etc .
...

}
}
public class Display {

static void updateDisplay(double value) {
...

}
}

The first thing is, that the method doInsert() belongs to the persistency concern and some-
how does not directly belong to the TemperatureSensor. Hence, we remove the method from
the TemperatureSensor class, and create an aspect, called PersistentTemperatureSensor,
where we insert this method inside the TemperatureSensor class by using an introduction,
see rows 12-15 of listing in Figure 6.9.

Furthermore, we recognize that inside setHumidity() and setAverageTemp() the calls for
writing the new values into the database are redundant. So, we move the statements to an advice
and specify a corresponding blueprint (see Figure 6.9). The variable x used inside the advice
corresponds to the x variable meta-variable of the SetBlueprint diagram, and when the ad-
vice will be inserted after the setting operation of the setTemperature() and setHumidity()
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variable meta-variable
      Field, x

use ( (*.Field in left) and
          (x in right))

<<joinpoint jp1>>

jp1

SetBlueprint

<<method>>

context
   TemperatureSensor

1 public aspect PersistenceTemperatureSensor {
2

3 public joinpointblueprint SetBlueprint ( jp1 );
4

5 pointcut setter : SetBlueprint . jp1 ();
6

7 advice (): setter () {
8 Display . updateDisplay(x );
9 doInsert (x );

10 }
11

12 introduction (): TemperatureSensor{
13 public void doInsert (double value){
14 // store value in db.
15 }
16 }

Figure 6.9: A blueprint and the related aspect.

methods, it will be unified with the parameter of the correspondent method.

Another important and most common refactoring action is the extract method [Fow99], that is
usually applied to decrease the complexity of the method and to increase the re-usability of the
extracted code. As a result of this operation a new method and a corresponding method calls
are created. To show this refactoring we use an example from Fowler’s book (see Chapter 1
in [Fow99]). The program calculates and prints a statement of a customer’s charges at a video
store. The program tells which movies a customer rented and for how long, then it charges them.
The statement also computes frequent renter points, which vary depending on whether the film
is a new release. In its first release, the program is mainly composed of three classes: Movie,
Rental, and Customer, whose names should be self-explanatory of what they should represent.
Customer also has the statement() method that produces the statement.
The statement() method tends to be too long, clumsy and difficult to extend. Fowler’s cuts
down its complexity by performing several refactoring actions from his catalog. In our example
we are just considering the first step (i.e., the extract method) where we separate the amount
calculation from the method by extruding the switch into a new method named getCharge()

and insert it into the Customer class.

In the left side of Figure 6.10 is shown the blueprint to locate the switch by using a region
join point and, in the right side there is the aspect that add a new method, with the signature
getCharge(Rental each), to the class of the jp1 join point, i.e., the Customer class, as in-
dicated by the context meta-informatio. The body of the new method (see rows 11-13) is
obtained by using the reflective API getSourceCode() to obtain exacting the code of the region
join point.
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jp1

ExtractMethod

context
   Customer

<<startjoinpoint jp1>>

<<exactmatch>>
switch (each.getMovie().getPriceCode()

<<target,endjoinpoint jp1>>

<<exactmatch>>
frequentRenterPoints ++;

1 public aspect ExtractAndMove{
2

3 public joinpointblueprint ExtractMethod(jp1 );
4

5 advice (): jp1 () {
6 thisAmount = getCharge(each );
7 }
8

9 introduction (): jp1 {
10 public void getCharge(Rental each){
11 int thisAmount = 0;
12 thisJoinPoint ( jp1 ). getSourceCode();
13 return thisAmount;
14 }
15 }

Figure 6.10: A blueprint and the related aspect to extract a method.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

In modern programming languages to provide mechanisms to support the separation of concerns
is one of the main objectives [Par72, HVL95, TOHSJ99]. There are numerous mechanisms for
separation of concerns, but several approaches (e.g., object-oriented development) are inade-
quate to deal with the modularization of the crosscutting concerns, i.e., concerns that affects the
implementation of other concerns, such as, logging, reliability, security and synchronization.
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is the most recent approach to realize the separation of
concerns, and mainly to facilitate the modularization of the crosscutting concerns. AOP provides
a new abstraction (aspects) and a new way of modularization (the weaving process) by clearly
separating crosscutting concerns from non-crosscutting ones. Each AOP approach is character-
ized by a join point model, that permits to specify where, when and how the aspects observe,
augment or alter the program behavior. Different join point models offer different mechanism
for implementing crosscutting concerns in an application.

One of the main issues in modern aspect-oriented programming languages and frameworks is the
expressiveness of the join point selection mechanisms. Their expressiveness directly impacts the
quality and success of the AO mechanism and the potentiality of modularization (separation of
concerns).
Currently, the AspectJ join point model has been widely accepted as the referring aspect-
oriented language and approach, and several industrial projects such as JBoss AOP [Inc] and
Sprint AOP [JHA+] are based on it. As pointed out in [Kir05], they all share similar capabilities
and semantics, despite of the different syntaxes and implementation approaches.
Although the join point selection languages of current AOP tools are sufficiently capable for
current practical use, there has been some criticism about their limitations. The most frequent
critique is that a pointcut may be “broken” by changes to the base program (e.g., [CN04, GB03,
KS04, OMB05]). Another very important issue is the difficulty or impossibility of expressing
some join point selection clearly and accurately [Kic03]. Finally, many researchers () think that
next enhancement for the AOP methodology consists of extending the approach to support join
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points selection on the basis of a (kind of) semantic query, i.e., selection mechanisms that does
not only take into consideration the structure of the program but also its semantic.

In this thesis, we presented one possible direction to overcome most of the limits of current join
point models and aspect oriented languages and to obtain a more semantic approach to join point
selections, this new AO framework is called Blueprint. The Blueprint is based on high-level
patterns.

The Blueprint allows us of expressing the crosscutting concerns in form of patterns, and lets
the framework to apply these patterns in all necessary points.

Current AOP approaches suffer from well known problems that rely on the syntactic coupling es-
tablished between the application and the aspects. A common attempt to give a solution consists
of freeing the pointcut definition language from these limitations by describing the join points
in a more semantic way. The Blueprint approach allows of decoupling the aspects definition
from base-code syntax and structure, and of rendering the pointcut definitions more semantic.
Join points are specified by using UML-based join point blueprints. More precisely, a join point
blueprint is a template on the application behavior identifying the join points in their context. In
particular join points are captured when the blueprint matches portion of the application behav-
ior.
Compared with the current approaches, we can observe some advantages; we have a join point
location more behavioral. In the join point blueprint definition we identify the context of the
computational flow we want to match, and precise points we want to capture, weaken the cou-
pling of the aspect to the base program and hence, providing crosscuts that are more robust
against evolution.
The graphical definition of join point blueprint is more intuitively and comprehensible for pro-
grammers, moreover it makes more evident the loose coupling between aspects and application
syntactic details.
Finally, a visual view of the context in which locating the join points is preferred since better
demonstrates where and how an aspect can influence a program. There is also a drawback, the
matching phase is very complex, and it demands time and space. Fortunately, most of the weav-
ing phase is done once during the compilation and does not affect the performance of the running
program.

7.1 Future Works

Firstly we want to finish the development of the Blueprint framework, since at the moment not
all the issues of the language are implemented by the prototype. We will extend the reflective
APIs, to get a more usable and powerful reification at the join point and allowing code extrusion
and reflective intercession on the existing code.
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Moreover, we are investigating the possibility of using the same approach of the computational
blueprint to face the structural changes (i.e., the introduction). To render more uniform the ap-
proach, we could describe also the structural modification (e.g., adding of new classes, methods
and,fields) by using the visual approach (based on UML class diagrams) and the meta-information
to abstract the diagrams from the real application elements names. In this way, it will be possible
to describe, by using a loose approach, what is the portion of the application structure interested
by the introductions.

Finally, we want to better check the scalability and robustness of the framework in the software
evolution context.

In future, the Blueprint framework will be integrated in the RAMSES project [CGS04]. The
goal of RAMSES middleware consists of automatically evolving a software system to face envi-
ronmental and requirement changes by evolving the system design and validate the consistency
of such an evolution.
The project is mainly composed of two parts:

• the planning phase of software evolution, and

• the deployment phase.

The first phase has been developed by Dr. Ahmed Ghoneim at the Otto-von-Guericke-Universität
Magdeburg, under the supervision of Dr. Walter Cazzola. The Blueprint will be used as deploy-
ment mechanism for supporting the the second phase.
The key concept of the project is the use of the design information to drive the software evo-
lution. Actually the output of the planning is a set of UML diagrams describing the changes
of the system before and after the evolution. The next step of the project, that will include the
Blueprint framework, is to create connectors to transform this output into a Blueprint diagram
to automatically carry on the designed evolution on the code. In this way the evolution concept
is separated by the rest of the application in a single concern, like described in [CPA05,CCP06].
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Appendix A

Blueprint AST Node Description

The Blueprint-AST-Gen, shown in Section 5.2, is the parser and AST generator utilized by
our tool to obtain the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the application code and the AST-like of the
blueprints.

We defined different classes to represent different AST nodes. The principal class of the AST is
Node, all other AST nodes derive from this class, see Figure A.1.
CompilationUnit is the type of the root of an AST. The source range for this type of node
is ordinarily the entire source file. The main node CompilationUnit contain zero or one
package name (contained in NameExpr), one or more ImportDeclaration and one or more
TypeDeclaration.

CompilationUnit

ImportDeclaration TypeDeclaration

Node

NameExpr

Figure A.1: First Hierarchy of Blueprint AST

The abstract class TypeDeclaration extends the abstract class BodyDeclaration. Other classes
that extend BodyDeclaration are shown in Figure A.2.
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TypeDeclaration

BodyDeclaration

AnnotationMemberDeclaration

EmptyDeclaration

ConstructorDeclaration

EnumConstantDeclaratio

FieldDeclaration InitializerDeclarationMethodDeclaration

Figure A.2: BodyDeclaration Hierarchy

The TypeDeclaration class has two subclasses, shown in Figure A.3, respectively correspond-
ing to the AST node for a class or interface declaration, and for an enum declaration.

ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration

TypeDeclaration

EnumDeclaration

Figure A.3: TypeDeclaration Hierarchy

In Figure A.4 is shown all the elements contained into a MethodDeclaration AST node. The
elements of the diagram written with italic characters, such as name, throus and, modifiers, are
not real AST nodes, they are simply names that suggest the scope of these elements, their type
can be int, String, and so on.

An AST node BlockStmt represents a hierarchical portion of the code. A block is a group of
zero or more statements between balanced braces and can be used anywhere a single statement
is allowed. It may contain other statements within it, including another block statement.
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modifiers

MethodDeclaration

AnnotationExpr TypeParameter Type name Parameter arraycount

throus_ BlockStmt

Figure A.4: Method Declaration Composition

The following example, BlockDemo, illustrates the use of blocks:

class BlockDemo {
public static void main(String[] args) { //begin block 0

boolean condition = true;
if (condition) { // begin block 1

System.out.println("Condition is true.");
} // end block 1
else { // begin block 2

System.out.println("Condition is false.");
} // end block 2

} // end block 0
}

In particular the body of a method is rendered as a BlockStmt AST node. In Figure A.5 is shown
the hierarchy of the AST node Statement, and also BlockStmt is a subclass of Statement.
Statements are roughly equivalent to sentences in natural languages. A statement forms a com-
plete unit of execution. The following types of expressions can be made into a statement by
terminating the expression with a semicolon (;).

• Assignment expressions

• Any use of ++ or –

• Method invocations

• Object creation expressions

Such statements are called expression statements.
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BlockStmt

Statement

AssertStmt CatchClause DoStmt

ExpressionStmt

ForeachStmt

ExplicitConstructorInvocationStmt

BreakStmt EmptyStmt

Node

ContinueStmt

ForStmt

IfStmt

ReturnStmt

TryStmt

WhileStmt

LabelledStmt

SwitchEntryStmt
SwitchStmt    . . .

Figure A.5: Method Declaration Composition

An expression is a construct made up of variables, operators, and method invocations, which are
constructed according to the syntax of the language, that evaluates to a single value.

The statements inside a source files are generally executed from top to bottom, in the order that
they appear. Control flow statements, however, break up the flow of execution by employing
decision making, looping, and branching, enabling our program to conditionally execute particu-
lar blocks of code. The Java programming language supports: the decision-making statements
(if-then, if-then-else, switch), the looping statements (for, while, do-while), and the branching
statements (break, continue, return).

The if-then statement tells program to execute a certain section of code only if a particular test
evaluates to true. For example, the Bicycle class could allow the brakes to decrease the bicycle’s
speed only if the bicycle is already in motion. One possible implementation of the applyBrakes
method could be as shown in Figure A.6, the same Figure shown also the mapping between the
source code and the AST node.

The for statement provides a compact way to iterate over a range of values. Programmers often
refer to it as the ”for loop” because of the way in which it repeatedly loops until a particular
condition is satisfied. The general form of the for statement can be expressed as follows:

for (initialization; termination; increment) {
statement(s)

}

Where:

• The initialization expression initializes the loop;
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Expression

IfStmt

Statement Statement

void applyBrakes(){        
   if (isMoving){
        currentSpeed--;          
    }  
}

Figure A.6: Method Declaration Composition

• When the termination expression evaluates to false, the loop terminates.

• The increment expression is invoked after each iteration through the loop; it is perfectly
acceptable for this expression to increment or decrement a value.

Figure A.7 shown a for statement to print the numbers 1 through 10 to standard output, more-
over, it is also highlighted the links between the for statement and the AST nodes.

Expression

ForStmt

Statement

for(int i=1;  i<11; i++)
 {     
    System.out.println(i);
  }  

Expression Expression

Figure A.7: Method Declaration Composition
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Appendix B

Blueprint Implementation Details

B.1 XML Schema of the Meta-Info File

In the following we describe the Meta-Info File, i.e., the file containing all the meta-information
of a join point blueprint. Our framework extracts the meta-information contained in a join point
blueprint and it creates an XML file, the name of this file is composed by the name of the project
file, followed by a ’.’ sign, followed by the name of the referred join point blueprint, followed by
a ’.’ sign and, completed by the ’meta-info’ string.

project name.blueprint name.meta info.xlm

The framework uses an XML schema [CEM03] to validate the XML files created for the meta-
information, this is necessary because these files can be manipulated and modified by the users
and in this way they can become unusable from our system.

XML Schema is the information modeling language for XML developed by W3C. An XML
Schema is an XML-based alternative to DTDs1. It describes the structure of an XML document.

The purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document, just
like a DTD.
An XML Schema defines:

• elements that can appear in a document;

• attributes that can appear in a document;

1The purpose of a Document Type Definition (DTD) is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document.
It defines the document structure with a list of legal elements.
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• which elements are child elements;

• the order of child elements;

• the number of child elements;

• whether an element is empty or can include text;

• data types for elements and attributes, and

• default and fixed values for elements and attribute.

For an XML document to be valid based on an XML Schema, the XML document has to be
validated against the XML Schema.

The WSDL of our XML Schema is shown in Figure B.1, while the textual format of the file is
shown in Listing B.1

Listing B.1: The XML Schema of meta-info files.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2007 sp1 (http://www.altova.com) by sonia (unige) −−>
<!--W3C Schema generated by XMLSpy v2007 sp1 (http://www.altova.com)−−>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name="metainformation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="swimlane" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="context" minOccurs="0">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="classname" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="typemetavariable" minOccurs="0">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="metatype" maxOccurs="unbounded">
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<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="typename">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="set">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="type" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="variablemetavariable" minOccurs="0">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="metavariable" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="variablename">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="type" minOccurs="0">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
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</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="methodmetavariable" minOccurs="0">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="metamethod" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="methodname">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="returntype" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="param">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="type" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:list itemType="xs:string"/>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
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Figure B.1: The XML Schema for meta-information files
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Appendix C

Transformation Algorithm from Blueprint
Diagram to Blueprint_Graph

This Appendix contains a set of schema to outline the algorithm to transform the blueprint dia-
grams into Blueprint Graphs.

For all blueprint referred by an 
advice

The
blueprint meta-info file  

is present?

 
no stop

 
Blueprint has only 
one start node?

si

no stop

si

Instantiate a new Blueprint_Node  
(current_node) for the node

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_Graph  

Insert meta-info in  
current_node

How 
many outgoing edge 

has current_node?
1 + stop

1

Analyze the target element of 
outgoing edge.

Target element Target element Target element Target 

Figure C.1: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph Phase 1
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The Figure C.1 outlines the first phase of the algorithm, that is the start of the analysis of every
blueprint diagram referred by the advice. For the start node (i.e., the initial action state) is not
necessary to analyze the node, it is sufficient to instantiate a new Blueprint_Node and to insert
the meta-information for the element. At the end of these actions, we translate the outgoing
transition in a Blueprint_Edge and, we start the analysis of the first action state of the blueprint.
The first action state of a blueprint may be of the following type:

• an action element,

• a template action element,

• a decision element,

• a fork element, or

• a final action state.

A join element cannot be a first action state.
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Figure C.2 outlines the actions performed by the algorithm to translate a decision element into a
Blueprint_Graph node.

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_node, 

called current_node

 
Swimlane of 

the current_node
= swimlane 
  of last_node

!= swimlane 
  of last_node

Copy meta-info from 
last_node to  
current_node

Extract meta-info 
from file and insert it 

in current_node

 
Condition 

==
null

no si

Create the AST node 
for the if instruction

current_node is a 
simple node, does not 

contain AST nodes.

Add 
to the graph as 

vertex.

current_node 

Add to the graph  an 
edge from last_node 

to current_node.

transitions[] = 
getAllOutControlFlow

for all transitions
 

 
translate it and the 

target element 

Figure C.2: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph - Translation of De-
cision Element
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Figure C.3 outlines the actions performed by the algorithm to translate a fork element into a
Blueprint_Graph node.

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_node, 

called current_node

 
Swimlane of 

the current_node?
= swimlane 
  of last_node

!= swimlane 
  of last_node

Copy meta-info from 
last_node to  
current_node

Extract meta-info 
from file and insert it 

in current_node

stereotypes.
lenght >1

no

si

 
=

ALTERNATIVE_BEHAVIOR

current_node._kind

stereotypes[]
=

getStereotypes()

stop

stereotypes[0]=”or” OR
stereotypes[0]=”and”

no

stopsi

stereotypes[0]
=”or”

nosi

 
=

MULTIPLE_BEHAVIOR

current_node._kind

Add 
to the graph as 

vertex.

current_node 

Add to the graph  an 
edge from last_node 

to current_node.

Analyze outgoing
edge form 

current_node.

Figure C.3: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph - Translation of Fork
Element
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Figure C.4 outlines the actions performed by the algorithm to translate a action element into a
Blueprint_Graph node.

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_node, 

called current_node

 
Swimlane of 

the current_node?
= swimlane 
  of last_node

!= swimlane 
  of last_node

Copy meta-info from 
last_node to  
current_node

Extract meta-info 
from file and insert it 

in current_node

stereotypes.
lenght !=1

no

si

 current_node._kind = ACTION

stereotypes[]
=

getStereotypes()

stop

stereotypes[0]=
”exactmatch”

no
stop

si

Add 
the graph as vertex.

current_node to 

Add to the graph  an 
edge from last_node 

to current_node.

Create the AST node for 
the element instruction

Analyze outgoing
edge form 

current_node.

Figure C.4: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph - Translation of Ac-
tion Element
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Figure C.5 outlines the actions performed by the algorithm to translate a template action element
into a Blueprint_Graph node.

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_node, 

called current_node

 
Swimlane of 

the current_node?
= swimlane 
  of last_node

!= swimlane 
  of last_node

Copy meta-info from 
last_node to  
current_node

Extract meta-info 
from file and insert it 

in current_node

stereotypes.
lenght == 0

no

si

 
current_node-_scope = METHOD

current_node._kind = TEMPLATE_ACTION

stereotypes[]
=

getStereotypes()

stereotypes.
lenght =1

no

stopsi

Add 
the graph as vertex.

current_node to 

Add to the graph  an 
edge from last_node 

to current_node.

Insert the information about (meta)variable names and kind 
of  instruction in the _TemplateInfo field

Analyze outgoing
edge form 

current_node.

 
current_node-_scope = BLOCK

current_node._kind = TEMPLATE_ACTION

stereotypes[0] 
= “method”

si

stereotypes[0] 
= “block”

no

si

no

Figure C.5: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph - Translation of Tem-
plate Action Element
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Figure C.6 outlines the actions performed by the algorithm to translate a end element into a
Blueprint_Graph node.

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_node, 

called current_node

 
Swimlane of 

the current_node?
= swimlane 
  of last_node

!= swimlane 
  of last_node

Copy meta-info from 
last_node to  
current_node

Extract meta-info 
from file and insert it 

in current_node

Add 
to the graph as 

vertex.

current_node 

Add to the graph  an 
edge from last_node 

to current_node.

Figure C.6: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph - Translation of Final
Element
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Figure C.7 outlines the actions performed by the algorithm to translate a join element into a
Blueprint_Graph node.

Instantiate a new 
Blueprint_node, 

called current_node

 
Swimlane of 

the current_node?
= swimlane 
  of last_node

!= swimlane 
  of last_node

Copy meta-info from 
last_node to  
current_node

Extract meta-info 
from file and insert it 

in current_node

stereotypes.
lenght >0

no

si

 
=

JOIN

current_node._kind

stereotypes[]
=

getStereotypes()

stop

Add 
to the graph as 

vertex.

current_node 

Add to the graph  an 
edge from last_node 

to current_node.

Analyze outgoing
edge form 

current_node.

Figure C.7: Transformation Algorithm: From blueprint to Blueprint Graph - Translation of Join
Element
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Appendix D

Tools Used in this Thesis

D.1 Poseidon for UML

We select a UML tool to work with in this project. The actual tool selection can be found in
Chapter 4.
“Poseidon for UML” (frequently abbreviated as “Poseidon”) is a product of the company Gentle-
ware1. The UML tool is based on the open source tool ArgoUML2, which is licensed under the
BSD license3. The latter allows commercialization of the open source product. Both projects are
independent from each other. The basic version of Gentleware’s tool suite, Poseidon for UML
Community Edition, is free of charge for non-commercial use. Poseidon for UML is more fea-
ture rich and more stable than ArgoUML. For this project we use Poseidon for UML Community
Edition version 4.2.
The current downloadable version is 5.0.1. More information can be found on the web site of
Gentleware.

D.2 JODE

We need a decompiler tool to weave aspect inside .jar files, and when the source code is not
available. To develop the prototype of our framework we selected the JODE library, but it
is important to remark that this choice do not affect the development of the framework, i.e.,
this component could be replaced by another tool with the same goal and all other steps of the
framework would continue to work.

1http://www.gentleware.com/
2http://argouml.tigris.org/
3http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php
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We have chose JODE because it is a free software.

JODE is a Java package containing a decompiler and an optimizer for Java. This package is
freely available under the GNU GPL, so we can integrate it in our project.

The decompiler reads in class files and produces something similar to the original Java file.
Of course this cannot be perfect. There is no way to produce the comments or the names of local
variables (except when compiled with debugging) and there are often more ways to write the
same thing. However, JODE does its job quite well.

D.3 RAMSES Library

RAMSES is a Java package developed by our group in order to manipulate the diagrams of
Poseidon4UML. It works on the XMI representation of the Poseidon diagrams.
By using our library it is possible to navigate and analyze all the UML diagrams. Moreover, it is
possible to change the UML diagrams modifying directly the their XMI representation.

D.4 RECODER

RECODER is a Java framework for source code meta-programming. We use this library to
transform the source code of the application in order to insert the advice code at the right join
points.
It provides a full compiler front-end for Java and access to all syntactic and semantic informa-
tion analyzed. RECODER is a general purpose tool, that can perform generic transformations
upon source code, but we have highlighted that it can be used as foundation for aspect weaving
tool in order to improve the control of code transformation, and the generation of valid Java
code.
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Appendix E

Knapsack Program

Integer knapsack problem: comparable with making change, in that we have an indefinite
number of items of each type, but here the desire is not to minimize the number of items but to
maximize the value of the items included.

This algorithm uses backtracking, but only in generating the possible knapsacks, since this is
trying for a maximum, the current value of the partial knapsack probably cannot be used to guide
the development without going into a full “branch-and-bound”implementation.

Author: Timothy Rolfe

import java.io.*;

public class IntBack{
// Remembered optimal solution — SO FAR.
static int[] optPack = null;
static int optValue = 0;

// Problem specifications
static int maxWeight;
static int[] weight;
static int[] value;
static int n;

// Integer knapsack through backtracking to retain information about the knapsack contents .
// Parameters:
// pack[] current knapsack contents ,
// k position being considered .
static void packSack(int[] pack, int k){

int j; // loop variable
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int value0 = 0; // knapsack value
int weight0 = 0; // knapsack weight

// Initially, compute knapsack up to but not including k
for (j = 0; j < k; j++ ) {

value0 += pack[j] * value[j];
weight0 += pack[j] * weight[j];

} // end for
// k==n means all positions have been filled/considered
if ( k == n ){

// Check for new optimal value
if ( value0 > optValue ){

// Copy information into class memory area.
for ( j = 0; j < n; j++ )

optPack[j] = pack[j];
optValue = value0;

} // end if
}
else{
// Take into account the current number of k items (possibly ¿ 0)
value0 += pack[k] * value[k];
weight0 += pack[k] * weight[k];
// If we can get another item k into the pack, try it out.
if ( weight0 + weight[k] <= maxWeight ){

++pack[k];
// Now check about adding yet MORE from k up to n-1
for ( j = k; j < n; j++ )

if ( weight0 + weight[j] <= maxWeight )
packSack(pack, j);

// Final check — just the new k item
packSack(pack, n);
--pack[k];

} // end if

// WITHOUT adding a new k item, try adding later items.
for ( j = k+1; j < n; j++ )

if ( weight0 + weight[j] <= maxWeight )
packSack(pack, j);

// Final check — just the pack array as received
packSack(pack, n);

} // end if / else
} // end packSack
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// Test out the above integer knapsack method.
public static void main ( String[] args ){

int [] pack; // Current test knapsack
int k; // loop variable

String lineIn = ""; // File name — if command-line argument.
BufferedReader inp = null;

// Debug option: program supports command-line argument of file name
if (args.length > 0) {

lineIn = args[0];
System.out.println ("Reading data from file " + lineIn);

} // end if

// Open the input file.
inp = openInput (lineIn);

// Read problem specifications from the inp file.
maxWeight = readInt(inp);
n = readInt(inp);

// Generate all necessary arrays.
weight = new int[n];
value = new int[n];
pack = new int[n];
optPack = new int[n];

// Read in the individual items, and initialize pack[] to empty
for ( k = 0; k < n; k++ ){

weight[k] = readInt(inp);
value[k] = readInt(inp);
pack[k] = 0;

} // end for

// Initial pack[] includes NO items. Start testing from [0]
packSack (pack, 0);

// Report the final results.
System.out.println ("\nOptimal backpack has value " + optValue);
report();

} // end main
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// Small set of I/O methods.
static BufferedReader console = new BufferedReader
(new InputStreamReader(System.in));

public static String readLine()
{ return readLine(console); }

public static String readLine(BufferedReader inp){
String rtnVal = "";
try{
rtnVal = inp.readLine();

} catch (IOException e){
System.err.println ("File input failed: " + e);
System.exit(-1);

}
return rtnVal;

} // end readLine(inp)

public static int readInt(BufferedReader inp){
int readItem;
char charIn;
StringBuffer inWork = new StringBuffer(255);
inWork.setLength(0);
try{

do{
inp.mark(1);
charIn = (char) (readItem = inp.read());

}
while ( Character.isWhitespace(charIn) && readItem > 0 );

if ( readItem <= 0 )
throw new IOException("End-of-file found");

if ( Character.isDigit(charIn) || charIn == ’-’ || charIn == ’+’){
inWork.append(charIn);
while (true){

inp.mark(1);
charIn = (char) (readItem = inp.read());
if ( !Character.isDigit(charIn) || readItem < 0 )

break;
inWork.append(charIn);

} // end while
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if (readItem > 0) // Put the character back
inp.reset();

return Integer.parseInt(inWork.toString());
}
else{

inp.reset(); // Put the character back
System.err.println ("Illegal character (" + charIn

+ ") found. Returning zero.");
} // end if/else

}catch (IOException e){
System.err.println ("File input failed: " + e);
System.exit(-1);

}
return 0;

} // end readInt
/* Open a data file. The calling method MAY provide an initial file

name to try first, or else it passes a null string. */
static BufferedReader openInput ( String lineIn ){

BufferedReader inp = null;
if ( lineIn == null || lineIn.length() == 0 ){

System.out.print ("input file: ");
lineIn = readLine();

} // end if
while ( inp == null ){

try{
File f = new File (lineIn);
FileReader fis = new FileReader(f);
inp = new BufferedReader (fis);

} catch (IOException e){
System.out.println ("Exception: " + e);

}
finally{

if (inp == null){
System.out.print ("Open failed for " + lineIn

+ "\nPlease enter a valid file name: ");
System.out.flush();
lineIn = readLine();
if ( lineIn.length() == 0 ){
System.out.println ("NULL name; aborting!");
System.exit(0);

}
}

} // end try / catch / finally
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} // end while

return inp;
} // end openInput

} // end class IntBack
}
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